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Introduction

Since their discovery more than hundred years ago, cosmic rays (CRs)
have been a very interesting puzzle for particle physicists and astrophysi-
cists. The addition of new pieces to this puzzle has often lead to important
developments, like the discovery of antimatter or the muon. The �eld has ex-
perienced a sustained progress, and nowadays one may talk about a standard
model of CRs that is able to �t a remarkable amount of data. We can explain,
for example, the ratio RCR ≈ 0.26 of light (Li, Be, B) to medium (C, N, O)
nuclei observed in CRs (in the solar system this ratio is RSS ≈ 10−5) using a
simple di�usive model of propagation through the interstellar (IS) medium.
We can also understand their ∝ E−2.7 spectrum and the total energy density
ρCR ≈ 1.5×10−12 erg/cm3 in the galaxy if CRs are accelerated stochastically
by the shock front in supernova remnants.

Despite this progress, some basic questions about the origin and the na-
ture of the highest energy CRs (up to 1011 GeV at Auger and possibly higher
at JEM-EUSO) still remain. The collisions of these CRs imply center of mass
energies higher than the ones achieved at the LHC. Therefore, although par-
ticle colliders may have reached the highest energy available with the current
technology, there is the possibility that ultrahigh energy CRs and neutrinos
reveal the existence of particles or interactions beyond those of the standard
model. There is still a long way to go in astroparticle physics, but the solution
to the observational puzzles that it faces may bring unexpected developments
again.

With this in mind, the basic objective in this Thesis has been to un-
derstand the origin of an O(10−3) anisotropy observed in the CR �ux at
TeV�PeV energies (1 TeV = 1012 eV, 1 PeV = 103 TeV). CRs that reach the
Earth are almost completely isotropic, a fact that justi�es a di�usive model
of propagation. However, several CR observatories (ARGO, MILAGRO, TI-
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x Introduction

BET, ICECUBE, ICETOP) have produced a high accuracy map of the sky
that reveals such anisotropy. It is an O(10−3) de�cit from north galactic
directions that peaks at 10 TeV and then evolves with the energy, together
with other irregularities at smaller angular scales.

After a review of CR physics, in Chapter 2 we describe in some detail
the magnetic �elds in our galaxy, as they play a major role to explain both
their isotropy and (most likely) also the small anisotropy that we want to
understand. In Chapter 3 we describe the balistic trajectories of CRs in
the presence of a regular magnetic �eld, since in our opinion the small-scale
anisotropies are clearly a non-di�usive e�ect. We propose that a magnetic
con�guration that we name as cosmic magnetic lens could be the key ingre-
dient that explains them.

In Chapter 4 we study the appearence of a global CR anisotropy. We
try a new approach based on Boltzmann equation, which can be considered
the parent of the usual di�usion equation that describes the propagation
of CRs. Whereas the second equation provides the number n(E, ~x, t) of
particles at ~x with energy E per unit volume and energy, the distribution
function f(~p, ~x, t) in Boltzmann equation keeps also track of the momenta. To
derive the di�usion equation one integrates the momenta, losing information
(non-di�usive e�ects) that may be relevant to explain the CR anisotropies.
Therefore, we explore what are the simplest solutions of Boltzmann equation
consistent with a CR anisotropy in the presence of a magnetic �eld with both
regular and turbulent components.

Finally in Chapter 5 we study how our framework �ts the data on the
anisotropy in the di�erent CR experiments. We argue that it provides an
acceptable qualitative description of the anisotropies and a prediction that
can be tested in future experiments. In particular, the observatory HAWC (in
the northern hemisphere) could con�rm that the large-scale CR anisotropy
is modulated and changes sign above 100 TeV (energies that so far have only
been accesible at the southern ICECUBE/ICETOP observatory).

The results described in this Thesis have been published in 3 articles:

E. Battaner, J. Castellano and M. Masip
Magnetic �elds and cosmic ray anisotropies at TeV energies
Astrophysical Journal 799 (2015) 157

E. Battaner, J. Castellano and M. Masip
Cosmic Magnetic Lenses
Astronomy and Astrophysics 527 (2011) 5

E. Battaner, J. Castellano and M. Masip
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Galactic magnetic �elds and the large-scale anisotropy at MILAGRO Astro-
physical Journal Letters 703 (2009) L90





Introducción

Desde el descubrimiento hace mas de cien años, los rayos cosmicos han con-
stituido un interesesante puzzle para los �sicos de particulas y astrofísicos.
La aparicion de nuevas piezas de este puzzle ha llevado en muchas ocaciones
a importantes avaces, como el descubrimiento de la antimateria o del muón.
Este campo ha experimentado un gran progreso y hoy dia uno puede hablar
de un modelo estandard de rayos cosmicos que es capaz de explicar la mayoria
de los datos recogidos.

Podemos por ejeemplo el ratio entre elementos ligeros (Li, Be, B) y el-
ementos medianos (C, N, O) que es igual a 0.25 y que ha sido observado a
energias del orden del TeV usando un modeloo simple de difusion a traves
del medio interestelar. Tambien somos capaces de entender el espectro de
energias (proporcional a la enrgia elevada a un exponente 2.7) y la densi-
dad de energia de los mismos (igual a 1.5 × 10−5) si los rayos cosmicos son
acelerados estocastimante por frentes de ondas expelidos desde supernovas.
A pesar de este progreso, algunas cuestiones básicas acerca del origen y la
naturaleza de los rayos cosmicos de más alta energia continuan irresolutas.
Las colisiones de estos rayos cosmicos implican un centro de masas mas alto
que los alcanzados nunca por el LHC. Por tanto, aunque los aceleradores de
particulas han alcanzado su máxima energia de funcionamiento con la tec-
nología actual, existe la posibilidad de que el estudio de los rayos cosmicos
de muy alta energia y de neutrinos pueda revelar la existencia de particulas
o interaccione mas alla del modelo estandar. Hay todavia un largo camino
que recorrer por la �sica de astroparticulas y la solucion de algunos aspectos
observacionales puede traer desarrollos inesperados una vez más.

Con esto en mente, el principal objetivo de esta tesis ha sido entender el
origen de una anisotropia del orden 0.1% observada en el �ujo de rayos cosmi-
cos a unas energias en la franja del eV-OeV. Los rayos cosmicos que alcanzan
la Tierra lo hacen de manera casi istropica, un hecho que justi�ca la ultiliza-
cion de modelos difusivos de propagación. No obstante, algunos observatorios
(ARGO, (MILAGRO, TI-BET, ICECUBE, ICETOP) han producido mapas
del cielo de gran precisión que revelan dicha anisotropia. Se trata de un
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de�cit en dirección hacia el polo norte galatico que alcanza un pico de inten-
sidad a una energia de 10 TeV y que va cambiando según el rango energetico
observado. También se han observado irregularidades a escalas angulares
menores. Despues de una revisión de la �sica de rayos cosmicos, en el capit-
ulo 2 describimos someramente los campos galacticos que estan presentes en
nuestra galaxia, puesto que juegan un importante papel para explicar tanto
la isotropia a grandes rasgos asi como la pequeña anisotropia que queremos
entender. En el capitulo 3, describimos las trayectorias balisticas de los rayos
cosmicos en presencia de campos magenticos regulares, puesto que en nuestra
opinión las anistropias de pequeña y mediana escala son claramente un efecto
no difusivo. Proponemos tambien en el mismo que ciertas con�guraciones del
campo magnetico que hemos denominado ?cosmic magnetic lenses? pueden
ser un ingrediente clave para poder explicarlas.

En el capitulo 4 estudiamos la aparición de una anisotropia global en
el �ujo de rayos cosmicos. Exploramos un enfoque basado en la ecuación
de Boltzmann, que puede ser considerada como la ecuacion ?madre? de
la ecuacion de difusion usual. Mientras que la segunda aporta informacion
acerca del numero de particulas n(E,x,t) en una posición x con energia E y por
unidad de volumen; la funcion de distribución f(p,x,t) presente en la ecuacion
de Boltzmann guarda información acerca de los momentos. Para obtener
la ecuación de difusión se integran los momentos, perdiendo informacion
(efectos no difusivos) que pueden ser relevantes para explicar las anistropias
de rays cosmicos. Por tanto, estudiamos las soluciones mas sencilas de la
ecuacion de Boltzmann consistentes con la anisotropia de rayos cosmicos en
presencia de un campo magnetico descrito en en funcion de una componente
regular y una turbulenta.

Finalmente en el capitulo 5 analizamos como este modelo puede acomodar
los datos disponibles y y obtenemos una aceptable descripcion cualitativa de
las anistropias y una prediccion que puede ser puesta a prueba en futuros ex-
perimentos. En particular, HAWC, ( en el hemisferio norte) puede con�rmar
que la anistropia de gran escala esta modulada y su signo cambia por encima
de los 100 TeV (energias hasta ahora solo accesibles para los obsrvatorios
situados en el hemisferio sur como ICECUBE/ICETOP).en el documento o
no (si las hay, queremos
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Chapter 1

Cosmic rays

In this Chapter we will describe the basics of cosmic ray (CR) physics. CRs
are charged particles that reach the Earth from outer space with energies
between 1 and 1011 GeV. Due to the chaotic magnetic �elds present in the
interstellar and the intergalactic media, their arrival direction does not point
back to their source. Therefore, only neutral particles (gamma rays or neu-
trinos) can in principle be used to clearly indentify sources. Any form of
cosmic radiation, however, may be used to learn about the astrophysical
sources, about the medium where these particles have propagated in their
way to the Earth, or about the fundamental laws of physics. In particular,
they play nowadays an important role in dark matter or axion searches, and
even as a probe for new interactions at very high energies. These particles
are becoming an important tool that helps both astronomers and particle
physicists to explore the Universe. Their e�orts are now cordinated in a
rapidly evolving �eld: astroparticle physics.

1.1 Introduction

The history of CRs started with the exploration of charged gases in closed
vessels at the beginning of 20th century. Two Canadian groups (McLennan
y Burton, 1903; Rutherford y Cooke, 1903) noticed in 1903 that the leakage
of electric charge from an electroscope within an air-tight chamber could be
reduced by as much as 30% by enclosing it within a thick metal shield. They
deduced that the loss of charge was due to some highly penetrating ray (of
opposite charge) that was able to enter the chamber. This radiation was
attributed to radioactive materials on the ground or the air.

The most penetrating radiation known at that time were the γ rays, with
a well-known attenuation coe�cient in air. When γ radiation goes through

3
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matter its intensity decreases exponentially. Therefore, such exponential
dependence should be correlated with the ionization in the air. Within the
following years, however, it was found that the amount of ionized matter
does not decrease with the altitude as expected. The �rst report on that
was made by Dutch physicist Theodor Wulf (Wulf, 1909), who measured in
a lime-pit near Valkenburg and then at the top of the Ei�el Tower, which
was the highest construction in the world at the time. Latter on Gockel took
similar measurements higher above the ground in a balloon.

Figure 1.1: Path of Hess's �ight in the balloon "Bohmen" on August 7th,
1912.

Victor Hess, working on radioactivity at the Physical Institute in Vienna,
had speculated that the source of ionization may be in the sky rather than
in the Earth's crust. In 1911-1913 he took ten balloon �ights (�ve of them
during the night, as the Sun could play a role) with pressure and thermal
stable instruments. In his seventh �ight he �lled the balloon with hydrogen
instead of coalgas and was able to ascend up to an altitude over 5 km (without
an air mask!). The balloon started its �ight on August 7th, 1912 from Usti
nad Labem (Aussig) with Hess and a crew of an aviator and a meteorologist,
and it followed the path shown in Fig. 1.1. Hess found that although the
electroscope's rate of discharge decreased initially, above 610 m it increased,
being four times larger at 4880 m than at sea level. He concluded that a
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highly penetrating radiation was entering the atmosphere from above (Hess,
1912), and that this radiation was still able to produce the ionization observed
at much lower altitudes. After the �ights made during the night and during
an almost total eclipse, he also concluded that the Sun could not itself be
the main source of the radiation.

Although his results were con�rmed by W. Kolhrster, at that time Hess's
hypothesis did not receive general acceptance, as other possibilities (like the
lifting of radioactive sources from the ground into upper parts of the atmo-
sphere) were still considered. Finally, in 1925 Millikan performed experi-
ments submerging electroscopes in a lake at di�erent depths, and he found
that a depth in water equivalent to a given di�erence in atmospheric altitude
gives the same readings (Millikan, 1926). This proved that the radiation
must come from above and he named it "cosmic rays" (instead of the former
"Ultrastrahlung").

For many years there was the discussion whether CRs are neutral γ rays
or charged particles. In particular, Millikan supported the idea that this
radiation consists of high energy γ rays together with some secondary elec-
trons from Compton scattering (i.e., electrons accelerated by collisions of the
photons with air atoms). In 1929 the invention of the Geiger-Muller detec-
tor enabled the observation of individual CRs. Bothe and Kolhster built
a coincidence counter by using two counters, one placed above the other
(Bothe y Kolhorster, 1929). They found that simultaneous discharges of the
two detectors occurred very frequently, even when a strong absorber (a gold
tablet) was placed between them. The experiment strongly indicated that
these particles are charged but very penetrating in matter, so they have to
be very energetic. If charged particles constitute a majority of CRs, they
will be de�ected by the geomagnetic �eld and the �ux will be strongest at
the poles. In 1932 Compton presented a series of observations which showed
a variation of the CR �ux with the latitude (see Fig. 1.2).

In 1934 Rossi reported the observation of near-simultaneous discharges in
two Geiger-Muller counters widely separated in the horizontal plane during
a measurement of the east-west e�ect. Three years later Pierre Auger and
Maze, unaware of Rossi's earlier report, detected the same phenomenon and
investigated it in more detail (Auger y Maze, 1938). Their experiments in
the Alps revealed the existence of coincident CR events on very large scales
(at more than 200 m of distance), meaning that they were actually associated
with a single but extensive event. They presumed that this can happen when
an extremely energetic particle interacts in the upper atmosphere with an air
nucleus. Subsequent collisions of the created particles will produce a cascade,
with a fraction of them hitting the ground. From electromagnetic cascade
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Figure 1.2: Latitude dependence of cosmic ray intensity. Local radiation
sources were shielded by copper and lead shells. (Compton, 1932)

theory, Auger and colleagues estimated the energy of an incoming particle
able to do that at more than 106 GeV, since the particle had to create about
one million particles of 108 eV, plus a factor of ten for energy losses crossing
the atmosphere (Auger, 1939).

A wide variety of experimental investigations demonstrated that the pri-
mary CRs striking the Earth's atmosphere are mostly charged particles.
There were also some indirect con�rmations, such as an explanation of the
night aurorae phenomena observed in the polar zones (Stomer, 1930). The
secondary radiation observed at ground level is composed primarily of a soft
component of electrons and photons and a harder component of highly pen-
etrating particles, muons, discovered by C.D. Anderson and his student S.H.
Neddermeyer in 1936 (Anderson, 1936). Hess and Anderson shared the No-
bel prize in physics in 1936 for the discovery of the cosmic radiation and the
positron, respectively.

After these studies a common consensus about the nature of the CRs
emerged. It was clear that they were relativistic atomic nuclei from outer
space entering the Earth's atmosphere and generating cascades of secondary
particles, known as air showers. The content in air showers proved to be very
interesting for particle physicists, since they contained short-lived particles
not easily found in the laboratory. It is very remarkable, in particular, that
the investigation of CRs led to the discovery of antimatter. The �rst antipar-
ticle, the positron, had been postulated by Paul Dirac in 1928, and it was dis-
covered in 1932 by Anderson when cosmic radiation passing through a cloud
chamber surrounded by a magnet collided with a lead plate creating an e+e−

pair (Anderson, 1932). CR observations also stimulated widespread interest
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among astrophysicists, as they provided explanations for several phenomena
observed in radioastronomy, like the emission of synchrotron radiation by
astronomical objects. Fermi was able to estimate the galactic magnetic �eld
strength from the isotropy of CRs just after World War II.

1.2 Composition

The energy spectrum of CRs extends from 1 GeV to energies above 1011 GeV
(see Fig. 1.5). Below 100 GeV the �ux of particles is su�ciently high so that
detectors in satellite or balloon experiments, covering a typical area below 10
m2, can see it. It is found that CRs may be any atomic nuclei, including the
heavy ones. These nuclei are produced in collapsing stars, since primordial
(Big Bang) nucleosynthesis may provide only the lightest ones (H, He, Li).
We observe (see Fig. 1.3) that the majority of CRs are protons (79%), helium
(14%) and then all the nuclei of common elements (Longair, 2011). We also
see, however, that the relative abundance of some species has some important
di�erences with the abundance observed in the Solar system. In particular,
there is an excess of the light nuclei Li, Be and B (Z = 3, 4, 5) relative to C,
N and O (Z = 6, 7, 8). In stars light nuclei are consummed very e�ciently
in thermonuclear reactions that produce the heavier ones. Therefore, after
the collapse of the star (when material for fusion is no longer available) one
expects that their abundance is very low. The ratio of light nuclei to carbon
produced in stars should be similar to the ratio observed in the Solar system,
RSS ≈ 10−5, whereas in CRs we see RCR ≈ 0.25.

This di�erence is thought as the result of the fragmentation (or spallation)
of the heavier nuclei during propagation, i.e., the light nuclei are produced
in collisions of the heavier ones with the interstellar matter:

M+ p→ L+X , (1.1)

where M and L denote the medium and light nuclei, respectively. The
average cross section for these collisions is σML ≈ 78 mb, and the totalMp
cross section is σM ≈ 280 mb (Gaisser, 1990). This means that each collision
of anM nucleus with an IS hydrogen will produce around PML = 0.26 light
nuclei.

From the relative abundance that we observe we can deduce the average
column density or depth X of matter that these nuclei cross before reaching
us. X, given in g/cm2 (or cm of water equivalent), is de�ned as

X =
∫ `1

`0
d` ρ . (1.2)
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Figure 1.3: Nuclear abundance in CRs relative to the abundance observed in
the Solar system (normalised to C)(Michel et al., 1997)
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In our galactic disk, for an average (constant) density of 1 hidrogen atom per
cm3 the depth of a trajectory of length L is just X = L · ρIS. The transport
equation for the number density of both types of nuclei is then

dnM
dX

= −nM
λint
M
,

dnL
dX

= − nL
λint
L

+ PLM
nM
λint
M
, (1.3)

where the mean free path (or interaction length) λint
i is expressed in g/cm2:

λint
i =

mp

ρISσi
× ρIS =

mp

σi
. (1.4)

For σM ≈ 280 mb and σL ≈ 200 mb we obtain λint
M ≈ 6.0 g/cm2 and

λint
L ≈ 8.4 g/cm2. At the source nM(0) = n0 and nL(0) = 0, which implies

nM = n0 e
− x

λintM (1.5)

nL = n0 PLM
λint
L

λint
L − λint

M

(
e
− x

λintL − e
− x

λintM

)
(1.6)

In Fig. ?? we plot the ratio RCR of light to medium atoms as a function
of the depth. We obtain that RCR ≈ 0.25 at X ≈ 5 g/cm2. Dividing by ρIS
we �nd that CRs have been travelling an average distance of 3×1024 cm ≈ 1
Mpc during a time τesc ≈ 107 years from their sources. This is much larger
than the size of our galactic disk, 200-300 pc thick and with a radius of about
15 kpc. One concludes that CRs are trapped by the random magnetic �elds
present in our galaxy, and that their trajectory must be similar to the random
walk associated to a di�usion equation. This hypothesis is also supported by
the almost perfect isotropy (at the one per mille level) that we observe in the
CR �ux.

The typical time that CRs spend in the galaxy before they leak out can be
estimated as well using the relative abundance of radiactive isotopes observed
in satellite experiments. In particular, the collisions of C, N an O with
interstellar hydrogen produce both 10Be and 7Be in a proportion of n10/n7 ≈
0.25. The �rst one is radiactive, it decays 10B + e ν̄ with a lifetime τ10 ≈
2.2× 106 y, whereas the 7Be is stable. Their ratio evolves then as:

n10

n7

e−t/τ10 .

We observe n10/n7 ≈ 0.045, implying a characteristic time of order t ≈ 4×106

yr. A more precise estimate by the satellite CRIS (Yanasak et al., 2001) using
several isotopes concludes that τesc = 1.5× 107 yr.
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Figure 1.4: Ratio of light to medium nuclei in the CR �ux as a function of
depth X from the source.

If magnetic �elds are the main factor trapping TeV CRs, one expects that
λesc ≈ c ρIS τesc will depend on their rigidity R. R expresses the resistance of
the particle to be de�ected by a magnetic �eld:

R ≡ B rL =
p

Ze
≈ E

Ze c
, (1.7)

where p is the momentum of the CR, Ze its charge, and the Larmor radius
is rL = p/(ZeB). A �t of all the data provides a typical escape length:

λesc ≈ (11.8 g/cm2)

(
5 GV/c

R

)0.6

(1.8)

This implies that more energetic nuclei of smaller atomic number escapemore
e�ciently from the galaxy or remain less de�ected if it has an extragalactic
origin. The energy dependence, in particular, is

τesc(E) ≈ τesc(E0)
(
E

E0

)0.6

(1.9)

Let us also mention that CRs are mostly de�ned by particles, not an-
tiparticles. Protons, antiprotons, electrons and positrons are observed at
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Figure 1.5: The all-energy spectrum of CRs from the combined data of di�er-
ent air shower measurements. The spectrum exhibits a 'knee' and an 'ankle'
that deviate from the standard exponential decline (blue line). (Hillas, 2006).
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Figure 1.6: Spectra of the major components of the primary CR particles for
energies up to 106 GeV. The individual graphs are scaled by the factor noted
in the plot (Nakamura, 2010)
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E ≈ 100 GeV with a relative frequency (p, p̄, e−, e+) ≈ (1, 10−4, 10−2, 10−4)
(Adriani et al., 2010). Recently a small excess (not derived from spallation
nor astrophysical objects like quasars) of antimatter has been detected by
several satellite experiments: AMS, Pamela and Fermi (Coutu, 2013). In
Fig. 1.7 we show the positron excess. The origin of these positrons could be
astrophysical (pulsars), but it has been speculated that it could be a sign of
anihilation of dark matter, which possible detection mechanism are studied
in (Munoz, 2004).

Figure 1.7: Positron fraction in high-energy CRs from (Aguilar et al., 2013)

.

There are also two neutral components in the �ux of cosmic particles:
neutrinos and gamma rays. Although in this Thesis we will not discuss
these messengers, we would like to mention that they may provide a picture
of the sky that could be quite di�erent from the usual one (obtained with
light at di�erent frequencies). Gamma ray astronomy is nowadays a very
active �eld that is providing very interesting results, with the discovery of
a number of new astrophysical objects (pulsars, active galactic nuclei, star
�ares, etc). Solar neutrino experiments have been essential to establish that
these particles have a mass. Moreover, the recent observation by IceCube
of a non-atmospheric �ux at 100-1000 TeV energies opens the possibility of
neutrino astronomy.

.
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Figure 1.8: Image of entire sky in 100 MeV or greater gamma rays as seen by
the EGRET instrument aboard the CGRO spacecraft. Bright spots within
the galactic plane are pulsars while those above and below the plane are
thought to be quasars. (Sreekumar et al., 1998)

1.3 Sources and Spectrum

At kinetic energies below 1 GeV the CR spectrum varies strongly with the
phase of the solar cycle. In particular, it is observed that the �ux decreases
during the periods of high solar activity. This solar modulation is due to the
out�owing solar wind, which de�ects a fraction of the CR �ux and prevents
it from reaching the Earth (see Fig. 1.9). Up to 10 GeV, however, the com-
position of the CR �ux coincides with the solar one, which implies that these
particles are predominantly produced by the Sun.

At higher energies the CR spectrum is nearly featureless, it can be de-
scribed in terms of a simple power-law of type E−α. This indicates that CRs
originate outside the Solar system. At very high energies the overall spec-
trum shows two distinct features: a steepening of the spectral index from
α = 2.7 to α = 3 at 3 × 106 GeV, and a �attening above 109 GeV (Adriani
et al., 2011). These features, known as the knee and the ankle in analogy
with the shape of a human leg, describe the �ux up to energies E ≈ 1010.5

GeV. There the presence of a GZK suppression is still not fully established
(Takeda et al., 1998).

The reason for these changes in the spectral index is under debate, but it
is thought that up to the knee the �ux would be dominated by particles ac-
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Figure 1.9: Calculated local interstellar 4He spectrum and spectra in 1978
and 1981 (periods of minimum and maximum solar activity) (Kroeger, 1986)
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celerated by supernova remnants (see below) inside our own galaxy. Between
the knee and the ankle the dominant component in the CR �ux would also
be of galactic origin, but not supernova remnants. Above the ankle magnetic
�elds are not e�cient to trap CRs, and their origin should be predominantly
extragalactic.

The energy of a CR can be used to estimate the size and and the mag-
netic �eld B in the region where it has been accelerated. The basic idea,
proposed in (Hillas, 2005), is that when the Larmor radius of a charged par-
ticle, rL = E

QB
, is larger than the region of coherence of B, the particle will

leave the source. This imposes a limit on the maximum energy that a cosmic
accelerator of size R can provide:

Emax = QBR . (1.10)

This general geometrical argument known as the Hillas criterion is useful for
selecting potential acceleration sites. Fig. 1.9 shows the minimum B and
size of a source able to accelerate protons up to 1012 GeV and iron up to
1011 GeV. A realistic description of particle acceleration must also take into
account the energy lost during the process. In particular, notice that the
energy that a particle can achieve also reaches a maximum if the rate of
energy loss becomes equal to the rate of energy gained.

An analogous argument that can be applied to the question of whether
CRs originate inside our galaxy or have an extragalactic origin. The magnetic
�eld in our galaxy is in the order of several µG (Stanev, 1997; Zatsepin
y Kuzmin, 1966). For energies higher than ≈ 109 GeV the rL of protons
exceeds the thickness of the galactic disc. If they were galactic their arrival
direction would be in the plane, introducing an excess that has not been
observed. Therefore, CRs of energy above 109 GeV would be predominantly
extragalactic, whereas at lower energies the dominant component in the CR
�ux could have been accelerated at galactic supernova remnants (Fermi, 1949;
Ptuskin et al., 2010). An important reason why we think that remanants
provide the key astrophysical acceleration process is the following estimate.

Our galactic disk has a volume V ≈ 1067 cm3. We observe a CR energy
density of ρCR ≈ 0.5 eV/cm3 (Stanev, 2010); let us suppose that this coincides
with the average density in the whole disk. Since CRs are trapped an average
time of τesc ≈ 107 y, the power required to replace the CRs that leak out
is V ρ/τesc ≈ 3 × 1040 erg/s. In our galaxy there are around 3 supernova
explosions per century, and each remnant contains a mass of 10M� with a
speed of 5× 108 cm/s. Since this gives a total kinetic energy of 3× 1051 erg
per year, a 0.1% e�ciency would be enough to keep the CR energy density
at the observed value.
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Figure 1.10: The size and magnetic �eld strength of di�erent candidates
for CR acceleration. The (dotted) solid line limits candidates that could
accelerate protons (iron) up to 1011 GeV. From (Hillas, 2005)

Figure 1.11: Acceleration cycle of a CR by a gas cloud.
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Let us brie�y review the standard scenarios for CR acceleration. The
idea is that the acceleration is a stochastic process with a basic acceleration
cycle where the CR (in average) will gain a small fraction of energy. By
repeating this process many times extremely large energies can be reached.
Let us assume that the average fraction of energy gained per cycle does not
depend on the energy,

∆E

E
= α (1.11)

Let us also assume that in each cycle there is an energy independent prob-
ability Pesc = (1 − β) that the particle escapes and does not enter the next
cycle. Under the assumption than α is small, after k acceleration cycles the
number of remaining particles is

N = N0(1− β)k (1.12)

These particles will end up with an energy above

E = E0(1 + α)k (1.13)

From these expressions it follows that N and E are related by

N = N0

(
E

E0

) ln(1−β)
ln(1+α)

. (1.14)

If we derive we obtain that this framework, known as Fermi mechanism, can
explain a power-law for the �ux of particles:

dN

dE
∝
(
E

E0

) ln(1−β)
ln(1+α)

−1

. (1.15)

To ilustrate how the kinetic energy of a magnetized plasma can be trans-
ferred to individual CRs we will �rst consider the original (2nd order) Fermi
scenario. Suppose that a relativistic particle (E1 � mc2) enters a gas cloud
moving with velocity v � c in direction opposite to the particle. In the frame
of the cloud the particle has an energy

E ′1 = γ(E1 + vp1) ≈ γE1(1 + β) , (1.16)

since p1 ≈ E1/c. Inside the cloud the particle will interact elastically several
times with the turbulent magnetic �eld and will change its direction, i.e., its
energy will be E ′2 = E ′1 but its momentum will take a random direction. Let
us �rst assume that the particle exits the cloud just opposity to the direction
of entry. In that case when we go back to the lab frame its energy is

E2 = γ(E ′2 + vp′2) ≈ γE ′2(1 + β) ≈ γ2(1 + β)2E1 =
1 + β

1− βE1 . (1.17)
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We see that the particle has increased its energy by a factor of (1+β)/(1−
β). Notice, however, that if the direction of exit would have coincided with
the one of entry (not its opposite) then the particle would have not gained
energy, and that if the particle were initially moving in the same direction as
the cloud (not opposite) it could have lost energy in the process. The generic
case with an angle θ1 of entry and an angle θ2 of exit is depicted in Fig. 1.11.
The energy of the particle when it exits the cloud is

E2− E1

E1

=
∆E

E1

=
β cos θ1 + β cos θ′2 + β2 (1 + cos θ1 cos θ′2)

1− β2
. (1.18)

Since cos θ′2 may take any value between -1 and +1 with the same probability
(〈cos θ′2〉 = 0) we obtain that the average gain of energy is

〈∆E
E1

〉 =
β cos θ1 + β2

1− β2
(1.19)

The average value of cos θ1, however, is not that simple: if the clouds are
isotropically distributed, the particle will �nd more of them in opposite than
in the same directions (just like in the highway you cross with more cars
coming from the opposite lane). It is easy to see that the number of clouds
is proportional to (1 + βcosθ1). Therefore

〈cos θ1〉 =
∫ 1

−1

∫
− 11d(cos θ1)(1 + β cos θ1) cos θ1∫
− 11d(cos θ1)(1 + β cos θ1)

=
β

3
(1.20)

and

〈∆E
E1

〉 ≈ 4

3
β2 . (1.21)

Although in principle this mechanism could work, it is not very e�cient:
the gain is proportional to β2 ≈ 10−6. Shock fronts in supernova remnants,
however, provide a much more e�ective scenario (1st order Fermi mecha-
nism). The supernova explosion creates a shockwave travelling at a constant
hypersonic velocity (vs ≈ 0.01c) during a long time (1000 years). The pass
of the front disturbs the gas downstream, which will pick up some velocity
v, in particular, for a monoatomic gas one estimates that v ≈ (3/4)vS (see
Fig. 1.12).

An acceleration cycle will consist of a relativistic CR with energy E1

crossing the front from upstream to downstream, then interacting with the
random magnetic �elds there, and �nally going back upstream. The crucial
di�erence with the acceleration by plasma clouds is that in the entry region
the CR always �nds cos θ1 > 0 (otherwise it will not cross the front), whereas
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Figure 1.12: Representacion of a CR crossing a shockwave during the 1st
order Fermi's acceleration mechanism.

to return upstream it needs cos θ′2 > 0. As a result, in this cycle the CR
always gains energy, which is provided by the plasma behind the front. It
is easy to see that the frequency of upstream CRs crossing the shock front
is proportional to cos θ1 with 0 ≤ cos θ1 ≤ 1, and also that the frequency
of those crossing in the oposite direction goes approximately like cos θ′2 (for
positive values of this cosine). As a result

〈cos θ1〉 = 〈cos θ′2〉 =

∫ 1
0 d(cos θ′2) cos θ′2 · cos θ′2∫ 1

0 d(cos θ′2)
=

2

3
(1.22)

For the average energy gain one obtains

〈∆E
E1

〉 =

4
3
β + β2

(
1 + 4

9

)
1− β2

≈ 4

3
β =≈ vS

c
. (1.23)

We can also estimate the probability that a CR escapes, i.e., after crossing
the front does not go back upstream. Suppose that the CR number density
is nCR. If the front were static then the number of CRs upstream and down-
stream would be constant. This implies that if a CR crosses in one direction
another one must cross in the opposite direction, and sooner or later all CRs
will complete the cycle. The movement of the front, however, changes the
balance. In the rest frame of the downstream gas the shock front advances
upstream at ≈ (1/4)vS. In this frame the number of CRs that cross upstream
to downstram per unit time and area is proportional to ρCR ·c ·1/2 ·1/2, with
the �rst 1/2 factor indicating that only those moving towards the front will
cross it and the second one giving the average value of cos θ′1, whereas the
number of CRs gained by the downstream region will go like ρCR · (1/4)vS.
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Therefore, the probability that one CR escapes is

Pesc =
ρCR (1/4)vS
ρCR c 1/2 1/2

≈ vS
c
. (1.24)

In this framework we obtain

〈∆E
E1

〉 ≡ α ≈ vS
c
, Pesc ≡ β ≈ vS

c
. (1.25)

The spectral index that this implies is in the CR �ux would be

ln(1− β)

ln(1 + α)
− 1 ≈ −β

α
− 1 ≈ −2 (1.26)

We then have a universal power law for the spectrum with a spectral index
that is independent of the shock velocity: no matter how fast or slow, it
gives the same spectrum. If we add that more energetic CRs escape more
e�ciently by a factor of (E/E0)0.6 (see Eq. 1.9) we obtain

dN

dE
∝
(
E

E0

)−2−0.6

, (1.27)

which is very close to the observed −2.7 value.

This process, however, will eventually become ine�ective due to several
reasons. First, as the energy increases the CR will increase its Larmor radius
and the supernova remnant will be unable to con�ne it. Second, at large
energies protons may interact with the thermal photons produced at the
(very hot) shock front and will produce pions:

pγ →4+ → p π0 , n π+ (1.28)

In addition, electrons will emit an amount of synchrotron radiation similar
to the energy that they gain per cycle. This radiation is of course a good
way to search for acceleration sites. A galactic supernova remnant is shown
in Fig. 1.13

At energies above 106�108 GeV active galactic nuclei (AGNs) are believed
to be the dominant source of (extragalactic) CRs. AGNs are the core regions
of galaxies, and they feature a much higher than usual luminosity. A super-
massive black hole in the center of a galaxy can build accretion disks of hot,
ionized plasma, generating very strong magnetic �elds. These �elds could
accelerate CRs to the highest energies observed in the CR spectrum. Ad-
ditionally, some AGNs feature jets of highly relativistic magnetized matter
that could as well accelerate CRs (Rieger et al., 2007) up to energies around
109 GeV. Also there is an special acceleration pattern during galaxy-galaxy
collisions (Lisenfeld y Voelk, 2010) by shockwaves which results in a higher
synchroton emision by electrons and nuclei.
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Figure 1.13: The crab nebula supernova remnant (Slane et al., 2000).



Chapter 2

Galactic Magnetic Fields

Magnetic �elds are ubiquitous in the universe: they are present in planets,
stars, galaxies, clusters of galaxies, in the inter-cluster regions. The possibil-
ity to �nd cosmological magnetic �elds is currently investigated by several
experiments (Strassmeier et al., 2009). In particular, PLANCK has estab-
lished an upper limit of about 5 µG for a comoving magnetic �eld at the
time of recombination (Planck Collaboration et al., 2014). The e�ects of
cosmic magnetic �elds (thereafter MFs) are diverse. They align the spinning
micron-sized dust particles in the interstellar medium, they accelerate and
de�ect cosmic rays, and they reduce the angular momentum during the grav-
itational collapse of matter into stars. MFs could also provide the force that
generates galactic warps and even play a non-negligible role in the �attening
of the rotation curves of galaxies (Battaner et al., 1992) and (Ruiz-Granados
et al., 2012). There are many proccesses in which MFs play a non-negligible
role. In a near future experiments like SKA, LOFAR and QUIJOTE will
provide much more detailed information about cosmic MFs. As we will see
in latter chapters, galactic MFs could also be the origin of the anisotropy
detected by several CR observatories at TeV energies.

In the Milky Way, typical �eld strengths are of order µG, but in �laments
in the galactic center they could be up to three orders of magnitude larger.
While the galactic MF exhibits a regular large-scale structure, random �elds
at smaller scales are comparable in strength. The average energy density of
the galactic MF is about ρB = B2/(8π) ≈ 1 eV/cm3, which is similar to the
energy density ρCR in CRs, and also to the kinetic energy density due to
turbulent motion of particles in the galaxy. This indicates that galactic MFs
have a non-negligible e�ect on processes occurring throughout the interstellar
medium, such as star formation, energy transport or CR propagation.

The study of the galactic magnetism started with the discovery of the

23
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polarization of starlight by Hiltner (Hiltner, 1949). The phenomenon was
presumed to be caused by MFs permeating the interstellar space, and it was
given a plausible explanation by Davis and Greenstein (Davis y Greenstein,
1951) in terms of magnetically aligned dust grains. After the discovery of
synchrotron radiation (Schwinger, 1949) and the development of radio as-
tronomy in the early 1950s, several non-thermal radio emitting sources were
argued to consist of energetic electrons spiraling in magnetic �elds (Alfvén y
Herlofson, 1950).

These were indirect observations of interstellar MFs. Bolton and Wild
(Bolton y Wild, 1957) suggested that they could be studied directly by the
Zeeman e�ect (transitions between atomic energy levels in presence of a MF).
Due to technical challenges, the discovery of the Zeeman splitting in interstel-
lar gas of neutral hydrogen did not take place until a decade later (Davies y
Wilson, 1968). Wielebinsky discovered the polarized synchroton radiation in
1962. A bit later, the �rst measurements of the galactic MF using Faraday
rotation of the polarized radio emission from pulsars were made by (Lyne
y Smith, 1968). Faraday rotation applied to polarized extragalactic radio
sources led Davies (Lyne y Rickett, 1968) to conclude that a large-scale, reg-
ular magnetic �eld permeated the Milky Way. In this chapter we describe is
some detail the most common techniques to measure the galactic magnetic
�eld and then discuss its large-scale structure and its irregularities.

2.1 Detection techniques

2.1.1 Faraday rotation

Faraday discovered that when a polarized light beam crosses an intense mag-
netic �eld, the polarization vectors change. A circularly polarized electro-
magnetic wave incident on a free electron induces a circular motion of the
electron (Harwit, 2006; Rybicki y Lightman, 1986). If an external magnetic

�eld ~B parallel to the direction of propagation of the radiation is also present,
the electron will experience a Lorentz force ~F = −e

c
~v × ~B. Let ~r denote the

displacement of the electron. Depending on whether the incident radiation
has a right- or left-handed circular polarization, the Lorentz force will be
directed along ~r or ~−r, respectively, producing a shift in the polarization
angle.

Identifying B in our derivation as the component of an arbitrary MF
parallel to the direction of propagation of the electromagnetic wave, we can
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Figure 2.1: Observed RM distribution across the this equation over the total
path length spiral galaxy NGC 6946.(Beck, 2007)
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arrive at the expression for the Faraday rotation:

4θ ≈ e3λ2

2πm2c4

∫ 2

0
nB‖ds ≡ RM λ2, (2.1)

which de�nes the rotation measure RM . For a source with an intrinsic linear
polarization direction θ0, the observed polarization direction will be

θ = θ0 +RMλ2. (2.2)

For astrophysically interesting situations, we can write (in units of rad/m2)

RM ∼= 8 · 105
∫ L

0

(
n

cm−3

)(
B‖
T

)(
dL

pc

)
. (2.3)

2.1.2 Synchrotron emission

Relativistic electrons spiralling along magnetic �eld lines radiate synchrotron
radiation. For a power law distribution of relativistic electrons, commonly
called CR electrons, the electron density ncre is characterized by a spectral
index s,

ncre(E)dE ∝ ncre,0E
−sdE . (2.4)

The synchrotron emissivity is then

jv ∝ ncre,0B
1+s
2 ν

1−s
2 (2.5)

For a regular MF and the above relativistic electron distribution, the emitted
synchrotron radiation has a large degree of linear polarization, around 75%
for a spectral index s = 3. Observationally, the percentage of polarization
is typically much lower than this due to depolarizing e�ects such as Fara-
day depolarization and the presence of turbulent MFs that depolarize the
radiation through line-of-sight averaging.

A widely used (and debated, see (Beck y Krause, 2005)) assumption about
the interstellar medium in the Milky Way and other galaxies is the energy
equipartition between MFs and CRs, i.e., the equality between the magnetic
and CR energy densities, ρB = ρCR. It indicates that both components
are coupled and able to exchange energy. This useful assumption enables the
calculation of MF strengths in other galaxies, interstellar clouds, or any other
astrophysical object based on the observable synchrotron (radio) emission.
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2.1.3 Starlight polarization

It is observed that optical light from di�erent stars in the same vicinity
has similar polarization. Davis and Greenstein (1951) concluded that the
IS medium, and not the stars themselves, is the cause of this e�ect. They
argued that the polarization is caused by the alignment of spinning, non-
spherical grains through the mechanism of paramagnetic relaxation. The
long axis of the grains align perpendicular to the ambient magnetic �eld,
they preferentially absorb light that is polarized in the direction of the grain's
long axis, and hence gives a net polarization of the unabsorbed light parallel
to the MF. However, since the discovery of the Davis-Greenstein e�ect, other
additional processes that a�ect the alignment of interstellar grains have also
been described (Draine, 2003).

There are additional drawbacks of using starlight polarization to study the
large scale MF. First, since individual stars must be observed, only the nearby
(3 kpc) part of the Galaxy can be probed. Second, starlight polarization
is a self-obscuring e�ect based on the extinction of light, and about 3%
polarization corresponds to one visual magnitude of extinction. For these
reasons starlight polarization is best used as a probe of small scale magnetic
structures, such as interstellar clouds, and not for the large scale galatic MF.

Currently, about 104 measurements of starlight polarization exist. This
number is growing quickly through the use of automated surveys (e.g.,(Clemens
y Bressan, 2009)) and is approaching 106 within a year.

2.1.4 Zeeman e�ect

An electron orbiting a nucleus with angular momentum ~L acquires a magnetic
moment ~µ

~µ = − e

2me

~L = −µB
~L

h̄
(2.6)

where the Bohr magneton is µB = 5.788× 10−11 MeV T−1. The interaction
energy between a MF and a magnetic dipole moment is then ∆E = −~µ · ~B.
The normal Zeeman e�ect is due to the µ caused by the electron's orbital
angular momentum. If we let the direction of the MF de�ne the z-axis, the
Z component of the angular momentum takes the values Lz = mlh̄ with
ml = 0,±1,±2, .....,±l. Measuring this splitting of atomic levels in stars
requires minimum values of the MFs B ∼ 1 G, but it has been measured
with �elds greater than 3× 104 G in some A stars. For the Sun, sunspots of
several kG are common. In the interstellar medium one typically measures
Zeeman splitting in OH and water masers, or the hidrogen 21 cm line for
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neutral clouds. In the latter case, three di�erent transitions of the hyper�ne
splitting of the ground state are possible, with ∆ml = 0,±1. The unshifted
frequency, ν0 = 1.42 GHz, corresponds the case ∆ml = 0, and the frequencies

ν± = ν0 ±
eB

4πmec
(2.7)

correspond to ∆ml = ∓1. This splitting in frequency is tiny compared to
the Doppler broadening of the lines. Per km/s of random motion of the gas,
the broadening is ∆ν = ν0v/c ≈ 5kHz. While it is impossible to actually
measure the splitting of the 21 cm line directly, partial information on the
MF can be recovered due to the transitions having di�erent polarization
properties.

Figure 2.2: Examples of measurements of the Zeeman e�ect in interstellar
clouds.(Crutcher y Thomas, 2000).

2.2 Magnetohydrodinamic turbulences

A crucial aspect that explains the di�usive behaviour of CR propagation is
the turbulent component in the galactic MF. Hydrodynamic turbulence is a
long studied but still incompletely addressed fundamental process, and yet it
is just a �rst step towards the more complex mangetohydrodinamic (MHD)
turbulence. MHD turbulence, or turbulence of conducting �uid, exists in dif-
ferent physical systems: liquid-metal experiments, fusion devices, the Earth's
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interior and virtually all astrophysical plasmas from stars to galaxies and
galaxy clusters. Many observed properties of astrophysical bodies cannot be
explained without recourse to some model of turbulence and turbulent trans-
port in the constituent plasma. Thus, one could view the theory of MHD
turbulence as a theory of the fundamental properties of luminous matter that
makes up large-scale astrophysical bodies.

MHD turbulence is an area of very active current research motivated
by the recent rapid and simultaneous progress in astrophysical observations
(especially of the solar photosphere, interstellar and intra-cluster medium),
high-resolution numerical simulations, and liquid-metal laboratory experi-
ments. In this section we would like to give an overview of the concepts
underlying the MHD turbulence without going into the computational de-
tails

Momentum conservation in a �uid implies Navier-Stokes equation, that
provides the evolution of an element of �uid:

∂~u

∂t
+ ~u · ∇~u = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2~u+ ~f . (2.8)

Here ~u is the velocity �eld, in general a quantity that �uctuates in time t
and space ~x, ∇ is the gradient with respect to ~x, ρ and p are the density
and the pressure of the medium, respectively, ν is the kinematic viscosity
(molecular viscosity/density), and ~f is the external force, i.e. excluding
short-scale forces during particle-particle interactions. Turbulent �ows are
characterized by high Reynolds numbers:

Re ≡
UL

ν
, (2.9)

where U is the typical �ow velocity (basically the root mean square of the
velocity �eld), and L is a typical large scale of the (astro)-physical setting.
Regardless of how the �ow becomes turbulent, once it does, the macroscopic
random motions (namely, the non-linear convective term u · ∇u) dominate
over the molecular viscosity (the dissipative term ν∇2u). The speci�c en-
ergy injection mechanisms are various: in astrophysics, they can be either
background gradients, like the Kepler velocity shear in accretion discs, the
temperature gradient ∇T in stellar convective zones, which mediate the con-
version of gravitational energy into kinetic energy of the �uid motion, or
direct sources of energy such as the supernovae in the ISM or active galactic
nuclei in galaxy clusters. However, even a small value of the viscosity could
be responsible of the energy decay, which evolves from the largest to the
smallest scale through a cascade described in terms of eddies1, re�ecting the

1In Spanish, remolinos.
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vortical nature of the turbulence.

2.2.1 Kolmogorov spectrum

The breakthrough of a proper mathematical description to the nature of the
turbulence came with the seminal paper in 1941 by Kolmogorov (usually
known as K41), who applied a simple dimensional argument to get a heuris-
tic theory on the origin of the turbulence spectrum (Kolmogorov, 1941). We
can look at the basic picture of energy transfer process as follows. At the
large-scale L a force is applied to the �uid, injecting energy into the �ow. The
�uid motion at this scale L becomes unstable and loses energy to neighbour-
ing smaller scales, without directly dissipating energy into heat: the largest
eddies produce others that, in turn, subdivide, and so on. The process re-
peats itself until one reaches a dissipation scale, or the Kolmogorov scale lν ,
where the energy is �nally dispersed into heat by the action of the molecular
viscosity.

The phenomenology of the energy containing eddies gives a reasonable
picture of global energy decay and makes clear how the energy reservoir
at the large scales controls the process. The Kolmogorov's assumption was
that the energy transfer and interacting scales are local, while the large-scale
dynamics depend on the speci�c astrophysical context. The cornerstone of all
theories of turbulence is the universality of the non-linear dynamics at small
scales� L. Once steady state conditions are reached, the energy dussipation
rate ε is transfered from any eddy to eddies at lower scales, until the smaller
eddies are reached for which the scale Reynolds number is no longer larger
than unit and viscosity transforms this energy into heat.

In addition to the universality of the non-linear processes at all scales
belonging to the inertial range, the hydrodynamic turbulence theory assumes

• homogeneity;

• scale invariance;

• isotropy;

• locality of interactions.

Under these assumptions, it is easy to derive the well-known 5/3 Kol-
mogorov spectral index for the distribution of kinetic energy W (k) at the
di�erent scales:

W (k) = Ckε
2/3k−5/3. (2.10)
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Here, Ck is the Kolmogorov constant, k is the wave number associated to
the inertial range scales (l ∝ 1/k) and ε is the energy transfer rate between
the di�erent eddiels. The spectrum follows also from purely dimensional
considerations.

2.3 Spectrum of turbulent magnetic �elds in

our galaxy

The spectrum of the random component of the MF in the interstellar medium
of the Milky Way can be investigated with theory, observations and simula-
tions. However the results obtained with all these tools do not coincide, what
in practice means that we are far from establishing and understanding them.
It is usually assumed that the spectrum of turbulences follows a power-law,

W (k) ∝ k−α , (2.11)

but the uncertainties in α (at di�erent values of k) are very large. The largest
scale corresponds to the size of the galaxy itself, 15 kpc, and the lowest scale
(where viscosity transforms into heat the energy transferred in the turbulent
cascade) is about 10−2pc. The main injection of energy to the turbulent �ow
is coming from suernova remnants driven winds, at scales around 100 pc.

As explained before, theoretical arguments favour a Kolmogorov spectrum
with α = 5/3. It is expected to be roughly valid at intermediate scales
between 1 pc and 1 Kpc. Observational analyses can be found in (Han
et al., 2004) and (Han, 2009). Between the largest scale and 0.5 kpc it is
found that α = 0.37 To reach these larger scales, being the SNR the energy
input scale, you need an inverse cascade transferring energy toward larger
scales. However, the coe�cient obtained in simulations at these larger scales
(Brandenburg y Rekowski, 2001) is clearly incompatible with the 0.37 value.
Probably, e�ects other than SN winds and inverse cascade are at work. For
instance, shear associated to spiral arms and bars are mechanisms beyond
the scope of standard analysis and the many implicit assumptions required
by simulations.

2.4 Regular and turbulent magnetic �elds

The MF in the di�use IS medium includes a large-scale regular component
plus a turbulent component at smaller scales. A standard estimate for the
strength of the local (galactic) MF is 6±2µG (Beck, 2001). The ratio between
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the random and the regular �eld strengths is estimated from starlight and
synchrotron data to be 0.6 to 1.0, but it is expected to vary throughout the
galaxy: the total �eld in the optical arms is the strongest, and it is mainly
turbulent; in the inter-arm regions the regular �eld may dominate, possibly
forming magnetic arms that extend beyond the optical arms. Within 200 pc
of the galactic center (see (Ferriere, 2009)) we can estimate B ≈ 10 µG and a
poloidal shape in the di�use medium, and B ≈ 1mG in �laments and dense
clouds.

The can then separate the local magnetic �eld

~B = ~Br + ~Bt (2.12)

where ~Br and ~Bt are the regular and the turbulent components, respectively.
Mapping the large scale geometry of the regular �eld in our own Galaxy is
challenging and requires extensive modeling. As seen in external galaxies,
one expects a spiral shape reminiscent of the matter distribution in the disk.
The pitch angle is di�cult to measure (Vallée, 2004) and is spatially varying.
Locally, it is estimated p ≈ 10◦, where p = 0◦ corresponds to a completely
azimuthal �eld. The Sun is located between the Perseus and the Sagittarius
spiral arms. The local galactic MF points clockwise in the Perseus arm
(located outside the solar circle), and counter-clockwise in the Sagittarius
arm (Beck y Wielebinsky, 2005). The nature and the number of large scale
�eld reversals are still an open question (see �gure 2.3). In addition, new
measures using WMAP polarization data of the �eld in the disk and halo of
our galaxy favor an axisymmetric MF (see �gure 2.4).

The most recent models for the regular magnetic �eld in our galaxy have
been presented in (Oppermann et al., 2014) from Faraday rotation of extra-
galactic sources, and in (Ruiz-Granados et al., 2010) from WMAP data using
CMB measurements. It is expected a similar estimate (still not available)
from Planck data. The current understanding of the galactic MF can then
be summarised as follows.

• Magnetic �elds are present everywhere in the Milky Way.

• There is a large-scale magnetic �eld, directed clockwise.

• A �eld reversal is evident in the Sagittarius spiral arm.

• In our vicinity we have a regular component Br ≈ 5µG and a turbulent
component Bt ≤ 5µG.

• The �eld strength drops as a function of galacto-centric distance, from
Br ≈ 10µG at R = 4 kpc to Br ≈ 4µG at R ≥ 15 kpc.
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Figure 2.3: Rotation measures obtained from pulsars with known distances,
superimposed onto a sketch of the Milky-Way spiral arms (from (Han et al.,
2006))

Figure 2.4: Examples of axisymmetric and bisymmetric magnetic �elds struc-
tures.
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2.5 Magnetic �eld in the Heliosphere

At smaller scales magnetic �elds take a completely di�erent con�guration
dominated by the stellar wind �eld. In particular, the solar wind �eld is
dominant in the so called heliosphere. The solar wind carries out the frozen-
in Sun �eld. Because of the motion of the Sun with respect to the IS medium,
the heliosphere becomes highly elongated developping a sharp wave front, the
heliopause. Clearly, the close �eld around the Earth a�ects the trajectories
of CR so they must be considered for interpreting CR arrival �uxes.

The solar corona is a highly conductive plasma. With increasing height,
an increasing temperature results into a pressure-driven solar wind out�ow
(Parker, 1958), that produces a magnetic pressure driven wind. Thus, the
solar wind drags the coronal MF out into the solar system forming the helio-
spheric MF, historically referred to as the interplanetary MF. The structure
and dynamics of the heliospheric MF are key to understand and forecast the
space weather, as it directly couples the Sun with planetary magnetospheres
and channels the �ow of solar and cosmic particles. The heliospheric MF is
also the only aspect of the solar MF which is accessible to direct measure-
ment, providing strong constraints on theories of solar wind formation and
solar dynamo.

2.5.1 Measurements and Parker's spiral

Information about the heliospheric MF can be obtained through a variety
of indirect means, but the bulk of our understanding comes from spacecraft-
borne magnetometers, which make in situ observations. The �rst observa-
tions were made by the Mariner spacecraft in the early 1960s. Subsequent
spacecraft have provided a complete record of the near-Earth heliospheric
MF, that can be found in the OMNI dataset.

The solar MF evolves on a range of time scales, from seconds to centuries.
At the shortest time scales, waves and turbulence result in a �ne-scale struc-
ture. The solar wind, and hence the heliospheric MF, exhibits recurrence
at the 25.4 day solar rotation period. There is also the 11-year solar cycle
between periods of maximum and minimal activity. Nevertheless, much of
the structure of the heliospheric MF can be understood by the steady-state
approximation. The intensity of this heliospheric �eld at 1 AU varies from 2
to 4 µG in correlation with the solar cycle (Balogh y Erdõs, 2013).

The large scale structure and dynamics of the heliospheric MF is governed
by the solar wind �ow, which in turn has its origin in the magnetic structure
of the corona. The simplest steady-state picture is observed under solar min-
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imum conditions when the coronal MF is closest to dipolar, typically with
the magnetic dipole axis tilted by a few degrees to the solar rotation axis.
The corona is observed to be organised into a belt of dense bright streamers
around the magnetic equator with darker polar coronal holes in the high lat-
itude regions. At this time a fast solar wind (with speeds ≈ 750kms−1) �lls
most of the heliosphere, �owing outwards from the Sun from the regions of
open magnetic �eld lines originating in the polar coronal holes. However, a
belt of slower solar wind (with typical speeds of 300 − 400kms−1) of about
20◦ latitudinal width originates from the streamer belt region corresponding
to the magnetic equator. The MF boundary separating oppositely directed
magnetic �eld lines originating from the northern and southern polar coronal
holes is carried out by this slower solar wind to form the heliospheric cur-
rent sheet, a large scale magnetic boundary which extends throughout the
heliosphere.
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Cosmic magnetic lenses

In this chapter we study in detail the trajectories of a CR in the presence
of a regular magnetic �eld. We �nd this approximate situation when CRs
propagate both in the IS medium (where there is a dominant �eld of order
3 µG with a coherence of 0.1�10 pc) and inside the heliosphere (where CRs
�nd the so called Parker sheet). We will also discuss an interesting �eld
con�guration that we have named as cosmic magnetic lens. The trajectories
considered in this chapter will be disturbed by magnetic turbulences, but
some e�ects should survive at distances where the di�use regime has not
been fully stablished (see discusion of Liouville's theorem in chapter 4). In
particular, the results in this chapter will be necessary to understand the
appearance of small and medium-scale anisotropies, to estimate the relevance
of the heliospheric �eld, and to evaluate the e�ect of the shadow of the Sun
in the large-scale anisotropy.

3.1 Image of a point-like source

Let us start discussing the trajectory of a particle in the presence of a station-
ary magnetic �eld. The Newton-Lorentz equation reads (we use cgs units)

d

dt
~p = q

(
~E +

~v

c
× ~B

)
, (3.1)

where q is the electric charge and ~v the velocity of the CR. We will assume
that, because of the high conductivity of cosmic plasmas, there are no large-
scale electric �elds:

~E = 0 (3.2)

We will initially consider the case of an homogeneous regular �eld ~B0, and
will choose our Cartesian coordinates such that the Z-axis is parallel to that

37
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background �eld:
~B = B0~ez + δ ~B . (3.3)

Notice that in absence of an electric �eld the energy of the particle will be
constant,

dE2

dt
=
d

dt
c2 ~p · ~p2c2 ~p · d~p

dt
= 2c2q ~p · ~E = 0 . (3.4)

The equations of motion are then

v̇x = Ωvy + Ω

(
vy
δBz

B0

− vy
δBy

B0

)
(3.5)

v̇y = −Ωvx + Ω

(
vz
δBx

B0

− vx
δBz

B0

)
(3.6)

v̇z = Ω

(
vx
δBy

B0

− vy
δBx

B0

)
(3.7)

where pi = mγvi, γ = 1/
√

1− v2/c2 and

ω ≡ qB0

mγc
=
qB0c

E
. (3.8)

In this chapter we will discuss the case where the turbulent perturbations
(δBi = 0) can be neglected. The equations are then

v̇x = ωvy

v̇y = −ωvx
v̇z = 0 , (3.9)

with solution

vx = v⊥ cos(φ0 − ωt)
vy = v⊥ sin(φ0 − ωt)
vz = v‖ = constant , (3.10)

where v‖ and v⊥ are the components of v parallel and perpendicular to ~B0,
respectively, and the parameter φ0 denotes the initial gyrophase. We �nd

x(t) = x0 −
v⊥
ω

sin(φ0) +
v⊥
ω

sin(φ0 − ωt),

y(t) = y0 +
v⊥
ω

cos(φ0)− v⊥
ω

cos(φ0 − ωt),
z(t) = z0 + v‖t . (3.11)
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This is an helix with the center of rotation in the XY plane at

xm = x0 −
v⊥
Ω

sin(φ0),

ym = y0 +
v⊥
Ω

cos(φ0), (3.12)

and radius (gyroradius)

rg =
v⊥
Ω

(3.13)

The parameter Ω can be identi�ed with the gyrofrequency of the trajectory.
It is convenient to introduce the angle φP of the velocity along ~B0. Its cosine
de�nes the so called pitch µ = cosφP , which is conserved for un unperturbed
constant �eld. The gyroradius and the two components of the velocity are
then

r = rL
√

1− µ2 (3.14)

v⊥ = v
√

1− µ2 (3.15)

v‖ = vµ , (3.16)

where the Larmor radius is rL = v
Ω
.

It is instructive to study the image of a point-like CR source in the pres-
ence of such a constant �eld. Let us take a particle of energy E � mc2

and v ≈ c leaving the source S = (0, 0, 0) at t = 0. The gyroradius is
r(µ) = c

√
1− µ2/Ω, and the particle will follow the trajectory

x = −r(µ) sinφ0 + r(µ) sin (φ0 + ω t)

y = r(µ) cosφ0 − r(µ) cos (φ0 + ω t)

z = c µ t , (3.17)

where µ = v‖/c and φ0 is the initial angle of v⊥ with the X axis. The
trajectory may connect the source S with an observer R only if the transverse
distance is smaller than the gyroradius, d⊥ ≤ c/ω = rL. We can always rotate
the axes so that R is at (0, d⊥, d‖) and use the variables (µ, φ0, t) to solve
(x, y, z) = (0, d⊥, d‖). It turns out that there is an in�nite number of such
trajectories, each one characterized by an integer winding number n ≥ nmin,
with

nmin = Integer

 d‖

π
√

4r2
L − d2

⊥

 , (3.18)

and a (positive or negative) φ0 with |φ0| ≤ π/2. To see this let us �rst
consider the case with S and R in the XY plane, i.e., d‖ = 0 (see �gure
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Figure 3.1: Three possible paths connecting two points described by the
movement of CRs in a regular magnetic �eld

Figure 3.2: Trajectories between S = (0, 0, 0) and R = (0, d⊥, 0) for ~BIS =
(0, 0, BIS).
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3.2). In this case there are two families of trajectories connecting S and
R, both with µ = 0 but with opposite initial phase: φ−0 = −φ+

0 . These
trajectories will reach R after an arbitrary number n of turns around the left
or the right circles in �gure 3.2. Notice that higher values of n correspond to
longer trajectories, which will provide fainter images of S (the �ux reaching
R scales like 1/L2).

Taking R out the the XY plane (d‖ > 0) the trajectories will require
a non-zero value of µ to reach R. In this case their total length will be
L = d‖/µ. Therefore, trajectories with larger values of µ will be brighter,
although this parameter is bounded by the condition rL

√
1− µ2 ≥ d⊥/2.

Figure 3.3: Twenty shortest trajectories between S = (0, 0, 0) and R =

(0, 1, 35) for ~BIS = (0, 0, BIS) and rL = 1: projection on the XY plane

In �gures 3.3 and 3.4 we plot several trajectories connecting S and
R for a large (d‖ = 35rL) longitudinal distance. In the limit of very large
d‖ the trajectories reach R de�ning a semi-conus of directions of angle θ =
arccos d⊥/(2rL), with −π/2 < ϕ < π/2 and the limiting directions (ϕ =

±π/2) de�ning the plane orthogonal to ~BIS. It is easy to see that the tra-
jectories with direction ϕ = 0 and maximum µ are shorter but less dense
than the ones in the extremes. As a consequence, the brightness (number of
trajectories per unit length times their �ux) along the semicircle scales like

B = B0 cos (ϕ+ π/2) . (3.19)

Notice also that each trajectory reaching R corresponds to a CR that left the
source S at a di�erent time, so the image at R would be the whole semicircle
only for a constant and isotropic source.
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Figure 3.4: Twenty shortest trajectories between S = (0, 0, 0) and R =

(0, 1, 35) for ~BIS = (0, 0, BIS) and rL = 1:trajectories at R. In the limit
d‖ � d⊥ the source is seen at R as a semi-conus of angle θ = arccos d⊥/(2rL)
with its axis along X and the limiting directions (ϕ = ±π/2) de�ning the
XY plane.
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We conclude that pointlike sources may be seen as lines due to the pres-
ence of a magnetic �eld. In Chapter 5 we describe short and medium scale
anistropies that present this generic features.

3.2 The shadow of the Sun

As discussed in Chapter 2, the Sun has a regular magnetic �eld that goes
from B ≈ 100mG at r = 2R� to B ≈ 50µG at r = 1 AU. Its shape is
known as Parker spiral (Parker, 1958). More precisely, the mean heliospheric
magnetic �eld is given by

Figure 3.5: Wavy heliospheric magnetic current based on equation 3.20 dis-
played out to a radius of 10 AU.

~B =
A

r2

(
~er − v

(r − rs)ω�
V

sin θ~eφ

)
[1− 2H(θ − θcs)] , (3.20)

where ~er, ~eφ are unitary vectors in the radial and azimtuhal directions, re-
spectively, A = ±B0rr

2
0 is a constant and the sign depends on the 11 year

solar cycle. Ω� is the sideral solar rotation rate corresponding to a period of
25.4 days. H indicates the Heaviside step function, whereas the polar angle
of the current, θcs, is determined by the equation

tan
(
π

2
− θcs

)
= tanα(t, r) sin

[
φ+

Ω�(r − rs
V

− Ω�(t− t0)

]
= tanα(t, r) sinφ0

(3.21)
with α the tilt angle and φ0 = φ + (r − rsΩ�/V − Ω�(t − t0. The shape of
the heliospheric current sheet changes with time and position. To estimate
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the e�ect of the magnetic �eld we will freeze it and take a snapshot of at t0
(see �gure 3.5).

Using this model for the magnetic �eld we have simulated numerically
CR trajectories for energies between 100 GeV and 100 TeV. In particular,
we have found those that connect the Sun with the Earth. Trajectories that
were aiming to the observer at the Earth but have been absorbed by the Sun
determine the shadow of the Sun.

We obtain that at energies below 500 GeV there is no visible CR shadow:
no CR trajectory external to the Sun can connect its surface (r ≈ R�) and
the Earth: these trajectories experience a mirror e�ect at larger distances
larger than 1.5 R� (see Fig.3.6). At energies around 1 TeV there appears a
shadow that initially is separated ≈ 5 degrees from the real position of the
Sun, and that at 10 TeV overlaps with it (see �gure 3.7).

Figure 3.6: CR trajectory near the Sun (sphere of 1.5 R�) with the helio-
spheric �eld detailed in 3.20 su�ering a magnetic mirror e�ect.

As the Earth moves relative to the Sun this shadow will span a region
of the sky that, in galactic coordinates, extends along RA (0◦ − 360◦ and
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declinations −23.5◦to23.5◦. This gives a total solid angle of ∆Ω ≈ 1.04 π sr.
The angular size of the Sun is

∆Ω� =
πR2
�

R2
ES

≈ 7.0× 10−5 sr . (3.22)

Therefore, if we dilute the shadow over the region in the sky where it can be
found we obtain a de�cit of order

δS =
∆Ω�
∆Ω

≈ 2.1 · 10−5 . (3.23)

The de�cit that we will discuss in Chapter 5, is one order of magnitude higher
at TeV energies and has a di�erent location in the sky, so its origin should
also be di�erent.

In addition, our analysis above justi�es a non heliospheric origin for any
anistropies in the CR �ux at energies higher than 1 TeV-scales. Above these
energies the trajectories coming from the edge of the heliosphere, at ≈ 75
AU from the Sun, will experience a de�ection of just a few degrees. The TeV
CR anisotropies must be originated outside the solar system.

Figure 3.7: Simulation sample of trajectories that connect Earth and Sun
through the Parker �eld in 3.20 for a CR energy of 10 TeV.
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3.3 Cosmic magnetic lenses

We would like to discuss in some detail a third magnetic �eld con�guration
that may play a role in the generation of anisotropies, and that we named in
(Battaner et al., 2010) as cosmic magnetic lens (CML). The term magnetic
lensing had already been used in the literature to describe, generically, the
curved path of CRs through a magnetized medium. (Harari et al., 2002) stud-
ied the e�ect of galactic �elds, showing that they may produce magni�cation,
angular clustering and caustics. (Dolag y Bartelmann, 1997) considered lens-
ing by the tangled �eld of the Virgo cluster, assuming that the galaxy M87
was the single source of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays. (Shaviv et al., 1999)
studied the lensing near ultramagnetized neutron stars. Our point of view,
however, will be di�erent. The CML will be de�ned by a basic magnetic-
�eld con�guration with axial symmetry that could appear in astrophysical
objects at any scale: from clusters of galaxies to planetary systems. The
e�ect of the CML on galactic cosmic rays (i.e., charged particles of energy
E < 109GeV ) will not be signi�cantly altered by turbulent magnetic �elds if
its magnetic �eld is substantially stronger than the average background �eld
and its distance to the Earth shorter than the one required to fully stablish a
di�usive regime. Since the CML is a de�nite object, we can separate source,
magnetic lens and observer. Although it is not a lens in the geometrical op-
tics sense (the CML does not have a focus), its e�ects are generic and easy
to parametrize, analogous to the ones derived from a gravitational lens (with
no focus neither).

3.3.1 Basic magnetic lens

The basic con�guration that we will consider is an azimuthal mean �eld ~B
in a disc of radius R and thickness D. The �eld lines are then circles of
radius ρ ≤ R around the disk axis. As a �rst approximation we will take
a constant intensity B, neglecting any dependence on ρ (notice, however,
that a more realistic B should vanish smoothly at ρ = 0 and be continuous
at ρ = R). Our assumption will simplify the analysis while providing all
the main e�ects of a magnetic lens. The disk of most spiral galaxies has
a large toroidal component of this type (Sofue et al., 1986), so they are
obvious candidates. The con�guration describing the CML would be natural
wherever there is ionized gas in a region with turbulence, di�erential rotation
and axial symmetry, since in such environment the magnetic �eld tends to
be ampli�ed by the dynamo e�ect (Parker, 1971). We will then assume that
it may appear at any scale R with an arbitrary value of B.
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Figure 3.8: Trajectories in x = 0 plane. ~B ∝ (1, 0, 0) at y > 0 and ~B ∝
(−1, 0, 0) at y < 0.

Let us parametrize the magnetic �eld and its e�ect on a charged CR. If
the lens lies in the XY plane with the center at the origin (see �gure 3.8) B
is1

~B =


B

ρ
(y,−x, 0) if ρ < R and |z| < D

2
;

0 otherwise ,

(3.24)

whith ρ ∼ √x2 + y2. To understand its e�ect, we will �rst consider a particle
moving in the YZ (x = 0) plane with direction u (the case depicted in �gure
3.8). When it enters the lens the cosmic ray �nds an orthogonal magnetic
�eld that curves its trajectory. The particle then rotates clockwise2 around
the axis ~uB = ~B/B, describing a circle of gyroradius rg = E/(ecB). The
segment of the trajectory inside the lens has a length l ∼ D, so the total
rotation angle α0 when it departs is

α0 ≈
ecBD

E
. (3.25)

1A continuous �eld con�guration could be modelled just by adding a factor of (1 −
exp[(ρ/ρ0)

n0 ]) × exp[(ρ/R)nR ] × exp[(2z/D)nD ]. When the integers n0 , nR and nD are

chosen very large and ρ0 very small we recover our disc with a null B at ρ = 0.
2We de�ne a positive deviation α0 if the rotation from ~u to ~v around the axis uB is

clockwise.
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The direction of the particle after crossing the lens is then ~v = RB(α0)~u.
The angle α0 will be the only parameter required to describe the e�ect of
this basic lens. An important point is that ~B and the Lorentz force change
sign if the trajectory crosses the lens fromthrough the region y < 0. In that
case the de�ection is equal in modulus but opposite to the one experience by
particles crossing through y > 0 (see �gure 3.8). Therefore, the e�ect of this
lens is convergent, all trajectories are de�ected the same angle α0 towards
the axis of the lens. Notice that the lens changes to divergent for particles of
opposite electric charge or for particles reaching the lens from the opposite
(z < 0) side. The e�ect on a generic trajectory within a plane not necessarily
orthogonal to the lens is a bit more involved. It is convenient to separate

~u = ~u‖ + ~u⊥ (3.26)

~v = ~v‖ + ~v⊥ (3.27)

where ~u‖ = (~u · ~uB) ~uB and ~u⊥ = ~u − ~u‖ are parallel and orthogonal to the
magnetic �eld, respectively (and analogously for ~v). In this case the magnetic
�eld will rotate the initial direction ~u an angle of α0 = u⊥α0 around the axis
vecuB : ~v = RB(u⊥α)~u. This means that the parallel components of the
initial and the �nal directions coincide,

u‖ = ~u · ~uB = v‖ , (3.28)

whereas the orthogonal component ~u⊥, of modulus u⊥ =
√

1− (~u · ~uB)2,
rotates into

~v⊥ = cos(u⊥α0) ~u⊥ − sin(u⊥α0) ~uB × ~u⊥ . (3.29)

An important observation concerns the chromatic aberration of the lens.
The deviation α0 caused by a given CML is proportional to the inverse energy
of the cosmic ray. If E is small and α0 > π/2, then the lens acts randomly
on charged particles, di�using them in all directions. On the other hand, if
E is large the deviation becomes small and is smeared out as the particle
propagates to the Earth. Only a region of the CR spectrum can see the
CML.

One could de�ne a focal distance f by the relation

α0 =
R

f
, (3.30)

where R denotes the distance from the center where the particle has im-
pacted (see Fig. 3.9). However, we can then see that this focal distance is
energy dependent (chromatic aberration) and also R dependent (spherical
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aberration). The possible dependence B = B(R) would add this second type
of aberration.

A �nal aspect that we would like to emphasize is that the same CML
could act as a convergent and a divergent lens depending on the charge of
the incident CR. Moreover, the same change in the lens behaviour is observed
when the same particle is crossing from one or the opposite side of the lens
(see Fig. 3.9).

Figure 3.9: Convergent and divergent type CMLs.

3.3.2 Point-like source trought a magnetic lens

Let us now study the image of a localized monochromatic source produced by
the CML. We will consider a thin lens (R � D) located on the plane z = 0
(see �gure 3.10). As described before, its e�ect on a CR can be parametrized
in terms of the angle α0 given in equation 3.41. The rotation axis is

~uB =
1√

x2 + y2
(y,−x, 0), (3.31)

and the coordinates of source and observer are S = (s1, s2, s3) and O =
(o1, o2, o3), respectively. We will use the axial symmetry of the lens to set
s1 = 0. The trajectory will intersect the CML at (x, y, 0). There the initial
direction ~u of the CR will change to ~v, with

~u =
(x, y − s2,−s3)√
x2 + (y − s2

2 + s2
3

~v =
(o1 − x, o2 − y, o3)√

(o1 − x)2 + (o2 − y)2 + o2
3

. (3.32)

Therefore, given a source S, an observer O and a lens producing a deviation
α0 , we can determine the coordinates (x, y, 0) where the rotation RB(u⊥α)
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Figure 3.10: Trajectory from the source to the observer.

described in the previous section exactly transforms ~u into ~v. The �rst condi-
tion on x and y, given in Eq. (3.29), is that B does not change the longitudinal
component of the velocity,

~u · ~uB = ~v · ~uB. (3.33)

The second one, derived from Eq. (3.30), de�nes the rotation of ~u⊥ produced

by the magnetic �eld. It can be written (u⊥ = | sin ~u · ~B|):

~v⊥ · ~u⊥
u2
⊥

= cos(u⊥α0)
~v⊥ · (~u⊥ × ~uB)

u2
⊥

= sin(u⊥α0) (3.34)

The second equation above is necessary to fully specify the rotation. No-
tice that α = u⊥α0 has a de�nite sign: positive for a convergent CML
and negative for a divergent one. In addition, the solution must verify that
x2 + y2 < R2 .

We �nd that for R → ∞ and a convergent lens there is always at least
one solution, whereas for a divergent one there is a region around the axis
that my be hidden by the CML (this region disappears if B goes smoothly
to zero at the center of the lens). To illustrate the di�erent possibilities in
Fig. 3.11 we have placed the observer in the axis at a distance L from the
lens, O = (0, 0, L), and have parametrized the position of the source (at a
distance d from the lens) as S = (0, d sin β, d cos β). In this case u‖ = 0 = v‖
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and uperp = 1. If the lens is convergent (α0 > 0) and |β| > α0, then the image
of the source is just a single point. For a source at | β |< α0 we obtain two
solutions, which correspond to trajectories from above or below the center of
the lens. For a source in the axis (β = 0) the solution is a ring (reminiscent
of Einstein's ring) of radius

Figure 3.11: Trajectories with β > α (S1), β < α (S2) and β = 0 (S3) for an
observer at the axis.

r =
d+ L

2 tanα0


√√√√1 +

4dL tan2 α0

(d+ L)2
− 1

 . (3.35)

If the observer is located out of the axis but still in the x = 0 plane the
possibilities are similar, but the ring becomes a cross similar to the one
obtained through gravitational lensing. Finally, if we take the observer out
of the x = 0 plane there appears always a single solution.

3.3.3 Fluxes from distant sources

Let us �nally explore how the presence of a CML changes the �ux F of
charged particles from a localized source S. It is instructive to consider the
case where S is a homogeneous disk of radius RS placed at a distance d from
the lens and the observer O is at a large distance L,

RS < d , R� L , (3.36)
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as shown in �gure 3.12. In addition, we will assume that the magnetic �eld
de�ning the lens goes smoothly to zero near the axis, and that the source is
monochromatic.

If there were no lens, O would see S under a solid angle

4Ω0 ≈ π
R2
s

L2
. (3.37)

If all the points on S are equally bright and the emission is isotropic, the
di�erential �ux dF/dΩ from all the directions inside the cone 4Ω0 will be
approximately constant, implying a total �ux (number of particles per unit
area)

F0 =
∫
4Ω0

dΩ
dF

sΩ
≈ π

R2
S

L2

dF

dΩ
. (3.38)

The lens in front of S will de�ect an approximate angle α all trajectories

Figure 3.12: Cone of trajectories from S to O with and without lens for a
homogeneous and monochromatic source.

crossing far from the axis. In Fig. 3.12 we have pictured3 the limiting direc-
tions reaching the observer, that de�ne a solid angle

4Ω+ ≈ π
(Rs + d tanα)2

L2
(3.39)

3A pointlike source in the axis is transformed by the lens into a ring, as explained

before. As the source grows, the ring becomes thicker and eventually closes to a circle,

which is the case considered in �gure 3.12
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O sees now CRs from directions inside the larger cone 4Ω+ or, in other
words, sees the radius RS of the source ampli�ed to RS + dtanα.

We can then use Liouville's theorem4 to deduce how the �ux observed by
O is a�ected by the presence of the lens. This theorem, �rst applied to cosmic
rays moving inside a magnetic �eld by Lemaitre and Vallarta (Lemaitre y
Vallarta, 1933), implies that an observer following a trajectory will always
observe the same di�erential �ux (or intensity, particles per unit area and
solid angle) along the direction de�ned by that trajectory. For example, in
the case with no lens an observer in the axis at a distance L′ � L will still
observe the same di�erential �ux dF/dΩ. However, the cone of directions
that he sees will be smaller, 4Ω′+ ≈ πRS/L

′2, and the total �ux from that
source will scale like F ′ ≈ FL2/L′2. The e�ect of the lens is then just
to change the cone of directions reaching O from S, without changing the
di�erential �ux. This implies an integrated �ux

F+ ≈ F0
4Ω+

4Ω0

≈ F0

(
1 +

d2 tan2 α

R2
S

)
(3.40)

An important point is that the solid angle intervals 4Ω0,+ will in general
be much smaller than the angular resolution at O. As a consequence, an
observer trying to measure a di�erential �ux will always include the whole
cone 4Ω0,+ within the same solid angle bin: only the integrated �uxes F0,+

(averaged over the angular resolution) are observable.

Now let us suppose that there are many similar sources at approximately
the same distance from the observer and covering a certain range of direc-
tions. Cosmic rays emitted from each source will reach O within a very tiny
cone 4Ω0 , and will be observed integrated over that cone and averaged
over the angular resolution. If one of the sources has in front a CML, its
cone 4Ω+ at O and thus its contribution to one of the direction bins will be
larger, what would translate into a low-scale anisotropy5 within the range of
directions covered by the sources (see �gure 3.13, left).

In principle, this e�ect would not be erased by irregular magnetic �elds
from the source to the observer, that de�ect the trajectories and tend to
isotropize the �uxes (in Fig. 3.13, right). The contribution from the source
behind the CML (reaching now O from a di�erent direction) will still tend
to be larger. The e�ect of the lens is to increase the size RS of the source
to RS + d tanα; random magnetic �elds will change the direction of arrival
and the e�ective distance between S and O (i.e., the direction and the size

4Liouville's theorem applied to CR �ux will be discussed in chapter 4.
5The direction of the source would be measured with a gaussian distribution that could

take it to adjacent bins.
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Figure 3.13: Trajectories from S to O without (left) and with (right) irregular
magnetic �elds along the trajectory.

of the cone from each source), but not the initial de�ection produced by the
lens nor (by Liouville's theorem) the di�erential �ux within each tiny cone.
Therefore, the cone from the source behind the lens tends to be larger, and
when integrated and averaged over the resolution bin may still introduce a
low-scale anisotropy.

The e�ect, however, tends to vanish if the cones are so small that the
probability to observe two particles from the same cone of directions is smaller
than the probability to observe particles from two disconnected cones with
origin in the same source (i.e., in the deep di�use regime where trajectories
become random walks).

Finally, note that the e�ect of a divergent CML would be just the op-
posite. The presence of a lens could then introduce an excess for positive
charged particles and a de�ect for the negative ones (or a matter-antimatter
asymmetry if both species were equally emitted by S).

3.3.4 Summary and outlook: Astrophysical objects with

coherent magnetic �elds

We have explored the e�ect on CRs of a very simple con�guration: a constant
azimuthal �eld in a thin disk that we identify as a CML. Such object acts
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on charged particles like a gravitational lens on photons, with some very
interesting di�erences. Gravitational lenses are always convergent, whereas
if a magnetic lens is convergent for protons and positrons, it changes to
divergent for antiprotons and electrons. In addition, the de�ection that the
CML produces depends on the particle energy, so the lense is only visible in
a very de�nite region (around one decade of energy) of the spectrum.

We can make an estimate of the size and magnetic intensity that would
be requiered for a given CR energy. For a deviation α0 = 0.1, we obtain the
relation

E = (2.38 · 1016 eV)
e

Q

0.1 mG

B

0.1 pc

D
.
qcBD

E
. (3.41)

To observe a lens directly seems obviously hard because the medium will
produce continuous deviations, so just for magnetic �elds in the CML much
higher than the background ones and near ballistic (subdi�usive distances,
see next chapter) one may hope to detect an e�ect. Generically, however, the
con�guration de�ning the CML is natural and tends to be established by the
dynamo e�ect. At the largest sizes and energies (around 109 GeV), in spiral
galaxies B can be pure azimuthal (the one we have assumed), axisymmetric
spiral or bisymmetric spiral, with or without reversals (Wielebinski y Beck,
2005), but in all cases the azimuthal component dominates. Our galaxy is
not an exception (Han, 2009), (Ruiz-Granados et al., 2008), it includes in
the disk a spiral magnetic �eld of B ≈ 4µG. This would actually force that
any analysis of magnetic lensing by other galaxies must subtract the e�ect
produced by our own magnetic �eld. At smaller scales, CMLs could also be
present in galactic halos, as there are observations of polarized synchrotron
emission suggesting the presence of regular �elds (Dettmar y Soida, 2006).
Analogous indications (Bonafede et al., 2009) can be found for larger struc-
tures, like clusters and their halos. Inside our galaxy, the antisymmetric tori
placed 1.5 kpc away in both hemispheres discovered by (Han et al., 1999)
would also produce magnetic lensing on ultrahigh energy cosmic rays.

At even lower scales (20�800 pc) molecular clouds and HII regions (Del-
gado et al., 1997) are also potential candidates. Molecular clouds have strong
regular �elds in the range of 0.1− 3 mG (Crutcher, 2012). Moreover, many
reversals in the �eld direction observed in our galaxy seem to coincide with
HII regions (Mitra et al., 2003), which would indicate that the �eld follows
the rotation velocity in that region. There are also observations of Faraday
screens covering angles of a few minutes of unknown origin (Wielebinski y
Mitra, 2003). Finally, nearby protostellar disks may provide a magnetic anal-
ogous of the gravitational microlenses, as they de�ne small objects of ≈ 103

AU diameter with azimuthal magnetic �elds (Stepinski, 1995) of order tens
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Figure 3.14: Polarized synchrotron intensity (contours) and magnetic �eld
orientation of the galaxy M51. Courtesy from R. Wielebinsky, 2013.
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of mG (Gonçalves et al., 2008). Therefore, we think it is justi�ed to presume
that CMLs may appear at any scales R with di�erent values of B.

Figure 3.15: Polarized synchrotron intensity (contours) and magnetic �eld
orientation in a zone of the galactic plane. Courtesy from R. Wielebinsky,
2013.

We would like to notice as well that the disk-like shape proposed here is
the simplest realization of CML, but that other magnetic con�gurations can
provide similar e�ects on CR trajectories. This is the case, for example, for
the �lament-like structures observed at (di�erent) large scales (see Fig. 3.16).
The �eld is ordered in a line and a CR entering non parallalel to it would
experience deviations qualitatively similar to the ones discussed here.

Although from the previous analysis it is apparent that a nearby source
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Figure 3.16: Schematic view of �lament-like �eld acting as a CML.

could introduce small and medium scale anisotropies in the CR �ux, we do
not expect any sources of TeV CRs at distances below 1 pc (which would
anyway introduce too large anisotropies). In chapter 5, however, we discuss
another more plausible mechanism (also based on CMLs) for the generation
of this type of anisotropies.



Chapter 4

Cosmic ray transport and

Boltzmann formalism

In this chapter we will attempt a novel approach to study the appearence of
anisotropies in the CR �ux. CR transport is usually described using the dif-
fusion equation for the number density of particles n(E, ~x, t). Anisotropies
are then associated to spatial variations of n(E, ~x, t), in particular, since
particles di�use from the higher to the lower density regions, one expects
a dipole anisotropy along the gradient of this function. Here, however, we
will be interested in the distribution function f(~x, ~p, t) determined by Boltz-
mann equation. f(~x, ~p, t) expresses the number density of particles at ~x with
momentum ~p, so CR anisotropies can be deduced just by reading its depen-
dence on ~p. Although Boltzmann equation implies the di�usion equation
once momenta have been integrated, it may also describe e�ects that are not
di�usive. Using simplifying assumptions, we will investigate the consistency
of Boltzmann equation with a CR anisotropy in the presence of magnetic
�elds.

4.1 Distribution function, di�usion equation, and

Liouville theorem

The distribution function in 6-D phase space is de�ned

dN = f(~x, ~p; t)dτxdτp (4.1)

where dN is the number of particles at time t in the volume element dτxdτp.
f = dN/dτxdτp is then the number density of particles in this 6-D space.
The number density of particles at ~x, n(~x; t), is related to the distribution
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function by

n(~x) =
∫
f(~x, ~p) dτp (4.2)

The di�usion equation can be used for the macroscopic description of
a �uid �ow. The motion of any small volume element of the �uid will be
the superposition of individual atomic motions, which may be quite random.
This is the case, for example, for thermal motions and also for the trajectories
of CRs in the presence of turbulent magnetic �elds. The difusion equation
will satisfy continuity in ordinary physical space. Consider a small closed
surface �xed at ~x = (x, y, z). If particles are streaming through the region
with a bulk (average) velocity ~vb(~x), some of them will enter or exit the
volume V enclosed by the surface. The total number of particles within the
volume is

N =
∫
V
n dτx (4.3)

The net �ux of particles (# particles/m2s) passing outward through the sur-

face element d~S at any given position is the scalar product n~vb · d~S. Inte-
gration of this quantity over the entire surface yields the total rate at which
particles cross the surface in the outward direction and, in absence of sinks
and sources, the negative rate of change in the number N of particles within
the volume:

∂N

∂t
= −

∮
S
n ~vb · d~S (4.4)

This continuity equation can be written in di�erential form using of Gauss's
theorem: ∫

V

∂n(~x)

∂t
dτx = −

∫
V
∇ · (n(~x)~vb)dτx , (4.5)

which implies
∂n(~x)

∂t
= −∇ · (n(~x)~vb) . (4.6)

Since we assume that the number of particles is conserved, the particle density
at any point in space can increase only if there is a net �ux entering the
di�erential region, i.e., if the divergence is negative. This can occur, for
example, as a high-density bubble of particles �ows into a region of space.

The distribution function f(~x, ~p; t) will obey a similar continuity equation,
but in 6-D instead of just 3-D. Notice that the spatial coordinates verify
d~x/dt = ~v, which has de�ned the �ux through d~S. Analogously, if there is

a net force ~F acting on the particles the momentum will verify d~p/dt = ~F ,
which will de�ne the �ux through a closed surface in momentum space. In
terms of the 6-D divergence the continuity equation reads

∂f

∂t
= −∇x · (f ~v)−∇p · (f ~F ) . (4.7)
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Expanding the equation above and assuming ∇p · ~F = 0 we obtain the
simplest version of Boltzmann equation, with no sources, collisions nor energy
loss:

=⇒ ∂f

∂t
= −~v · ∇f − ~F · ∇pf , (4.8)

where we have dropped the subscript in the spatial gradient. It is easy to
see that when we measure the CR di�erential �ux F (E, ~u; t) (number of
particles crossing the unit area from a given direction ~u(θ, φ) per unit solid
angle, energy and time) we can directly read the distribution function:

f(~rEarth,−
E

c
~u; t) =

c2

E2
F (~u,E; t) , (4.9)

where we have used the relativistic limit with E = cp. In next section we
will use this equation to study the appearance of non-di�usive e�ects in the
CR �ux.

Liouville theorem is a particular expression that can be derived from
Boltzmann equation. We can write it as

⇒ ∂f

∂t
+
∑
i

∂f

∂xi

dxi
dt

+
∑
i

∂f

∂pi

dpi
dt

= 0 . (4.10)

One can recognize the left side of the equation as the total derivative df/dt,
which would be a measure of the density of representative points in phase
space as one follows a trajectory through phase space. This derivative equal
zero tells us the Liouville theorem: the phase-space density is conserved as
one follows the �ow or

df

dt
= 0 . (4.11)

The conditions for the validity of this statement are that the forces are p-
divergent free, ∇p

~F = 0, and di�erentiable (e.g. no collisions), as it happens
for magnetic forces. Up to collision or radiation processes, these conditions
are met by galactic CRs spiraling around the interstellar magnetic �eld lines
or by solar particles streaming into the Earth's magnetic �eld. The di�er-
ential �ux F (E, ~x, ~u; t) (number of particles at ~x from direction ~u(θ, φ) per
unit time, surface, energy and solid angle from direction) is directly related
to the phase-space density f (see below).

For completeness, we will brie�y discuss the (isotropic) di�usion equation
including all possible terms (see for example (Blasi y Amato, 2012)):

∂ni
∂t

= ∇ · (κi∇ni) +Qi −
∂

∂E
(bini)−∇ · ~uni −

ni
πi

+
∑
j

> i
Pij
πj
nj . (4.12)
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The �rst term expresses the di�usion, where the coe�cient κi for particle
species i connects the particle current density to the density gradient. The
second term, Qi(E,~v; t), describes the sources: particles produced at (E,~v; t)
per unit volume, energy and time. It is easy to see that, for a single particle
initially at the origin, Qi = δ3(~x)δ(t)δ(E − E0), if the rest of terms are
negligible then the solution to the di�usion equation is just the Gaussian

ni(E,~v, t) =
e
− r2

4tκi

8(πκit)3/2
δ(E − E0) (4.13)

After a time t the average position 〈r〉 where one can �nd the particle is

〈r〉 =
√

2κi t (4.14)

In contrast to a ballistic regime with 〈r〉 ∝ t, in this Markovian di�usive
regime the distance to the source grows like

√
t. This same result is obtained

for a particle that follows a random walk of length λi = 3κi/c.

The third term, with bi(E) = ∂Ei
∂xi

, denotes energy loss (by ionization,
synchrotron radiation etc.) or energy gain of the species i. The fourth term
describes the plasma convection transport, and the �fth one represents the
particle loss by colissions with the interstellar medium. The last term gives
the production of the species i when a mucleus of higher mass number collides
with interstellar baryonic matter.

Di�usion in the presence of magnetic �elds is commonly treated in the
framework of quasilinear theory theory (Giacalone y Jokipii, 1999). The �eld
is separated into its average (or regular) value plus the random �uctuations,

~B = ~Br + δ ~B , (4.15)

where 〈 ~B〉 = ~Br and 〈δ ~B〉 = 0, and it is assumed that the turbulence is

small ( ~Br < δ ~B). One can then expect an anisotropic propagation with two

di�usion coe�cients: one describing transport in the direction of ~Br, κ‖, and
another one for the propagation perpendicular to the this �eld component,
κ⊥.

The actual spectrum of turbulences δ ~B in the interstellar medium is
currently a matter of debate. It is unclear whether a unique power law
(Kolmogorov-like) describes the power spectrum of the magnetic inhomo-
geneities from ∼ 100 pc down to ∼ 10−6 pc. Since the interaction of a CR
with a magnetic turbulence is of resonant nature (i.e., it scatters with inho-
mogeneities that have a coherence length similar to the Larmor radius of its
trajectory, or a wave number k ≈ 1/rL), these scales correspond to protons
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of energy between 1 and 108 GeV. The quasilinear regime implies a relation
between the two di�usion coe�cients:

κ⊥
κ‖

=
1

1 + (λ‖/rL)2
(4.16)

where λ‖ (the mean free path in the regular �eld direction) is much larger
than rL at TeV scales (Casse et al., 2001). As the energy grows, however,
the turbulence level becomes order 1 (δB/Br ≈ 1). In such conditions there
is no preferred direction of propagation, and the parallel and perpendicular
di�usion coe�cients should become similar.

4.2 Dipole anisotropy introduced by the sources

In the quasilinear framework CR propagation is the addition of two main
e�ects. The regular magnetic �eld traps the CR, implying a trajectory close
to an helix along ~Br ≡ ~BIS of radius rL

√
1− µ2 and velocity

v‖ = cµ , v⊥ = c
√

1− µ2 , (4.17)

where µ is the cosine of the so called pitch angle and

rL =
(

E

1 TeV

)(
1 µG

BIS

)(
e

Q

)
1.1× 10−3 pc . (4.18)

At the same time, the CR will scatter with the magnetic irregularities of
wave number k ≈ 1/rL. This will introduce random changes in v‖ after a
mean free path λ‖ (see Fig.4.1). Such change will also imply a variation in
the �eld line trapping the CR, i.e., λ⊥ ≈ rL.

Let us start by considering the simplest �ux in a di�usive regime: a
CR gas from a pointlike source S that propagates through a turbulent but
isotropic medium. Such medium would correspond to the absence of regular
interstellar magnetic �eld ~BIS (or to the presence of a �eld weaker than the

�uctuations δ ~B of wave number k ≈ 1/rL), and it implies the same di�usion
coe�cient κ in all directions. The trajectories will de�ne in this case a three-
dimensional random walk of step λ = 3κ/c. The mean displacement D from
the source that a particle reaches after a (large) time t is then ?

D =
√

2κt . (4.19)

The expression above implies that the radial mean velocity of the gas (the
CR wind) will decrease like 1/

√
t with the distance D from S:

vgas ≈
√

2κ

t+ 2κ/c2
= c

(
c2D2

4κ2
+ 1

)−1/2

. (4.20)
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of pitch angle µ de�nition in a regular magnetic �eld
aligned with z axis.

The relative di�erence between the �ux going away or towards the source
(the forward-backward asymmetry AFB) can then be estimated as the ratio

AFB ≈ vgas

c
≈ 2κ

cD
. (4.21)

This means that the point-like source will introduce an anisotropy in the CR
�ux proportional to 1/D and to λ. Basically, it is a dipole anisotropy with
the excess pointing towards S:

F (~u) = F0 (1 + ~u · ~d) , (4.22)

where

~d =
AFB

2π
~uS . (4.23)

It is worth showing that if the di�erential �ux is the addition of two
dipolar anisitropies (produced by two di�erent sources), then the total �ux
de�nes another dipole. Suppose the two di�erential �uxes are

F (1)(~u) = F
(1)
0 (1 + ~u · ~d1) (4.24)

F (2)(~u) = F
(2)
0 (1 + ~u · ~d2) . (4.25)

Their addition gives

F (~u) = F (1)(~u) + F (2)(~u) =
(
F

(1)
0 + F

(2)
0

)1 + ~u · F
(1)
0
~d1 + F

(2)
0
~d2

F
(1)
0 + F

(2)
0

 .

(4.26)
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In general, when there are several sources Si the addition of the corresponding
dipole anisotropies ~di results in a dipole anisotropy ~dT with

~dT =

∑
i F

(i)
0
~di∑

j F
(j)
0

. (4.27)

Summarizing, for an isotropic CR propagation we may expect a dipole
anisotropy: a net CR wind coming from the average CR source (Pohl y
Eichler, 2013), with its intensity inversely proportional to the distance to
these sources and proportional to the mean free path between collisions. In
terms of the di�usion equation, the dipole is in the direction of the spatial
CR density gradient (Blasi y Amato, 2012) and has an amplitude

a =
3Di

c

∇ni
ni

(4.28)

This dipole-like feature seems to agree with the observations described in the
next chapter. However for a realistic distribution of sources the anisotropy
that one expects would be larger than the one provided by the data. Most
important, ∇n and the amplitude of the anisotropy should increse at higher
energies, whereas the observations indicate a weakening of the large scale
CR anisotropy when one moves from TeV to PeV energies. Other previous
studies conducted consists of a simple di�usion model assuming increased
production in the galactic disk due to supernova remnants (SNR) (Ptuskin
et al., 2006) and (Strong et al., 2007). Also considered was the di�usion
of CR out of the galactic halo. The main contribution of CR from SNR
was considered for sources with distances from Earth of < 1 kpc and ages
< 0.05 Myr. Calculations performed (Ptuskin et al. 2006; Strong et al.
2007) using these sources and taking into account CR reacceleration as well
as di�usion out of the galaxy gives an an isotropy about 13 times greater
than observed, with the main source of the anisotropy due to the Vela SNR
located at 128◦r.a. and ?45.75◦dec. These models not only fails to predict
the magnitude of the expected anisotropy, but also its exact phase. It also is
remarked that this is a simpli�ed model which assumes an isotropic di�usion
tensor which is not explicitly known at these energies.

4.2.1 Compton-Getting e�ect

The Compton-Getting e�ect (CG) (Compton y Getting, 1935) predicts that
due to the motion of the solar system around the galactic center through the
rest frame of the cosmic-ray plasma an anisotropy is induced with the form
of a dipole with a maximum in the direction of motion. For no co-rotation
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of the cosmic ray plasma with the Galaxy, the magnitude of the anisotropy
is calculated to be 0.35% given our speed of ≈ 220 km/s, while at the other
extreme of full co-rotation, the anisotropy would be zero.

No evidence of a Galactic CG anisotropy has been detected (see chapter
5). For no co-rotation, the dipole should have a maximum at r.a. = 315◦

and dec. = 48◦, and a minimum at r.a. = 135◦ and dec. =?48◦ which is
not observed, also this e�ect should be energy-independent, while large-scale
anistropy change from TeV to PeV scale. This suggests that the observed
anisotropy is not dominated by the galactic Compton-Getting e�ect but a
small contribution cannot be ruled out (Biermann et al., 2013).

4.3 Anisotropies consistent with Boltzmann equa-

tion

We will then explore a di�erent approach based on Boltzmann equation to
describe the CR anisotropy. Our main motivation is to obtain a framework
that includes the e�ects of the (local) magnetic �elds. Notice, however, that a
turbulent magnetic �eld may be considered regular at distances smaller than
its radius of coherence but radom at larger scales. For example, at distances
of order RT the �eld created by the Earth can be considered regular, whereas
for a particle moving through the solar system it becomes just an irregularity,
since the e�ect of the heliospheric magnetic �eld will be more important:
although the Parker �eld is weaker its region of coherence is larger, and the
total de�ection that it produces in the trajectory of a charged particle will
be larger. It turns out that for TeV CRs the dominant e�ect is produced by
the local interstellar magnetic �eld, ~BIS. This �eld has a region of coherence
that could be estimated between 0.1 and 10 pc, but it is expected to change
randomly in neighbouring cells of similar size. At larger scales the regular
�eld is the galactic �eld discussed in Chapter 2. Our approach will be able
to take this into account by averaging Boltzmann equation over the relevant
scale in each case.

Let us take a local ~BIS coherent over distances RIS � rL, together with
a turbulence δB < B. We will assume that the CRs (protons of energy
between 1 and 1000 TeV) only interact with the magnetic �elds, neglecting
energy loss and collisions with interestellar matter. We will also assume that
there are no sources in our vicinity, and that the spatial gradient of the
distribution function (the e�ect discussed in the previous section) gives a
subleading contribution. We want to investigate the possibility of a CR wind
in our neighborhood with a di�erent origin.
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We �rst separate the local magnetic �eld ~B and the distribution function
f(~rEarth, ~p) into a regular plus a turbulent component,

f → f̄ + δf ,
~B → ~BIS + δ ~B . (4.29)

with
〈 δ ~B 〉 = 〈 δf 〉 = 0 . (4.30)

Then we average Boltzmann equation over nearby points. As we mentioned
before, we take the simplest form of that equation: stationary and homoge-
neous (zero time and space derivatives) magnetic �eld ~BIS and distribution
function f̄ . For a �xed CR energy and an average magnetic force F , f̄ must
satisfy Boltzmann's equation:

~F · ∇u f̄(~u) = e (~u× ~B) · ∇u f̄(~u) = 0 , (4.31)

where ~u = ~p/p and ~p is the momentum of the CR. The equation above can
also be written

~u ·
(
~B ×∇u f̄

)
= 0 , (4.32)

which admits the generic solution

f̄(~u) = f̄(~u · ~uB) . (4.33)

Any stationary and homogeneous solution must then be a function with
symmetry around the axis of the magnetic �eld: ~BIS will isotropize the �ux
in the directions orthogonal to its axis. In particular, these solutions may
accommodate a dipole along ~uB,

f̄(~u) = f0

(
1− ~u · ~d

)
, (4.34)

with

~d =
AFB

2π
~uB . (4.35)

This distribution function will de�ne (see Eq. (4.9)) the dipolar �ux in (4.22)

with ~uS → ~uB and F0 = f0(E/c)2, i.e., it is ~BIS (and not the position of the
sources) what �xes the direction of the CR wind.

The (forward or backward) direction along ~BIS and the intensity of this
dipole anisotropy will depend on boundary conditions that, in turn, will
re�ect the direction of the CR wind (Biermann et al., 2013) at larger scales.
In �gure 4.2 we plot a scheme of the wind �ow within di�erent cells that
contain a regular ~BIS. This �eld may change randomly from one cell to
another cell, and it is expected to have the average value ~BR at kpc scales
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Figure 4.2: ~BIS (within coherence cells of 0.1�10 pc) and cosmic ray wind

estimated in (Han, 2008). As argued before, the CR anisotropy in each cell

will follow the ~BIS magnetic lines, but its forward or backwards direction
will depend on the projection of the global wind ~dR along ~BIS. In particular,
notice that ~d ≈ 0 for a ~BIS orthogonal to ~dR.

An important question is then what to expect for the average CR wind.
Is it ~dR = 〈 ~d 〉 a dipole along the direction of the average magnetic �eld
~BR = 〈 ~BIS 〉? To unswer this question we again separate the magnetic �eld
and the distribution function into a regular plus a �uctuating component,
but now we average Boltzmann's equation over di�erent (nearby) cells

f → fR + δf ,
~B → ~BR + δ ~B . (4.36)

Although δ ~B and δf vary randomly from one cell to another, there may be
correlations between both turbulent components. We will assume

〈 e (~u× δ ~B) · ∇u δf 〉 = e ~u · 〈 δ ~B ×∇u δf〉
= e ~u · ~T . (4.37)

Boltzmann equation for the regular components is then

~u ·
(
~BR ×∇u fR

)
+ ~u · ~T = 0 . (4.38)

We can �nd consistent solutions when the correlation ~T is constant and
orthogonal to ~BR. We place the axes (see �gure 4.3) so that ~BR and ~T go
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Figure 4.3: Coordinate system.

along the X and the Y axis, respectively, and we use the latitude b and the
longitude µ to label the direction ~u of a CR. Taking fR(~u) = fR(b, µ) and

∇u fR =
∂fR
∂b

~ub +
1

cos b

∂fR
∂µ

~uµ (4.39)

with

~ub = − sin b cosµ ~uφ− sin b sinµ ~ur +cos b ~uz ; ~uµ = − sinµ ~uφ+cosµ ~ur ,
(4.40)

Boltzmann equation becomes

− sinµ
∂fR
∂b

+ tan b cosµ
∂fR
∂µ

+
T

BR

cos b sinµ = 0 . (4.41)

This equation can be solved analytically:

fR(b, µ) = f0

(
1 +

T

f0BR

sin b

)
+ f̃(cos b cosµ) , (4.42)

with f0 a constant and f̃ an arbitrary function of cos b cosµ. We see that
the �rst term is just a dipole orthogonal to the plane de�ned by ~BR and ~T ,
whereas the second term may include a dipole along ~BR:

fR(b, µ) = f0 (1 + t sin b+ s cos b cosµ) , (4.43)

with t = T/(f0BR) and s a constant depending on boundary conditions. The
CR �ux that corresponds to this distribution function (see Eq. (4.9)) would
be

FR(~u) = F0

(
1 +

(
~dt + ~ds

)
· ~u
)
, (4.44)
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where F0 = f0(E/c)2 , ~dt = −t ~uB×~uT and ~ds = −s ~uB . Eq. (4.44) ex-

presses a key result: the global CR wind ~dR does not necessarily �ow along
the average magnetic �eld ~BR. There may appear a second dipole anisotropy
orthogonal to ~BR that, added to the �rst dipole, could favor any direction:
~dR = ~dt + ~ds. Moreover, the turbulent correlation ~T de�ning this second
dipole may evolve with the energy and vary its direction, which would trans-
late into a change in the global CR wind and then in the boundary conditions
that determine the dipole anistropy along ~BIS. In the next chapter we will
discuss how our framework �ts the data on the CR anisotropies.
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Interpretation of the data

At energies above 1 TeV CRs can not be observed directly in satellite ex-
periments, as their �uxes are too weak. They are seen after they enter the
atmosphere and develop extensive air showers, which are observed from the
ground. In this chapter we will start with a general description of air show-
ers, then we will review very brie�y the di�erent experiments that measure
the CR �ux, and we will describe the data on the CR anisotropy that we
would like to interpret. Finally, we will �t the observations and will discuss
the possibility that future observations con�rm our hypothesis.

5.1 Extensive air showers

When cosmic rays arrive to the Earth they interact inelastically with nu-
clei in the atmosphere and produce secondary hadrons. In these collisions
electroweak processes or strong processes of large q2 can be neglected, since
their frequency is much lower than the soft (di�ractive and non-di�ractive)
processes described by QCD. Therefore, after one collision the typical result
is a leading hadron carrying ≈ 20% of the initial energy plus a multiplicity of
pions and kaons that share the rest of the energy. Notice that any hadronic
resonance produced in the collision is included through the spectrum of pions
and kaons that results from its instant decay.

At energies above ≈ 50 GeV these secondary mesons have a long lifetime
and a decay length larger than their interaction length in air, so they will
collide with an air nucleus and produce more hadrons. The exception is the
π0, that prefers to decay electromagnetically (with a very short lifetime) into
two photons. Once produced, photons feed the electromagnetic component
of the shower: they convert into e+e− pairs that, through bremsstrahlung,
give more photons of similar energy. After a few hadronic interactions most

71
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of the energy of the hadronic component is transferred to the electromagnetic
part of the shower. The kaons and charged pions produced with an energy
below 50 GeV, in turn, will decay giving mostly muons and neutrinos, that
propagate through the atmosphere and hit the ground. A scheme of the
di�erent shower components is shown in �gure 5.1.

Particle multiplication and ionization energy losses are competing pro-
cesses. When particles reach a critical energy, ionization losses start to dom-
inate, and the shower is gradually absorbed. Let us discuss in some more
detail the longitudinal development of the shower.

Figure 5.1: Cosmic ray extensive air shower divided in nucleonic, pionic and
electromagnetic components.
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5.1.1 Heitler's model for an EM shower

The basic properties of the development of the cascade can be extracted
from a simple model due to Heitler, describing the evolution of purely EM
cascades. Each generation of the hadronic cascade converts about 30% of its
energy into the electromagnetic component (photons). The rapidly growing
number of electrons and positrons makes them the most numerous species in
the shower, and eventually they lose about 90% of the total shower energy
to ionization. The energy deposited into the atmosphere through ionization
by muons is much smaller. The remaining 10% of the total shower energy is
missing energy deposited in the ground in the form of muons and neutrinos
and also energy lost in nuclear excitations.

Heitler's model (Bhabha y Heitler, 1937) for electromagnetic cascades
illustrates some basic features of the development of air showers. Each line
can be interpreted as a shower particle, which after one collision transfers
half of its energy to a new particle (a new branch in the model). The average
distance between interactions is denoted by λ. When the cascade has passed
through an atmospheric depth X along its axis, the number of particles is
given by N(X) = 2X/λ, and the average energy of each particle is E(X) =
E0/N(X), beig E0 the energy of the primary particle.

The splitting process continues until the particles reach a critical energy
Ec, in the case of electrons and positrons, when ionization losses dominate.
The shower reaches its maximum particle number at this energy. The cor-
responding atmospheric slant depth is called the shower maximum or Xmax.
The number of particles at Xmax is called Nmax and is estimated by:

Nmax = N(Xmax) = E0/Ec , (5.1)

with
Xmax ∝ λ · log(E0/Ec) (5.2)

This gives two basic features of high energy electromagnetic cascades: Nmax ∝
E0 and Xmax ∝ log(E0).

These relations between the energy of the primary particle and the shower
pro�le are also valid for hadronic air showers. The e�ect of the chemical
composition on the pro�le of the air shower can then be estimated assuming
"superposition": a nucleus of mass number A and energy E0 can be approxi-
mated by A independent nucleons, each one of energy E0/A. The A nucleons
are then assumed to interact independently with the atmosphere, resulting
in the superposition of A sub-showers. This leads to the same Nmax for the
total shower of a nucleus or a proton of equal energy, but a higher possition
of this maximum:

Xmax ∝ λ · log[(E0/(A · Ec)] . (5.3)
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Heavier nuclei initiate showers that develop higher up in the atmosphere
compared to showers from light nuclei or nucleons.

5.1.2 Hadronic showers

The model developed by Heitler can be adapted to describe the showers ini-
tiated by hadrons. The relevant parameters are now the hadronic interaction
length, λI , and the pion critical energy, Eπ

c . λI is not constant, but it does
not depend strongly on energy. The critical energy is the energy at which the
decay length of a charged pion becomes smaller than the distance to the next
interaction point, approximately Eπ

c = 50 GeV (Matthews, 2005). When the
energy of individual charged pions falls below Eπ

c they are assumed to decay,
producing muons and neutrinos. After each step of thickness d = λI ln 2 the
hadron interacts, producing Nch charged pions and 1

2
Nch neutral ones. The

average multiplicity in πN interactions increases slowly with energy, and a
constant value of Nch = 15 is usually adopted for energies around 100 GeV.
Neutral pions decay to electromagnetic particles on the spot, initiating EM
showers. Charged pions interact, producing a new generation of charged
and neutral pions. After n interactions the total number of charged pions is
Nπ± = (Nch)

n. The total energy carried by these pions is (2/3)nE0, assum-
ing that energy is shared evenly between charged and neutral pions during
particle production. The energy per charged pion in the nth interaction layer
is then Eπ = E0 · (2/(3Nch))

n. After a certain number nc of generations, Eπ
falls below Eπ

c , with

Eπ =
E0

(3
2
Nch)n

, Eπ
c =

E0

(3
2
Nch)nc

(5.4)

The number of interactions needed to reach Eπ
c is then

nc =
ln(E0/E

π
c )

ln(3Nch/2)
(5.5)

To obtain the number of muons in the shower one assumes that all charged
pions decay to muons when they fall below their critical energy:

Nµ = (Nch)
nc (5.6)

combining both sets of equations we obtain

lnNµ = nc lnNch = ln

(
E0

Eπ
c

)
· lnNch

ln(3Nch/2)
= β ln

(
E0

Eπ
c

)
, (5.7)
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where β depends on the multiplicity. In contrast to electrons, the number of
muons does not grow linearly with energy:

Nµ =

(
E0

Eπ
c

)β
. (5.8)

The de�nition of Xmax for showers initiated by hadrons is the same: the
depth at which the electrons and photons of the air shower reach their max-
imum number. An estimate, however, requires a more so�sticated treatment
or a numerical simulation.

5.2 Detection Techniques

5.2.1 Ground arrays

Ground arrays employ scintillation counters or water Cerenkov detectors
to sample the lateral density pro�le of charged particles from EAS on the
ground. The pattern of observed densities is used to determine the location
of the shower core, and the geometry of the shower axis is derived from dif-
ferences in the arrival times of particles to di�erent detectors. The lateral
distribution function is compared to model calculations, which provides an
estimate of the energy of the primary CR.

Among the ground arrays that observed EAS at ultra-high energies are
Volcano Ranch in New Mexico (1959), and later Haverah Park in England
(1962), the Yakutsk array in Siberia, the Sydney University Giant Air-Shower
Recorder (SUGAR) in Australia and the Akeno array in Japan. The Volcano
Ranch array covered an area of almost 10 km2 with plastic scintillation coun-
ters of about 3 m2 , spaced about 1 km apart. It was the �rst experiment to
detect a CR whose energy was estimated at 1011 GeV.

The Haverah Park array (Thimann y Bonner Jr, 1948) consisted of water
Cerenkov detectors deployed over an area of about 12 km2 . The spectrum
measured by this experiment between 3× 1017 and 1× 1019 eV.

The Yakutsk array made use of three di�erent types of detectors: scintil-
lation detectors and muon counters measured the lateral pro�le of charged
particles and muons; an array of photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) observed the
lateral distribution of Cerenkov photons from the EAS. The array covered
10 km2 in 1974 and was re-arranged to 18 km2 in 1995. Yakutsk measured
the "knee" at about 3 · 106 GeV and the "ankle" at around 1010 GeV.

The Akeno array (Nagano et al., 1984) consisted of scintillation counters,
1 m2 to 4 m2 in area, and about 200 m2 of muon counters. The array covered
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about 20 km2. The Akeno Giant Air Shower Array (AGASA) later extended
the area covered by Akeno to 100 km2.

5.2.2 Air �uorescence detectors

Air �uorescence detectors observe the longitudinal development of the air
shower in the atmosphere. UV �uorescence light from excited nitrogen
molecules in the shower path is collected in mirrors on the ground and pro-
jected. Surface detectors collect information on the lateral shower pro�le at
a certain point in the shower development, whereas �uorescence detectors
observe the whole development of the shower in the air. The atmosphere is
used as a calorimeter in which about 90% of the CR energy is deposited. The
measured �ux of �uorescence photons is directly proportional to this energy
deposit. Observing the longitudinal shower pro�le also has the advantage
that one can determine Xmax of the shower directly and infer the cosmic ray
composition.

A Cornell experiment was the �rst to use the new technique in 1964.
However, this �rst attempt to measure �uorescence light from EAS was un-
successful. The �rst detection was achieved in 1968 in an experiment near
Tokyo, and it could be veri�ed in 1976 with optical detectors in coincidence
with the Volcano Ranch array. The �rst experiment to successfully employ
the air �uorescence technique to measure the cosmic ray �ux was the Fly's
Eye experiment (Bird et al., 1994), the predecessor of HiRes. Fly's Eye
started taking data in 1982. Like HiRes, this experiment already consisted
of two �uorescence detectors that allowed stereoscopic observation of EAS.

5.2.3 Other techniques

Scattering of the Cerenkov photons by the atmosphere allows light detection
at large angles. The total Cerenkov light �ux at the surface is proportional to
the track length of shower electrons above threshold energy and can thus be
used to estimate the total shower energy. Cerenkov telescopes like H.E.S.S.,
HERAS, VERITAS and MAGIC are used to observe air showers generated
by gamma rays in the TeV range.

Radio emission from EAS was predicted already in the 1960s and tested by
several experiments. The favored theory behind this phenomenon is coherent
synchrotron emission from highly relativistic electron positron pairs, which
are part of the air shower and gyrate in the earth's magnetic �eld. The radio
signal can be picked up with arrays of antennas. This should in principle allow
the detection of air showers of energies starting at about 1 PeV. Real interest
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in the application of this technique to detect cosmic rays is emerging only
now. Some of the �rst few experiments that investigate this detection method
are radio stations as part of the KASCADE ground array, the demonstrative
CODALEMA experiment and LOPES, the prototype for the planned LOFAR
array.

Figure 5.2: Cosmic ray energy spectra from the "knee" to the "second knee",
observed by di�erent experiments.The solid line is a �t to the Fly's Eye stereo
spectrum, the dashed and dotted line is a �t to the six lowest energy points
of the HiRes/MIA spectrum (Abu-Zayyad et al., 2001).

The combination of di�erent techniques in a single experiment allows for
tests of new techniques, but also for complementary measurements of EAS
characteristics, such as shower geometry, pro�le and energy. Simultaneous
observation of cosmic ray events with ground arrays and Cerenkov detectors,
radio antennae or �uorescence detectors provide a more complete description
than each method on its own. The HiRes/MIA hybrid detector is an exam-
ple for the successful combination of the two major techniques in UHECR
physics, surface and air �uorescence detectors. Its measurement of the energy
spectrum is inclued with others of the commented experiments in Fig. 5.2.
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5.3 Observatories

In this section we will introduce the experiments and obervatories that have
provided data on the TeV CR anisotropy. These data are used to compare
with our predicted value and as a guide for future more elaborated models.
They span the northern and southern hemispheres, so in combination they
provide a composite map of the whole sky.

5.3.1 Milagro and HAWC

Milagro was the �rst large-area water-Cherenkov detector speci�cally built
to study extensive air showers. It has been operating between February, 1999
and December, 2008. The detector is located in the mountains of northern
New Mexico at an altitude of 2650 m. Milagro was built in a man-made pond
formerly used as part of a geothermal energy project. The pond is 60 × 80
m2 at the surface and has sloping sides that lead to a 30× 50 m2 bottom at
a depth of 8 m. It is �lled with puri�ed water and covered by a light-tight
high-density polypropylene liner. Milagro consists of two layers of upward
pointing 20 cm diameter hemispherical Hamamatsu 10-stage photomultiplier
tubes (PMTs).

The top (air-shower) layer of 450 PMTs is located 1.4 m below the water's
surface. This layer is used to trigger the detector and measure the arrival
time of the air-shower wave front. The second (hadron/muon) layer consists
of 273 PMTs located at a depth of approximately 7 m. The hadron layer
is used to make a calorimetric measurement of the shower, to di�erentiate
γ-induced air showers from cosmic-ray induced showers and to detect muons.
The increased sensitivity to photons in Milagro provides a substantially lower
energy threshold than in previous scintillation arrays.

To determine the direction of the primary ray, Milagro employs the same
technique used by conventional scintillation-counter arrays. After the primary-
ray or cosmic-ray interacts in the atmosphere and creates an air shower, the
secondary particles are all highly relativistic and therefore beamed forward
in the direction of the primary. The end result (to a �rst approximation) is
a �at pancake, perpendicular to the incident-ray or cosmic-ray, composed of
many thousands of photons, electrons, positrons, and hadrons traveling par-
allel to the direction of the primary particle. By measuring the relative times
that PMTs in the air-shower layer are struck by the Cherenkov radiation, the
direction of the primary particle is reconstructed.

HAWC(High AltitudeWater Cherenkov) is the continuation of the project.
The HAWC site is inside the Parque Nacional Pico de Orizaba, a Mexican
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Figure 5.3: Milagro observatory aerial view

national park. It has been constructed on a 200 m × 450 m plateau near
the saddle between the two peaks. The geographical coordinates of the site
are approximately (97.3◦W , 19.0◦N), and the altitude of the plateau is 4100
m. The high altitude of the site means that the detector will be sensitive to
gamma rays and protons of energy as low as 100 GeV in energy. The HAWC
design will use densely-spaced steel water tanks to observe particles from
air showers. Each tank will contain four photomultipliers, and the entire
detector will comprise 300 tanks in total. This design represents several im-
provements over Milagro and will make HAWC 15 times more sensitive than
its predecessor even with identical photomultipliers and similar electronics.
A comparision between them can be seen in �gure 5.4

5.3.2 Tibet and Argo-YBJ

Tibet AS-gamma is a Japanese/Chinese experiment, an air shower obser-
vation array built at Yangbajing (4300 m above sea level) in Tibet (China)
to observe high-energy cosmic rays. It consists of 697 scintillation counters
that are placed at a lattice with 7.5 m spacing and 36 scintillation counters
which are placed at a lattice with 15 m spacing.

The time and charge information of each PMT hit by an air shower event
is recorded to determine its direction and energy. The low-energy detection
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Figure 5.4: Cosmic-ray rejection power of the HAWC detector, with Milagro
shown for comparison.(Sinnis et al., 2005)

threshold is approximately 3 TeV, which is the lowest one achieved by an air
shower array in the world. The angular resolution of the air shower array
is estimated by the Moon's shadow to be less than 1 degree. At the center
of our air shower array, burst detectors and emulsion chambers were set up
to closely observe the core region of an air shower event. The total area of
them is 80 m2. This hybrid experiment enables us to select and measure the
proton component in primary cosmic rays in the "knee" region.

In addition, Tibet sets up a solar neutron telescope 9 m2 in area to detect
high energy solar particles accompanied with solar �ares at an active phase.
The solar activity has an 11-year period, and it was in a very active phase
around the year 2000.

Argo-YBJ is a more recent experiment located at the same geographical
place. It is an Italian/Chienese project at the Yangbajing's observatory.
The apparatus consists of a full coverage detector of dimension (78× 74m2)
realised with a single layer of RPCs (Resistive Plate Counters). The area
surrounding the central detector core, up to ≈ 100x100m2, consists in a
guard ring partially (≈ 30% ) instrumented with RPCs. Argo-YBJ provides
at low cost a large active area and excellent time resolution. It started data
taking in 2001.
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Figure 5.5: Argo-YBJ observatory located at Tibet.

5.3.3 IceCube and Icetop

IceCube is a neutrino observatory for astrophysics that was installed at the
South Pole during Austral Summers between 2004 and 2010. It consists of
5160 optical modules deployed on 86 vertical strings buried 1450 to 2450 me-
ters under the surface of the ice. A surface component called IceTop includes
an additional 324 DOMs (Digital Optical Modules). Although IceCube was
only recently completed, it has been providing data since the completion of
the nine string array in 2006. The completed detector will be operated during
at least 20 years.

The photomultiplier tubes in IceCube record Cherenkov radiation from
charged particle produced by neutrino interactions in the ice. Therefore,
IceCube observes the muon and the athmospheric neutrino components in the
TeV CR shower. Also, some data from last observations can be explined like
neutrinos that come directly from sources (Illana et al., 2015). In contrast,
the IceTop station, consisting in two ice tanks 10 m apart in the surface,
records secondary electrons, photons and muons at see level.

5.3.4 SuperKamiokande

The Super-K is located 1,000 m underground in the Mozumi Mine in Hida's
Kamioka area. It consists of a cylindrical stainless steel tank that is 41.4 m
tall and 39.3 m in diameter holding 50,000 tons of ultra-pure water. The
tank volume is divided by a stainless steelsuperstructure into an inner detec-
tor (ID) region that is 33.8 m in diameter and 36.2 m in height and outer
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Figure 5.6: IceCube observatory schematic diagram. IceTop is located at the
surface.(Ahrens et al., 2004)
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detector (OD) which consists of the remaining tank volume. Mounted on
the superstructure are 11,146 photomultiplier tubes (PMT) 50 cm in diam-
eter that face the ID and 1,885 20 cm PMTs that face the OD. It started
operation in 1996.

The Super-Kamiokande Collaboration announced the �rst evidence of
neutrino oscillations in 1998. This was the �rst experimental observation
supporting the theory that the neutrino has non-zero mass, a possibility that
had been speculated about for years. Like IceCube (but targeting lower
primary energies), Super-K detects the invisible component in the extensive
air shower.

Observatory Years Energy range (GeV) Angular resolution Size Height
Milagro 1999/2008 102 − 105 0.5 5000m2 2630m
HAWC 2015/- 103 − 105 0.1 20000m2 4100m
Tibet 1990/- 5 · 101 − 103 0.5 250m2 4300m

Argo-YBJ 2000/- 103 − 5 · 105 0.9 5700m2 4300
IceCube/Top 2010/- 102 − 109 0.5 50000m2 -1500

SuperKamiokande 1996/- 103 − 105 0.4 40m (diameter) 370m

5.4 Statistical Analysis

The arrival direction is, together with the energy and the nature of the pri-
mary CR, one of the main properties that these experiments try to deduce
from the data. The reconstructed direction is a�ected by several e�ects.
First, there are the experimental circumstances, like the geographical lo-
cation and the measurement times, that a�ect the set of recorded cosmic
ray events: not all the regions in the sky accessible to the experiment are
equally exposed to the detector. In addition, CR air showers from di�er-
ent directions (or from the same direction at di�erent times) traverse the
Earth's atmosphere with di�erent inclinations. As a result, showers from
certain directions are more likely to remain undetected or be discarded dur-
ing reconstruction or analysis, which clearly in�uences the resulting direction
distributions. If we discount all these factors, cosmic rays may still reach the
Earth with a non-uniform distribution. This is the actual distribution of
interest in this Thesis.
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5.4.1 Di�erential �ux distributions

In order to describe a di�erential �ux1 distribution, it is necessary to choose
its parametrization as a function of the direction. In this context, directions
are speci�ed by equatorial coordinates (declination δ and right ascension α).
The di�erential �ux is generally described by an isotropic component and a
direction dependend function representing the anisotropy:

F (δ, α) = F0(1 + φ(δ, α)). (5.9)

The simplest of such functions is given by the isotropy hypothesis, a constant
di�erential �ux from all directions:

Fisotropy(δ, α) = F0. (5.10)

Figure 5.7: Representation of a dipole-like anisotropy in Mollweide projection
using equatorial coordinates. Using this projection technique, latitudes are
straight horizontal parallel lines, and equal solid angles are represented by
equal areas.

The simplest approach to a large scale variation of the CR di�erential
�ux is the assumption of a dipole:

Fdip(δ, α) = F0 · (1 + ~eu(δ, α) · ~d), ~d = d · ~eu(δdip, αdip), (5.11)

1We recall that by di�erential �ux or intensity we denote the number of particles

collected by unit of area, time and solid angle.
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with ~d being the dipole vector, de�ned by its magnitude d and its orienta-
tion (δdip, αdip). The right hand side of this equation ranges from F0(1 − d)
to F0(1 + d). This dipole description is assumed in di�usion models, and
we have obtained it in Chapter 4 using Boltzmann equation. An example
dipole distribution is shown in �gure 5.7, where we have used a Mollweide
projection. This is a pseudocylindrical projection in which the equator is
represented by a straight horizontal line perpendicular to a central meridian
one-half its length. The other parallels compress near the poles, while the
other meridians are equally spaced at the equator. The meridians at 90 de-
grees east and west form a perfect circle, and the whole earth is depicted in
a proportional 2:1 ellipse. The proportion of the area of the ellipse between
any given parallel and the equator is the same as the proportion of the area
on the globe between that parallel and the equator, but at the expense of
shape distortion, which is signi�cant at the perimeter of the ellipse. It is clear
that a Mollweide projection can be adapted for any other system of angular
coordinates. In particular, it is widely used in galactic and supergalactic
coordinates. The projection transforms from latitude and longitude to map
coordinates (x, y) via the following equations:

x = R
2
√

2

π
(λ− λ0) cos(θ) (5.12)

y = R
√

2 sin(θ) (5.13)

where R is de the radius of the globe to be projected.

A possible next step towards a more precise description of the di�eren-
tial �ux map is to introduce a quadrupole moment, then a sextupole, and
so on. By including terms of higher order the number of free parameters
increases and the model resembles the recorded data set better and better,
eventually leading to a full expansion in spherical harmonics. However, while
it is mathematically possible to reproduce the data set precisely with such
an expansion, it is questionable whether it yields valuable information on
the nature of the anisotropy. The data set itself su�ers from experimental
inaccuracies and statistical �uctuations, rendering the higher order terms of
the expansion meaningless.

5.4.2 Transformation between equatorial and galactic

coordinates

The galactic latitude (b) and longitude (l) of a direction can be obatained
from its equatorial coordinates (α, δ) using

sin b = sin δ cos ig − cos δ sin(α− αN) sin ig (5.14)
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cos b cos(l − l0) = cos δ cos(α− αN) (5.15)

cosbsin(l − l0) = sinδsinig + cos(α− αN)cosig , (5.16)

where ig is the angle of the velestial equator from the galactic plane, equal
to 62.6◦. αN is the right ascension of the ascending node of the galactic
plane (i.e. the line where the galactic plane crosses the celestial equator,
heading northwards in the direction of increasing galactic longitude), equal
to 282.25◦. l0 is the longitude of the ascending node of the galactic plane,
equal to 33◦. In Fig. 5.8 we give a plot that can be used to convert one
coordinate into the other.

Figure 5.8: Graphic used to convert coordinates between galactic and equa-
torial systems.(Leinert et al., 1997)

5.5 Large scale anisotropy at the TeV scale

Let us present the results obtained by the di�erent experiments on the large
scale anisotropy at TeV energies. First, we must stress that each obervatory
covers either the North or the South sky (HAWC will cover a central zone).
Second, not all observatories provide data in separate energy bins, but all of
them cover part (or all) of the 1-20 TeV band. At these CR energies we have
data from the two galactic hemispheres. From the North we have Milagro,
Tibet and SuperKamiokande:
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• Argo-Tibet observatory obtained the skymap of CRs in equatorial
coordinates in Fig. 5.9, with data �rst published them in January 2006
(Amenomori et al., 2006). A 'tail-in' and 'loss-cone' anisotropy com-
ponents in their own words (the term dipole-like was �rst introduced
in our study (Battaner et al., 2009)) are seen in their 2D plots in �ne
detail and with a high accuracy. The excess is located at ≈ 75◦ r.a.
and a de�cit at ≈ 200◦ r.a.

Figure 5.9: Signi�cance representation of the large scale anisotropy and pro-
jection over right ascension obtained by Argo observatory. (Cui, 2011)

• Milagro: the two regions of interest detected by Tibet-Argo are con-
sistent with Milagro's observations. Milagro saw an anisotropy with
a magnitude around 0.1% for CRs with a median energy of 6 TeV.
The dominant feature is a de�cit region of depth (2.49 ± 0.02stat. ±
0.09sys.) · 10−3 in the direction of the Galactic North Pole centered at
189o degrees r.a. (Abdo et al., 2009) (see Fig. 5.10).

• SuperKamiokande in 2006 provided a Northern hemisphere map
where one can also distinguish an anisotropy. They measured the rel-
ative variation in the arrival direction of primary CRs of median en-
ergy 10 TeV using downward, through-going muons. The projection of
the anisotropy map onto the right ascension axis has a �rst harmonic
amplitude of (6.64 ± 0.98) · 10−4 and the maximum has a phase at
(33.2◦± 8.2◦) r.a. A sky map indicates (Guillian et al., 2007) an excess
of order (0.104 ± 0.020)% centered at (αT , δT ) = (75◦ ± 7◦,−5◦ ± 9◦)
(near the constellation of Taurus) and a de�cit region at (αV , δV ) =
(205◦ ± 7◦, 5◦ ± 10◦), and (−0.094± 0.014)% (towards Virgo).
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Figure 5.10: Fractional di�erence of the cosmic ray rates from isotropic in
equatorial coordinates as viewed by Milagro for the years 2000-2006. The
color bin width is 1.0 · 10−4 re�ecting the average measurement error. The
median energy is 3 TeV. (Abdo et al., 2009)

• IceCube at the South Pole has also provided data at those energies
that seems compatible with the data from north observatories, see
Fig. 5.11. The �rst observation was made with data from 2007 and
2008 that included 4.3 billion muons produced by downward-going CR
interactions in the atmosphere. These events were reconstructed with
an angular resolution of 3◦ and a median energy of 20 TeV. The arrival
direction distribution exhibits an anisotropy in right ascension with a
�rst-harmonic amplitude of (6.4± 0.2 stat.± 0.8 syst.)× 10−4 (Abbasi
et al., 2010). IceTop data at 20 TeV, in Fig. 5.12, is compatible with
IceCube.

The data is summarized in the following table:

5.6 Fitting Milagro's observations

As described before, Milagro published the observation of a TeV large-scale
anisotropy in the northern hemisphere (see Fig. 5.13) in 2008. Their data
reveals a clear dipole, with a de�cit that peaks at δ0 ≈ 10o and AR0 ≈ 190o

(i.e., b0 ≈ 72o and l0 ≈ 293o).

We have shown in the previous chapter that our framework can adjust any
anisotropy with axial simmetry around ~BIS, in particular, a dipole pointing
in the direction of the IS magnetic �eld. In addition, we have also shown
that the global CR �ow (see Fig. 4.2) is de�ned by a direction orthogonal
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Figure 5.11: The IceCube skymap in equatorial coordinates (Declination
(dec) vs. Right Ascension (r.a.)). The color scale is the relative inten-
sity.(Abbasi et al., 2010)

Figure 5.12: The IceTop skymap in equatorial coordinates. The color scale
is the relative intensity.(Aartsen et al., 2013)

Figure 5.13: Milagro's data. Ref abbasi 2008
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Hemisphere Experiment 〈E〉 [TeV] De�cit Position Amplitude
r.a. [deg] decl. [deg]

North ARGO 3.6 170 to 210 −10 to 30 3 · 10−3

MILAGRO 6 180 to 220 −10 to 0 3 · 10−3

TIBET 6.2 170 to 210 −10 to 20 3 · 10−3

ARGO 24 150 to 190 −10 to 30 1 · 10−3

TIBET 300 - - < 1 · 10−3

South ICECUBE 20 190 to 240 −30 to −60 8 · 10−4

ICECUBE 400 40 to 100 −15 to −45 7 · 10−4

ICETOP 400 70 to 110 −15 to −45 1.6 · 10−3

ICETOP 2000 50 to 125 −25 to −55 3 · 10−3

Table 5.1: Summary of data on the large scale anisotropy obtained by several
observatories: ARGO (Di Sciascio, 2012); MILAGRO (Abdo, 2009); TIBET
(Amenomori, 2006); ICECUBE (Abbasi, 2012); ICETOP (Aarsten, 2013).

to the large-scale regular �eld ~BR. This direction depends on a correlation
of turbulent quantities that may change with the energy, but always within
a plane orthogonal to ~BR.

Therefore, we would expect a maximum anisotropy if the global CR wind
were aligned with ~BIS, as it is observed at energies E ≈ 10 TeV. Therefore,
the dipole anisotropy would indicate in that case simultaneously the axis of
~BIS and a direction in the plane orthogonal to ~BR.

In Fig. 5.14 we plot our �t of the data for an anisotropy of order 0.3%
restricted to a region in the sky in ?? and for the whole sky in 5.15.

Figure 5.14: Milagro's data �t. (Battaner et al., 2009)

Our �t provides a good description of Milagro's anisotropy. It implies
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Figure 5.15: Milagro's data �t with our model for the complete sky. (Bat-
taner et al., 2009)

that CRs move near the Earth with a mean velocity

~v0/c = − 1

N

∫
dΩ F (~u) ~u = −0.00059 ~uφ − 0.00028 ~ur + 0.00157 ~uz (5.17)

where N =
∫

dΩ F (~u) and the basis is pictured in �gure ??. Eq. (5.17) ex-

pressed the di�usion velocity of the �uid (the transport �ux ~J is proportional
to N~v0).

The dipole at Milagro seems to point towards

~ud = −0.35 ~uφ − 0.16 ~ur + 0.92 ~uz . (5.18)

We can check whether this dipole and the local ~BR are perpendicular. We
will consider the values of ~uB given by Han (Han et al, 1999; Han, 2009): ~BR

basically azimuthal clockwise (a pitch angle of either 0o or 180o depending
on the de�nition, which changes for di�erent authors) with also a non null
tilt angle of 6o (a vertical component of order 0.3 µG) taking the magnetic
�eld out of the plane. We obtain an unitary vector

~uB = 0.99 ~uφ + 0.00 ~ur + 0.10 ~uz , (5.19)

which implies a remarkable

~ud · ~uB = −0.18 . (5.20)
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5.7 Whole dataset and all-sky compositions. En-

ergy dependence of the anisotropy.

During the past few years new data have been published and a whole sky pic-
ture has emerged. Most notably, IceCube/IceTop have provided observations
of the Southern sky allowing a composition including the two hemispheres.
As can be seen in �gure 5.16, this composition seems consistent, de�ning an
anisotropy of the similar intensity and connected de�cit and exccess regions.
Our framework is consistent with this new picture, and also with the evo-
lution of the anisotropy with the energy suggested by the new observations.
Although the higher energies (in the PeV scale) seen by IceTop have not
been accessible to the northern hemisphere experiments nor to HAWC yet,
the data and our interpretation can be summarized in the following way.

Figure 5.16: All-sky map composition from Tibet and IceCube data.
Adapted from citar Desiati.

At 1-20 TeV there is a mostly dipolar anisotropy (see �gure 5.17) that

goes along ~BIS. Our best �t is

`B = 180o ; bB = −60o , (5.21)

which is consistent with recent data on the local IS magnetic �eld ~BIS. In par-
ticular, the spacecraft Voyager (Ratkiewicz y Grygorczuk, 2008) has crossed

the heliospheric boundary and provided an estimate for the direction of ~BIS:

`B = 217o ± 14o ; bB = −49o ± 8o . (5.22)

Additionally, interestellar atom measurements with IBEX (Frisch et al., 2010)
imply

`B = 210.5o ± 2.6o ; bB = −57.1o ± 1.0o . (5.23)
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Figure 5.17: Dipole anisotropy along ~BIS for `B = 180o and bB = −60o

in equatorial coordinates (right ascension and declination). The thin line
indicates the magnetic equator, whereas thick lines de�ne cones of angle π/4
along the magnetic axis.

Although the region of coherence of such �eld is unknown (it could vary from
0.01 to 10 pc), it is much larger than the gyroradius of a TeV cosmic ray (in
Eq. (4.18))

At higher energies the observations from the South Pole indicate that the
anisotropy weakens (see �gure 5.18, becoming of order 10−4 at ≈ 100 TeV.
Since e�ects like the movement of the Earth around the Sun or the shadow
of the Sun introduce irregularities of the same order, the direction of such
small anisotropy is non signi�cant.

At even higher energies the anisotropy grows again, suggesting a dipole
almost opposite to the initial one. Finally, at 2 PeV (Santander et al., 2013)
the direction of the dipole may have changed slightly towards the galactic
center. See Fig. 5.20. Our simultaneous �t of Milagro and IceCube is given
in Fig. 5.17.

Our model provides a framework to interpret these observations. Above
1 TeV the e�ect of the heliosphere on CR trajectories is subleading, and the
dominant factor de�ning the direction of the anisotropy is the local magnetic
�eld ~BIS in Eq. (5.21). At 5�10 TeV the global wind and ~BIS are approxi-
mately aligned. The modulation above 10 TeV can then be explained if the
global CR wind varies its direction with the energy, going almost orthogo-
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Figure 5.18: Large scale anisotropy amplitude of the dipole �t evolution from
TeV to PeV scale with data from severals observatories.

Figure 5.19: Large scale anisotropy for the whole sky using depicted using
our model to �t anisotropy at PeV scale.
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Figure 5.20: Large scale anisotropy evolution from TeV to PeV scale observed
by IceCube, (Abbasi et al., 2012)
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nal to ~BIS at ≈ 100 TeV. If the projection of this global wind along ~BIS

changes sign, the dipolar anisotropy will be inverted. Finally, the possible
missalignment of the dipolar anisotropy with ~BIS at the highest energies
would indicate that r` ≈ RIS, where RIS is the radius of coherence of the IS
magnetic �eld.

For BIS ≈ 3 µG we obtain RIS ≈ 0.3 pc. The propagation becomes
then isotropic (see Eq. (4.16)) and the dipole anisotropy should follow the

direction of the global wind (citar Blasi:2011fm), not of ~BIS.

An important aspect in our description is the change in the phase of the
global CR wind with the energy. Buoyance could provide an explanation for
such changes. Turbulent convective cells of magnetic plasma produce a rising
motion from the galactic plane. For lower CR energies (i.e., lower Larmor

radii) the correlation vector ~T = 〈δ ~B×δ∇uf〉 would be dominated by eddies
that moderately rise over the plane. For larger CR energies, however, the
rising eddies reach higher ditances from the plane, so that Corioli's forces
rotate the direction of the �uctuating magnetic �eld frozen-in into the in-
terstellar media. A rotation of δ ~B and of the correlation ~T could then be
expected as the CR energy grows.

Figure 5.21: As magnetic �eld is "frozen" the rotation of the cell and ex-
pansion (the border region A is growing as there is less preassure) while it is
ascending from galactic disk (z=0) produce a change in its orientation.
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5.8 Medium and small scale anisotropies

In addition to the large scale anisotropy that we have �tted by a modulated
dipole, several observatories have provided skymaps that reveal medium and
small scale features in the CR �ux. These structures have an approximate
angular size that go from ≈ 20◦ to a few degrees. Observatories that have
published this type of anisotropies are Milagro (in Fig. 5.22 ), Argo (in
Fig. 5.23) and IceCube (see Fig. 5.24).

We have argued in chapter 3 that a possible explanation for these small
scale anisotropies is the presence of a CML close to us. In particular, the
large scale anisotropy could be focused by a magnetic lense and produce ir-
regularities with similar features. For CMLs inside our galaxy one should
in general subtract the e�ect due to the local �eld at the relevant scale, i.e.,
the excess does not point directly to the lens. Suppose, for example, that we
have a small lens (D ≈ 10−3 pc) with a strong magnetic �eld (B ≈ 1 mG)
at a distance below 10 pc from the Earth. If the magnetic �eld along the
trajectory from the lens to the Earth is of order µG (with weaker turbulences
at smaller scales) then the e�ects of the lens on 106 GeV cosmic rays can be
observed, but from a displaced direction. In any case, the identi�cation of a
CML would require a detailed simulation including a full spectrum of mag-
netic turbulences. Also other models have been proposed, like the posibility
that the production of strangelets in supernovae with a fraction of them that
could be noncharged and so on to have a quasilenear propagation wich would
connect the sources with us. (Pérez-García et al., 2014).

New experiments like the observatory SKA will provide in a few years
su�cent angular resolution to identify the inner magnetic �eld structure of
many astrophysical objects. With this new results it will be possible to
estimate, for example, the number of low scale irregularities that can be
expected.

Figure 5.22: Medium scale features after substracting a dipole in Milagro's
data. (Desiati y Lazarian, 2013)
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Figure 5.23: Medium scale features after substracting a dipole in Argo's data.
(Bartoli et al., 2012)

Figure 5.24: Medium scale features after substracting a dipole in IceCube's
data. (Abbasi et al., 2011)



Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this Thesis we have contributed to the study of the propagation of cosmic
rays, a �eld that requires a interdisciplinar approach of particle physics and
astrophysics. Our main contributions are:

The study of the O(10−3) anisotropy in the CR �ux at TeV energies
observed by several experiments (Milagro, TIBET, IceCube). Our approach
has been based on Boltzmann equation. In particular, we have analized the
consistency of this equation with the presence of anisotropies, exploring the
possibility that it captures non-di�usive e�ects.

We have separated the scales involved in the problem by averaging Boltz-
mann equation over di�erent distances. At distances smaller than RIS ≈ 0.3
pc the insterstellar magnetic �eld ~BIS is the main force driving the CR wind
�ow, whereas at galactic distances an interplay between the average �eld ~BR

and the turbulent �uctuations de�ne a global CR �ow orthogonal to ~BR. In
our framework this global �ow changes with the energy, and its component
along ~BIS de�nes the CR anisotropy that we observe. At energies around
10 TeV both �ows are approximately aligned and the anisotropy reaches its
maximum value, while at 100 TeV they are almost orthogonal to each other,
implying a much weaker anisotropy, and then it grows again but opposite to
the initial direction.

Although the current data is insu�cient to clearly charaterize the anisotropy
at higher energies, it suggests a new direction not alligned to ~BIS, which
would indicate that the Larmor radius of the CRs becomes similar to the re-
gion of coherence of the the interestellar magnetic �eld, i.e., RIS ≈ rL ≈ 0.3
pc. Therefore, our results provide both a direction for ~BIS (that agrees with
recent observations from Voyager) and an estimate for the size of the local
interstellar magnetic plasma (nowadays unknown).

We have also argued that this framework has the potential to explain the
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low-scale anisotropies detected by some observatories (Argo, Tibet, Milagro).
These irregularities could appear as the image of the global dipole provided
by nearby cosmic magnetic lenses (discussed in Chapter 3) , that would focus
the CR �ow. Notice that the lens acts as a CR source, but that the real source
would be the large scale-anisotropy. In particular, if this is O(0.1%), then
the low-scale anisotropy will be of the same order. If the lens is seen from the
Earth under a sizeable solid angle, the magnetic �eld ~BIS can de�ne linear
structures similar to the ones described in these experiments. Although it
hasn't be possible to detect a CML with the proper geometric clarity, it is
probable that as spacial resolution in new experiments (such as SKA) grows
up it would be possible.

The simpli�ed scheme proposed here uses a number of approximations:
all CRs are protons (heavier nuclei of the same energy would have smaller
rL), all cosmic rays in the same data set have equal energy, or the e�ect of the
heliosphere is negligible. We think, however, that it provides an acceptable
qualitative description of the data. In the near future HAWC observations
from the northern hemisphere could con�rm that the TIBET/MILAGRO
dipole is modulated and changes sign at energies above 100 TeV.

The most noticeable results obatained have benn published in three basic
articles which are included as Appendix of this thesis. As a future work, the
scenario that will emerge in next years due to new experiments maybe will
provide su�cent data to identify e�ects on cosmic magnetic lensing whis is
a topic I would like to research in. Also im interested in continue the study
of the e�ect of the sun's magnetic �eld on TeV energies CR �ux as it could
provide interesting data to estimate the cross sections for many interections
that occurs close to sun's surface.



Chapter 7

Conclusiones

En esta tesis hemos contribuido al estudio de la propagación de los rayos
cósmicos, un campo que requiere un enfoque interdisciplinar por parte de
la astrofísica y la f�isica de part�iculas. Nuestras contribuciones principales
son:

El estudio de la anisotropia de O(10−3) en el �ujo de rayos cosmicos
de un rango de energias TeV-PeV observada por varios experimentos (Mi-
lagro, TIBET, IceCube). Nuestra metodologia esta basada en el uso de la
ecuación de Bolztmann. En particular, hemos analizado la consistencia de
esta ecuación con la presencia de anisotropias, explorando la posibilidad de
que recoja efectos no difusivos.

Hemos separado las escalas involucradas en el problema promediando la
ecuacion de Boltzmann a distintas distancias. A pequeña escala, menores
que RIS ≈ 0.3 the fuerza principal que dirige el viento de rayos cosmicos
en el campo magnetico interestelar ~BIS, mientras que a escala galactica el
efecto combinado del campo regular y sus �uctuaciones turbulentas de�ne
una anisotropia ortogonal al campo regular ~BR. En este contexto el �ujo
cambia con la energ�ia, y su componente a lo largo de ~BIS de�ne la anistropia
que observamos. A energias de 10 TeV ambos efectos estan casi alineados y
la anisotropia alcanza su máximo valor, mientras que a una escala de 100TeV
son casi ortogonales, implicando un valor mucho menor de la anistropia que
mas tarde vuelve a crecer, pero en la direccion opuesta a la inicial.

Aunque los datos actuales son insu�cientes para caracterizar la anisotropia
claramente a altas energias (PeV), de los datos obsetni obtenidos se sugiere

una nueva direccion no alineada con ~BIS, lo que indicaria que el radio de Lar-
mor de los rayos cósmicos alcanza un valor similar a la región de coherencia
del campo interestellar, es decir, RIS ≈ rL ≈ 0.3 pc. Por tanto nuestros re-
sultados ofrecen tanto una dirección para el campo ~BIS (que esta de acuerdo
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con las recientes observaciones proporcionadas por las sondas Voyager) y una
estimación de la escala del plasma interestellar magnetico (desconocido hoy
dia).

También argumentamos como este modelo puede acomodar la presencia
de anistropias de pequeña y mediana escala detectadas por Argo, Tibet,
Milagro y IceCube. Estas irregularidaddes podrian aparecer como la imagen
del dipolo global a traves de lentes cósmicas mágneticas (discutidas en el
capitulo 3), que focalizarian el �ujo de rayos cosmicos. Conviene reseñar que
las lentes actuarian como fuentes de rayos cosmicos pero la fuente ultima
del efecto serua la anistropia de gran escala. En particular si el efecto de la
de gran escala es de O(0.1%), las de pequeña y mediana escala serian por
tanto también del mismo. Si una lente puede ser observada desde la Tierra
con la su�ciente de�nición angular, el campo magnetico ~BIS puede de�nir
estructuras similares a las descritas en estos experimentos. Aunque no ha
sido posible detenctar una lente cosmica magnetica con la adecuada claridad
geometrica, es probable que en nuevos experientos (como SKA) esto pueda
ser posible.
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Galactic Magnetic Fields and the

large-scale Anisotropy at Milagro
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ABSTRACT

The air-shower observatory Milagro has detected a large-scale anisotropy of unknown origin in the flux of TeV
cosmic rays. We propose that this anisotropy is caused by galactic magnetic fields and, in particular, that it results
from the combined effects of the regular and the turbulent (fluctuating) magnetic fields in our vicinity. Instead
of a diffusion equation, we integrate Boltzmann’s equation to show that the turbulence may define a preferred
direction in the cosmic ray propagation that is orthogonal to the local regular magnetic field. The approximate
dipole anisotropy that we obtain explains Milagro’s data well.

Key words: cosmic rays – ISM: magnetic fields – solar neighborhood

1. INTRODUCTION

High-energy cosmic rays are of great interest in astrophysics,
as they provide a complementary picture of the sky. When
they are neutral particles (photons or neutrinos), they carry
direct information from their source (Weekes, 2008; Voelk
& Bernloehr 2009; Achterberg et al. 2006). During the past
30 years, gamma rays, in particular, have revealed a large
number of astrophysical sources (quasars, pulsars, blazars) in
our Galaxy and beyond. In contrast, when they are charged
particles (protons, electrons, and atomic nuclei) cosmic rays
lose directionality due to interactions with the μG magnetic
fields that they face along their trajectory (Strong et al. 2007).
In this case, however, they bring important information about
the environment where they have propagated. For example, the
simple observation that Boron is abundant in cosmic rays while
rare in solar system nuclei is a very solid hint that cosmic rays
have crossed around 10 g cm−2 of interstellar (baryonic) matter
before they reach the Earth.

A very remarkable feature in the proton and nuclei fluxes
is its isotropy. It is thought that cosmic rays of energy below
106 GeV are mainly produced in supernova explosions, which
are most frequent in the galactic arms. We observe, however,
that they reach us equally from all directions. This can only
be explained if their trajectories are close to the random walk
typical of a particle in a gas, and galactic magnetic fields seem
the key ingredient in order to justify this picture.

Galactic magnetic fields have been extensively reviewed in
the literature (Beck 2004, 2005; Wielebinski 2005; Han 2009;
Battaner 2009). It is known that there is an average magnetic
field of order

Bgalactic ≈ 3 μG (1)

at galactic scales. This component is the background to a second
component of strength

Brandom ≈ 3–5 μG (2)

that is regular within cells of 10–100 pc but changes randomly
from cell to cell. These magnetic fields have frozen-in field
lines and are very affected by the compressions and expansions
of the interstellar medium produced by the passage of spiral arm
waves. A 10 TeV cosmic proton would move inside a 5 μG field
with a gyroradius of

rg = p

eB
≈ 2 × 10−3 pc , (3)

which is much smaller than the typical region of coherence.
Therefore, this proton sees the superposition of both components
as a regular magnetic field:

�Bgalactic + �Brandom = �Bregular ≡ �B . (4)

Note that the determination of the galactic field using WMAP
data (Page et al. 2007; Jansson et al. 2009; Ruiz-Granados
et al. 2009) gives �Bgalactic. In contrast, estimates from Faraday
rotations of pulsars would be sensitive to the same regular �B that
affects the cosmic proton. According to Han and collaborators
(Han et al. 1999; Han 2009), the local �B should be nearly
contained in the galactic plane and clockwise as seen from
the north galactic pole (i.e., following the direction of the disk
rotation), although with a small vertical component or tilt angle.

At these small scales, the 10 TeV proton is diffused by
scattering on random fluctuations in the magnetic field

δB � B . (5)

The interaction is of resonant character, so that the particle is
predominantly scattered by those irregularities of the magnetic
field of wavenumber k ≈ 1/rg . Estimates from the standard
theory of plasma turbulence (Casse et al. 2002) that δB falls
as a power law for larger wavenumbers (Han 2009), so this
component is smaller than the regular B.

In this Letter, we argue that the detailed observation of the
TeV cosmic-ray flux obtained by Milagro (Abdo et al. 2008,
2009) also may provide valuable information about �B and δB.
In particular, the analysis of over 1011 air showers has produced
a map of the sky showing a large-scale anisotropy (a north
galactic deficit) of order 10−3. This map, which is consistent
with previous observations (Aglietta et al. 1996; Amenomori
et al. 2006), remains basically unexplained. Abdo et al. have
discussed several possible origins:

(i) The Compton–Getting (CG) effect (Compton & Getting
1935), a dipole anisotropy that arises due to the motion
of the solar system around the galactic center and through
the cosmic-ray background. The anisotropy observed in
Milagro’s map, however, cannot be fitted by the predicted
CG dipole. In addition, the CG anisotropy should be energy
independent, which does not agree with the data either.

(ii) The heliosphere magnetic field could produce anisotropies
(Nagashima et al. 1998; Schlickeiser et al. 2007) that can
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Figure 1. Angles b and μ, and orthogonal vectors �B, �T , and �d for lB = 90◦.

also be ruled out. The Larmor radius rg sets the size of
the coherence cells, and for 10 TeV protons it is around
2 × 10−3 pc, significantly larger than the 5 × 10−4 pc
(100 AU) of the heliosphere. Moreover, as pointed out
in Abdo et al. (2009), the anisotropies persist at higher
energies (i.e., for larger distance scales), supporting the
hypothesis that if magnetic fields are involved they are
extra-heliospheric.

Here we explore the effect of the local (regular and fluctu-
ating) magnetic fields on the propagation of TeV cosmic rays
reaching the Earth. Most analyses model cosmic-ray propaga-
tion with a diffusion equation (Ptuskin et al. 2006; Strong et al.
2007; Schlickeiser et al. 2007), assuming a certain spatial dis-
tribution of sources and a diffusion tensor often simplified to
an isotropic scalar coefficient. This provides the flux over an
extended region around the solar neighborhood. Here we in-
tend a different approach. The diffusion equation derives from
Boltzmann’s equation, which contains more information. The
solution of Boltzmann’s equation in the vicinity of the Earth
gives the statistical distribution function f (�r, �p, t), a quantity
related to the intensity or surface brightness used in astrophysics.
f provides the number of cosmic rays per unit solid angle, time,
and surface from any given direction, so it can be compared
with Milagro’s data pixel by pixel.

2. COSMIC-RAY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

We will treat TeV cosmic rays as a fluid that microscopically
interacts only with the magnetic fields, and our objective is to
obtain the distribution function f (�r, �p, t) using Boltzmann’s
equation. We will take a basic cell of radius rg and will assume
that the non-turbulent component of the fluid is stationary and
homogeneous. At these relatively small distance (and time)
scales we also can neglect cosmic-ray sources, energy loss,
or collisions with interstellar matter. In addition, we take the
cosmic rays as protons (the dominant component in the flux) of
E = 6 TeV (the average energy in Milagro’s analysis). Finally,
we will assume that the regular magnetic field �B is on the galactic
plane with a galactic longitude lB, although we will show that
Milagro’s data favor a component orthogonal to this plane (as
found in other observations, Han et al. 1999). In Figure 1, we
have depicted �B with lB = 90◦.

The frequency of the (b, μ) direction in the momentum of
cosmic rays reaching the Earth is then proportional to1

f (�u) = f (b, μ), (6)

1 (E/c)2f (�u) gives the number of particles with momentum along �u per unit
energy, volume, and solid angle at E ≈ 6 TeV.

where �u = �p/p, b is the galactic latitude, and μ is the longitude
relative to the direction of the magnetic field �B. Note that the
galactic longitude of the direction defined by �u is just l = lB +μ.

Boltzmann’s equation expresses in differential form how
particles move in the six-dimensional phase space (Battaner,
1996). In our case this is just

�F · ∇u f (�u) = e (�u × �B) · ∇u f (�u) = 0 . (7)

Now, we separate the regular and the turbulent components both
in the distribution function and in the magnetic field:

f → f + δf,

�B → �B + δ �B.
(8)

The components δ �B and δf vary randomly from one cell to
another and have a vanishing average value,

[δ �B] = [δf ] = 0. (9)

However, there may be correlations between both fluctuating
quantities. In particular, we will assume a non-zero value of

[e (�u × δ �B) · ∇u δf ] = e �u · [δ �B × ∇u δf ]

= e �u · �T . (10)

Boltzmann’s equation for the regular component is then

(�u × �B) · ∇u f + �u · �T = 0. (11)

This equation can also be written as

�u · ( �B × ∇u f ) + �u · �T = 0. (12)

As �u is any direction, this implies �B ×∇u f = �T , i.e., the vector
�T must be orthogonal to �B. Taking �T in the galactic plane,

�u · �T = T cos b sin μ, (13)

and expressing

∇u f = ∂f

∂b
�ub +

1

cos b

∂f

∂μ
�uμ (14)

with

�ub = − sin b cos μ �uφ − sin b sin μ �ur + cos b �uz;
�uμ = − sin μ �uφ + cos μ �ur,

(15)

Equation (11) becomes

− sin μ
∂f

∂b
+ tan b cos μ

∂f

∂μ
+

T

B
cos b sin μ = 0 . (16)

This equation can be solved analytically:

f (b, μ) = f0

(
1 +

T

f0B
sin b

)
+ f̃ (cos b cos μ) , (17)

with f0 being a constant that normalizes f to the number of
particles per unit volume and the second term any arbitrary
function of the variable cos b cos μ. From the direction �u we
observe cosmic rays with �p = −p �u; it is straightforward to
find the relation between the distribution function and the flux
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F (b, μ) of particles observed at Milagro per unit area, time,
solid angle, and energy:

F (b, μ) = E2

c2
f (−b, μ + π ) . (18)

This implies that

F (b, μ) = F0 (1 − t sin b) + F̃ (cos b cos μ) , (19)

where t = T/(f0B) and F0 = (E/c)2f0. Finally, we will expand
F̃ to second order:

F̃ (cos b cos μ) ≈ F1 cos b cos μ + F2 (cos b cos μ)2 . (20)

The solution in terms of the galactic longitude is obtained just
by expressing μ = l − lB .

Several comments are here in order.

(i) If F1 = F2 = 0, then the solution is a dipole anisotropy,
with the minimum/maximum in the north/south galactic
poles. This dipole is then modulated by the constants F1,2,
that introduce an anisotropy proportional to cos b cos μ (i.e.,
the additional anisotropy coincides along the directions �u
with equal projection on �B).

(ii) The dipole anisotropy would vanish if there were no
turbulence (t = 0): �B implies an isotropy broken by the
turbulence in the orthogonal plane. In contrast, the equation
does not say anything about the direction along �B. For
different boundary conditions one can find solutions with a
forward–backward asymmetry (implying diffusion along
�B) or symmetric solutions. In particular, F1 creates an
asymmetry between the (b = 0, μ = 0) and (b = 0, μ =
180◦) directions, whereas the F2 contribution is symmetric.

(iii) The dominant magnetic field �B, the turbulence �T , and the
dipole �d are always orthogonal to each other. For �B ≈ B �uφ

the symmetry of the galactic disk could favor a radial
turbulence, �T ≈ T �ur , like the one that we have assumed
above (see Figure 1).2 However, one can change the latitude
b0 of the dipole while keeping �B on the galactic plane just
by taking the turbulence �T out of the plane. In particular,
the dipole will point toward the arbitrary direction b0 (see
Figure 2) if

�u · �T = T (sin b0 cos b sin μ − cos b0 sin b) . (21)

2 Buoyancy will mainly produce ascending turbulent cells; since Coriolis
forces are negligible at these small timescales the compression of the
(frozen-in) azimuthal field lines may result into a δ �B also azimuthal and a
vertical ∇u δf , which imply a radial �T .
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Figure 3. Fit of the Milagro anisotropy.

The dipole solution is in that case

F (b, μ) = F0 [1 − t (sin b0 sin b + cos b0 cos b sin μ)]
+ F1 cos b cos μ + F2 (cos b cos μ)2 . (22)

The galactic latitude l0 of the dipole is then fixed by the
orientation of �B in the galactic plane,

l0 = lB + 90◦. (23)

The direction of the dipole in the basis pictured in Figure 2
is

�ud = cos b0 sin l0 �uφ − cos b0 cos l0 �ur + sin b0 �uz. (24)

3. MILAGRO DATA

Milagro data (Abdo et al. 2009) indicate a clear dipole
anisotropy, with a deficit in the north galactic hemisphere that
peaks at δ0 ≈ 10◦ and AR0 ≈ 190◦ (i.e., b0 ≈ 72◦ and
l0 ≈ 293◦). In Figure 3, we plot our fit of the data (restricted
to a region in the sky), which is obtained for t = 0.003 with
F1/F0 = 0, F2/F0 = 0.0003 and a magnetic field �B along
lB = 203◦. Our simple fit, an approximate dipole along the
direction of ∇uf (from b0, l0 to −b0, l0 − π ) provides a good
description of Milagro’s anisotropy.

The fit implies that cosmic rays move near the Earth with a
mean velocity

�v0/c = − 1

N

∫
dΩ F (�u) �u = −0.00059 �uφ − 0.00028 �ur

+ 0.00157 �uz, (25)

where N = ∫
dΩ F (�u) and the basis is pictured in Figure 2.

Equation (25) expresses the diffusion velocity of the fluid (the
transport flux �J is proportional to N �v0), and we find that it goes
exactly in the direction of the dipole (the term F1 would change
its direction but we have set it to zero).

It is important to note that the regular magnetic field �B does
not need to be on the galactic plane (our choice above), it can
rotate around the dipole axis and still give the same dipole
solution as far as the turbulence �T is rotated as well. Doing that
the only changes would appear in the boundary conditions (F1
and F2), but the pure dipole would provide the simplest solution
in any case. The dipole seems to point toward

�ud = −0.35 �uφ − 0.16 �ur + 0.92 �uz. (26)
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Therefore, we can check if this dipole observed at Milagro
and the local regular magnetic field �B (also an observational
output) are perpendicular. We will consider the values of �uB

given by Han (Han et al. 1999; Han 2009). It is found that �B
is basically azimuthal clockwise (a pitch angle of either 0◦ or
180◦ depending on the definition, which changes for different
authors). However, the observations also indicate the presence of
a non-null tilt angle of 6◦ (a vertical component of order 0.3 μG)
taking the magnetic field out of the plane. We obtain an unitary
vector

�uB = 0.99 �uφ + 0.00 �ur + 0.10 �uz , (27)

which implies a remarkable

�ud · �uB = −0.18. (28)

We think that the approximate orthogonality of these two
observational vectors (we obtain an angle of 100◦) provides
support to the model presented here.

Note that our framework could also accommodate other
anisotropies in the flux, added to the dipole one, as far as they
have the same value in all the points with equal projection
(cos b cos μ) on �B. To explain a point-like anisotropy like the
one named as region A in Abdo et al. (2008), the anisotropy
itself should be along the direction of the dominant magnetic
field �B (orthogonal to �d). Region A, however, is at (bA ≈-
30◦, lA ≈ 215◦), forming an angle of 58◦ with the dipole.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Although charged cosmic rays do not reveal their source,
the study of their flux from different directions is of interest in
astrophysics because it brings valuable information about the
interstellar medium. In particular, the per mille deficit observed
by Milagro could be caused by the local (at distances of order
rg) magnetic fields.

Using Boltzmann’s equation we have shown that the interplay
between the regular and the turbulent components in these
magnetic fields always produces a dipole anisotropy in the
cosmic-ray flux. We find that (i) the direction of this anisotropy
is orthogonal to the regular �B and (ii) its intensity is proportional
to the fluctuations δB/B at the wavenumber k = 1/rg . These
two simple results have already non-trivial consequences. In
particular, (i) implies that a north–south galactic anisotropy
would only be consistent with a dominant �B laying in the
galactic plane, whereas (ii) explains that the anisotropy is larger
for more energetic cosmic rays: their gyroradius rg is larger, the
resonant wavenumber k smaller, so the expected value of δB/B
will be larger.

We have argued that Milagro’s data can be interpreted as
a dipole anisotropy pointing to a well-defined direction in the

north galactic hemisphere, namely (b0 ≈ 72◦, l0 ≈ 293◦). Our
model provides a remarkable fit of the data, so we conclude
that it explains satisfactorily the large-scale anisotropy found
by Milagro. The model implies that the dominant magnetic
field near our position must be in the plane orthogonal to
the dipole ( �B, the turbulence correlation �T and �d define a
trihedron). This plane forms an angle θ = 23◦ with the galactic
disk.

The data obtained by Milagro (energy, direction, and nature
of over 1011 primaries) show that the 10−3 deficit in the cosmic-
ray flux from the north galactic hemisphere already seen in
previous experiments (Aglietta et al. 1996; Amenomori et al.
2006) is actually very close to a dipole anisotropy. We think that
the analysis of the flux after subtracting this dipole anisotropy
could reveal further correlations.

We thank Brenda Dingus for useful discussions. The work
of E.B. has been funded by MEC of Spain (ESP2004-06870-
C02). The work of M.M. has been supported by MEC of Spain
(FPA2006-05294) and by Junta de Andalucı́a (FQM-101 and
FQM-437).
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ABSTRACT

Context. Magnetic fields play a critical role in the propagation of charged cosmic rays. Particular field configurations supported by
different astrophysical objects may produce images on cosmic ray maps.
Aims. We consider a simple configuration, a constant azimuthal field in a disk-like object, that we identify as acosmic magnetic lens.
Such configuration is typical in most spiral galaxies, and we assume that it can also appear at smaller or larger scales.
Methods. We show that the magnetic lens deflects cosmic rays in a regular geometrical pattern, very much like a gravitational lens
deflects light but with some interesting differences. In particular, the lens acts effectively only in a definite region of the cosmic-ray
spectrum, and it can be convergent or divergent depending on the (clockwise or counterclockwise) direction of the magnetic field and
the (positive or negative) electric charge of the cosmic ray.
Results. We find that the image of a point-like monochromatic source may be one, two or four points depending on the relative
position of source, observer and center of the lens. For a perfect alignment and a lens in the orthogonal plane the image becomes a
ring. We also show that the presence of a lens could introduce low-scale fluctuations and matter-antimatter asymmetries in the fluxes
from distant sources.
Conclusions. The concept of cosmic magnetic lens that we introduce here may be useful in the interpretation of possible patterns
observed in the cosmic ray flux at different energies.

Key words. Galactic magnetic fields, cosmic rays

1. Introduction

High-energy cosmic rays carry information from their source
and from the medium where they have propagated in their way
to the Earth. They may be charged particles (protons, nuclei or
electrons) or neutral (photons and neutrinos). The main differ-
ence between these two types of astroparticles is that the first
one loses directionality through interactions with galactic and
intergalactic magnetic fields. In particular, random background
fields of orderB ≈ 1 µG in our galaxy will uncorrelate a particle
from its source after a distance larger than

rg =
E

ecB
≈ E

1 TeV
× 10−3 pc , (1)

wheree is the unit charge andE the energy of the particle. As
E grows the reach of charged particles increases, extending the
distance where they may be used as astrophysical probes. At
E ≈ 109 GeV this distance becomes 1 Mpc, and cosmic rays
may bring information from an extragalactic source. Of course,
it seems difficult to imagine a situation where charged cosmic
rays may be used torevealor characterize an object. In this letter
we propose that they can detect the presence of an astophysical
object, invisible to high-energy photons and neutrinos, that we
name ascosmic magnetic lens(CML).

The termmagnetic lensinghas already been used in the as-
trophysical literature to describe, generically, the curved path of
charged cosmic rays through a magnetized medium. Harari et
al. 2001, 2005, 2010 studied the effect of galactic fields, show-
ing that they may produce magnification, angular clustering and
caustics. Dolag et al. 2009 considered lensing by the tangled
field of the Virgo cluster, assuming that the galaxy M87 was the
single source of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays. Shaviv et al. 1999

studied the lensing near ultramagnetized neutron stars. Our point
of view, however, is different. The CML will be defined by a ba-
sic magnetic-field configuration with axial symmetry that could
appear in astrophysical objects at any scale: from clusters of
galaxies to planetary systems. The effect of the CML on galactic
cosmic rays (i.e., charged particles of energyE < 109 GeV) will
not be significantly altered by turbulent magnetic fields if the
lens is within the distancerg in Eq. (1) and its magnetic field is
substantially stronger than the average background field between
its position and the Earth. Since the CML is a definite object, we
can separate source, magnetic lens and observer. Although it is
not a lens in the geometrical optics sense (the CML does not
have a focus), its effects are generic and easy to parametrize,
analogous to the ones derived from a gravitational lens (with no
focus neither).

2. A magnetic lens

The basic configuration that we will consider is an azimuthal
mean fieldB in a disc of radiusR and thicknessD. The field
lines are then circles of radiusρ ≤ R around the disk axis. As a
first approximation we will take a constant intensityB, neglect-
ing any dependence onρ (notice, however, that a more realistic
B should vanish smoothly atρ = 0 and be continuous atρ = R).
Our assumption will simplify the analysis while providing all the
main effects of a magnetic lens. The disk of most spiral galax-
ies has a large toroidal component of this type (Beck 2005), so
they are obvious candidates to CML. The configuration describ-
ing the CML would be natural wherever there is ionized gas in a
region with turbulence, differential rotation and axial symmetry,
since in such environment the magnetic field tends to be ampli-

1
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u1

u2

v1

v2

Y

Z

α 0

α 0

Fig. 1. Trajectories in thex = 0 plane.B ∝ (1, 0,0) aty > 0 andB ∝
(−1,0,0) aty < 0.

fied by thedynamo effect(Parker 1971, Brandenburg et al. 2005).
We will then assume that it may appear at any scaleR with an
arbitrary value ofB.

Let us parametrize the magnetic field and its effect on a
charged cosmic ray. If the lens lies in theXY plane with the
center at the origin (see Fig. 1)B is1

B =



B
ρ

(y,−x, 0) if ρ < R and |z| < D
2

;

0 otherwise,

(2)

with ρ ≡
√

x2 + y2. To understand its effect, we will first con-
sider a particle moving in theYZ (x = 0) plane with directionu
(the case depicted in Fig. 1). When it enters the lens the cosmic
ray finds an orthogonal magnetic field that curves its trajectory.
The particle then rotates clockwise2 around the axisuB = B/B,
describing a circle of gyroradiusrg = E/(ecB). The segment of
the trajectory inside the lens has a lengthl ≈ D, so the total
rotation angleα0 when it departs is

α0 ≈ ecBD
E
. (3)

The direction of the particle after crossing the lens is then
v = RB(α0) u. The angleα0 will be the only parameter required
to describe the effect of this basic lens. An important point is
that B and the Lorentz force change sign if the trajectory goes
throughy < 0. In that case the deflection is equal in modulus but
opposite to the one experience by particles going throughy > 0
(see Fig. 1). Therefore, the effect of this lens isconvergent, all
trajectories are deflected the same angleα0 towards the axis of
the lens. Notice that the lens changes todivergentfor particles
of opposite electric charge or for particles reaching the lens from
the opposite (z< 0) side.

The effect on a generic trajectory within a plane not necessar-
ily orthogonal to the lens is a bit more involved. It is convenient
to separate

u = u‖ + u⊥ ; v = v‖ + v⊥ , (4)

whereu‖ = (u·uB) uB andu⊥ = u−u‖ are parallel and orthogonal
to the magnetic field, respectively (and analogously forv). In this

1 A continuous field configuration could be modelled just by adding
a factor of

(
1− exp

[
(ρ/ρ0)

n0
]) × exp

[
(ρ/R)nR

] × exp
[
(2z/D)nD

]
. When

the integersn0, nR andnD are chosen very large andρ0 very small we
recover our disc with a nullB atρ = 0.

2 We define a positive deviationα0 if the rotation fromu to v around
the axisuB is clockwise.

uB

Z

X

Y

u

v2S: (0, s , s )3
O: (o , o , o )1 2 3

Fig. 2.Trajectory from the source to the observer.

case the magnetic field will rotate the initial directionu an angle
of α = u⊥α0 around the axisuB: v = RB(u⊥α) u. This means
that the parallel components of the initial and the final directions
coincide,

u‖ = u · uB = v‖ , (5)

whereas the orthogonal componentu⊥, of modulus u⊥ =√
1− (u · uB)2, rotates into

v⊥ = cos(u⊥α0) u⊥ − sin(u⊥α0) uB × u⊥ . (6)

An important observation concerns thechromatic aberration
of the lens. The deviationα0 caused by a given CML is propor-
tional to the inverse energy of the cosmic ray. IfE is small and
α0 > π/2, then the lens actsrandomlyon charged particles, dif-
fusing them in all directions. On the other hand, ifE is large the
deviation becomes small and is smeared out as the particle prop-
agates to the Earth. Only a region of the cosmic-ray spectrum
canseethe CML.

3. Image of a point-like source

Let us now study the image of a localized monochromatic source
produced by the CML. We will consider athin lens (R ≫ D)
located on the planez= 0 (see Fig. 2). Its effect on a cosmic ray
can be parametrized in terms of the angleα0 given in Eq. (3).
The rotation axis is

uB =
1√

x2 + y2
(y,−x, 0) , (7)

and the coordinates of source and observer areS = (s1, s2, s3)
andO = (o1, o2, o3), respectively. We will use the axial symme-
try of the lens to sets1 = 0. The trajectory will intersect the CML
at (x, y, 0). There the initial directionu will change tov, with

u =
(x, y− s2,−s3)√
x2 + (y− s2)2 + s2

3

, v =
(o1 − x, o2 − y, o3)√

(o1 − x)2 + (o2 − y)2 + o2
3

.(8)

Therefore, given a sourceS, an observerO and a lens pro-
ducing a deviationα0, we can determine the coordinates (x, y, 0)
where the rotationRB(u⊥α) described in the previous section ex-
actly transformsu into v. The first condition onx andy, given in
Eq. (5), is thatB does not change the longitudinal component of
the velocity,

u · uB = v · uB . (9)

2
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S1

S2

S3

O

Fig. 3. Trajectories withβ > α (S1), β < α (S2) andβ = 0 (S3) for an
observer at the axis.

The second one, derived from Eq. (6), defines the rotation ofu⊥
produced by the magnetic field. It can be written (u⊥ = | sinûB|)

v⊥ · u⊥
u2
⊥

= cos (u⊥α0) ,

v⊥ · (u⊥ × uB)

u2
⊥

= sin (u⊥α0) . (10)

The second equation above is necessary to fully specify the ro-
tation. Notice thatα = u⊥α0 has a definite sign: positive for a
convergent CML and negative for a divergent one. In addition,
the solution must verify thatx2 + y2 < R2.

We find that forR → ∞ and a convergent lens there is al-
ways at least one solution, whereas for a divergent one there is
a region around the axis that my behiddenby the CML (this
region disappears ifB goes smoothly to zero at the center of
the lens). To illustrate the different possibilities in Fig. 3–left we
have placed the observer in the axis at a distanceL from the lens,
O = (0, 0,−L), and have parametrized the position of the source
(at a distanced from the lens) asS = (0, dsinβ, dcosβ). In this
caseu‖ = 0 = v‖ andu⊥ = 1. If the lens is convergent (α0 > 0)
and|β| > α0, then the image of the source is just a single point.
For a source at|β| < α0 we obtain two solutions, which corre-
spond to trajectories from above or below the center of the lens.
For a source in the axis (β = 0) the solution is a ring of radius

r =
d+ L

2 tanα0



√
1+

4dL tan2α0

(d+ L)2
− 1

 . (11)

If the observer is located out of the axis but still in thex = 0
plane the possibilities are similar, but the ring becomes across
similar to the one obtained through gravitational lensing. Finally,
if we take the observer out of thex = 0 plane there appears
always a single solution.

4. Fluxes from distant sources

Let us finally explore how the presence of a CML changes
the flux F of charged particles from a localized sourceS. It
is instructive to consider the case whereS is a homogeneous
disk of radius RS placed at a distanced from the lens and the
observerO is at a large distanceL,

Rs < d,R≪ L , (12)

Fig. 4. Cone of trajectories fromS to O with and without lens for a
homogeneous and monochromatic source.

as shown in Fig. 4. In addition, we will assume that the mag-
netic field defining the lens goes smoothly to zero near the
axis, and that the source is monochromatic.

If there were no lens,O would seeS under a solid angle

∆Ω0 ≈ π
R2

S

L2
. (13)

If all the points on S are equally bright and the emission is
isotropic, the differential flux dF/dΩ from all the directions
inside the cone∆Ω0 will be approximately the same, implying
a total flux (number of particles per unit area)

F0 =

∫

∆Ω0

dΩ
dF
dΩ
≈ πR2

S

L2

dF
dΩ
. (14)

The lens in front of S will deflect an approximate angleα
all trajectories crossing far from the axis. In Fig. 4 we have
pictured3 the limiting directions reaching the observer, that
define a cone

∆Ω+ ≈ π (RS + d tanα)2

L2
. (15)

O sees now cosmic rays from directions inside the larger cone
∆Ω+ or, in other words, sees the radiusRS of the sourceam-
plified to RS + d tanα.

We can then use Liouville’s theorem to deduce how the
flux observed by O is affected by the presence of the lens.
This theorem, first applied to cosmic rays moving inside a
magnetic field by Lemaitre and Vallarta 1933, implies that an
observer following a trajectory will always observe the same
differential flux (or intensity, particles per unit area and solid
angle) along the direction defined by that trajectory. For ex-
ample, in the case with no lens an observer in the axis at a
distanceL′ ≫ L will still observe the same differential flux
dF/dΩ. However, the cone of directions that he sees will be
smaller, ∆Ω′0 ≈ πR2

S/L
′2, and the total flux from that source

will scale like F′ ≈ F L2/L′2. The effect of the lens is then just
to change the cone of directions reachingO from S, without
changing the differential flux. This implies an integrated flux

F+ ≈ F0
∆Ω+

∆Ω0
≈ F0

1+
d2 tan2α

R2
S

 . (16)

3 A pointlike source in the axis is transformed by the lens into a ring,
as explained in Section 4. As the source grows, the ring becomes thicker
and eventually closes to a circle, which is the case considered in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5. Trajectories fromS to O without (left) and with (right) irregular
magnetic fields along the trajectory.

An important point is that the solid angle intervals∆Ω0,+ will
in general be much smaller than the angular resolution atO.
As a consequence, an observer trying to measure a differen-
tial flux will always include the whole cone∆Ω0,+ within the
same solid angle bin: only the integrated fluxesF0,+ (aver-
aged over the angular resolution) are observable.

Now let us suppose that there are many similar sources
at approximately the same distance from the observer and
covering a certain range of directions. Cosmic rays emitted
from each source will reachO within a very tiny cone ∆Ω0,
and will be observed integrated over that cone and averaged
over the angular resolution. If one of the sources has in front
a CML, its cone ∆Ω+ at O and thus its contribution to one
of the direction bins will be larger, what would translate in a
low-scale anisotropy4 within the range of directions covered
by the sources (see Fig. 5, left).

In principle, this effect would not be erased by irregular
magnetic fields from the source to the observer, that deflect
the trajectories and tend to isotropizethe fluxes (in Fig. 5,
right). The contribution from the source behind the CML
(reaching now O from a different direction) will still tend
to be larger. The effect of the lens is to increase thesize RS

of the source toRS + d tanα; random magnetic fields will
change the direction of arrival and the effective distance be-
tween S and O (i.e., the direction and the size of the cone
from each source), but not the initial deflection produced
by the lens nor (by Liouville’s theorem) the differential flux
within each tiny cone. Therefore, the cone from the source
behind the lens tends to be larger, and when integrated and
averaged over the resolution bin may still introduce a low-
scale anisotropy. The effect, however, tends to vanish if the
cones are so small that the probability to observe two par-
ticles from the same cone of directions is smaller than the
probability to observe particles from two disconnected cones
with origin in the same source (i.e., in the deep diffuse regime
where trajectories become random walks).

Finally, note that the effect of a divergent CML would
be just the opposite. The presence of a lens could then intro-
duce an excess for positive charged particles and a deffect for
the negative ones (or a matter–antimatter asymmetry if both
species were equally emitted byS).

5. Summary and discussion

It is known that galactic and intergalactic magnetic fields play a
very important role in the propagation of charged cosmic rays.

4 The direction of the source would be measured with a gaussian dis-
tribution that could take it to adjacent bins.

Here we have explored the effect of a very simple configuration,
a constant azimuthal field in a thin disk, that we identify as a
CML. Such object acts on cosmic rayslike a gravitational lens
on photons, with some very interesting differences. Gravitational
lenses are always convergent, whereas if a magnetic lens is con-
vergent for protons and positrons, it changes to divergent for an-
tiprotons and electrons. In addition, the deflection that the CML
produces depends on the particle energy, so the lense is only vis-
ible in a very definite region (around one decade of energy) of
the spectrum.

Our intention has been to introduce the concept of CML and
discuss its possible effects leaving the search for possible can-
didates for future work. Generically, the magnetic-field config-
uration defining the CML isnatural and tends to be established
by the dynamo effect. For example, in spiral galaxiesB can be
pure azimuthal (the one we have assumed), axisymmetric spi-
ral or bisymmetric spiral, with or without reversals (Beck 2005,
Battaner et al. 2008), but in all cases the azimuthal component
dominates. Our galaxy is not an exception (Han 2010, Ruiz et al.
2009), it includes in the disk a spiral magnetic field ofB ≈ 4 µG.
This would actually force that any analysis of magnetic lens-
ing by other galaxies mustsubtractthe effect produced by our
own magnetic field. CMLs could also be present in galactic ha-
los, as there are observations of polarized synchrotron emission
suggesting the presence of regular fields (Dettmar et al. 2006).
Analogous indications (Bonafede et al. 2009) can be found for
larger structures, like clusters and their halos. Inside our galaxy,
the antisymmetric tori placed 1.5 kpc away in both hemispheres
discovered by Han et al. (1997) would also produce magnetic
lensing on ultrahigh energy cosmic rays. At lower scales (20–
800 pc) molecular clouds and HII regions (Gonzalez et al. 1997)
are also potential candidates. Molecular clouds have strong reg-
ular fields in the range of 0.1–3 mG (Crutcher 2005). Moreover,
many reversals in the field direction observed in our galaxy seem
to coincide with HII regions (Wielebinski 2005), which would
indicate that the field follows the rotation velocity in that region.
There are also observations of Faraday screens covering angles
of a few minutes of unknown origin (Mitra et al. 2003). Finally,
nearby protostellar disks may provide a magnetic analogous of
the gravitational microlenses, as they define small objects of
≈ 103 AU diameter with azimuthal magnetic fields (Stepinski
1995) of order tens of mG (Goncalves et al. 2008). Therefore,
we think it is justified to presume that CMLs may appear at any
scalesRwith different values ofB.

The lensing produced by a CML will be affected by the tur-
bulent magnetic fields, but under certain conditions they should
remain observable. For example, the typical lensing produced
by a galaxy on cosmic rays of energy above 109 GeV is caused
by a regular magnetic field of orderµG, while the distortions
will come from fluctuations of the same order. The region of co-
herence of these magnetic fluctuations, however, is just around
10–100 pc, varying randomly from cell to cell. Since the regular
field that define the lens will act along distances 10–100 times
larger, its effect on cosmic rays will dominate, and the expected
blurring due to turbulences will be small. For CMLs inside our
galaxy one should in generalsubtractthe effect due to the local
field at the relevant scale. Suppose, for example, that we have a
small lens (D ≈ 10−3 pc) with a strong magnetic field (B ≈ 1
mG) at a distance below 10 pc from the Earth. If the magnetic
field along the trajectory from the lens to the Earth is of order
µG (with weaker turbulences at smaller scales) then the effects
of the lens on 106 GeV cosmic rays can be observed, but from
a displaced direction. In any case, the identification of a CML
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would require a detailed simulation including a full spectrum of
magnetic turbulences.

We have studied the image of a point-like source, finding
interesting patterns that are the analogous of the gravitational
Einstein’s ring and Einstein’s cross. Here the effect would be
combined with a strongchromaticdependence, as the deviation
is proportional to the inverse energy of the particle. The images
would be absent (or placed in a different location) for particles of
opposite charge, since they would find a divergent lens. We have
also studied the effect of a CML on the flux from a localized
source. If the source and the lens are far from the observer (i.e.,
if it covers a small solid angle) it seems possible to generate
small-scale anisotropies.
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ABSTRACT

Several cosmic-ray (CR) observatories have provided high-accuracy maps of the sky at TeV–PeV energies. The
data reveal an O(0.1%) deficit from north galactic directions that peaks at 10 TeV and then evolves with the energy,
together with other anisotropies at smaller angular scales. Using the Boltzmann equation, we derive expressions
for the CR flux that fit these features. The anisotropies depend on the local interstellar magnetic field BIS, on the
average galactic field BR in our vicinity, and on correlations between fluctuating quantities. We show that the initial
dipole anisotropy along BIS can be modulated by changes in the global CR flow, and that a variation in the dipole
direction would imply a given radius of coherence for the local BIS. We also show that small- and medium-scale
anisotropies may appear when the full-sky anisotropy finds a field configuration acting as a magnetic lens.

Key words: cosmic rays – ISM: magnetic fields

1. INTRODUCTION

We observe charged cosmic rays (CRs; protons and atomic
nuclei) with energies of up to 1011 GeV. Although in their way to
the Earth these particles lose directionality, they carry important
information about their sources and about the environment
where they have propagated. For example, the observation that
boron is more frequent in CRs than in the solar system suggests
that it is produced when heavier nuclei break on their way to the
Earth, implying that they cross an average depth of 10 g cm−2

of interstellar (IS) baryonic matter in their trajectory from the
dominant sources (Reeves et al. 1970).

At TeV energies magnetic fields trap charged CRs in the IS
medium, and their transport is usually modeled by a diffusion
equation (Shalchi 2009). One expects that the CR gas propagates
along the parallel and the perpendicular directions to the back-
ground field B with different diffusion coefficients, scattering
with the magnetic turbulences δB in the plasma. In particular,
if we define the Larmor radius as

rL = E

QBc
=

(
E

1 TeV

)(
1 μG

B

)(
e

Q

)
1.1 × 10−3 pc, (1)

a CR will predominantly be diffused by magnetic irregularities
of wavenumber k ≈ 1/rL. In a first approximation, one may
picture its trajectory as a helix along B of radius rL

√
1 − μ2

and velocity

v‖ = cμ, v⊥ = c
√

1 − μ2, (2)

with random changes in v‖ after a parallel mean free path λ‖.
Such change will also imply a variation in the field line trapping
the CR, i.e., λ⊥ ≈ rL.

A diffusion equation admits a multipole expansion (Jones
1990) with isotropy at order zero and a dipole along the gradient
direction at first order. However, this information is deduced a
posteriori, as in a diffusion equation the momenta of the gas
particles have been averaged. The Boltzmann equation, instead,
gives the evolution in phase space of the statistical distribution
function f (r, p; t) (density of particles at r with momentum
p), providing a microscopic description of the fluid (Battaner
2009; Ahlers 2014). It is easy to see that when we measure the
CR differential flux F (u, E; t) (number of particles crossing the

unit area from a given direction u per unit solid angle, energy,
and time), we can directly read the distribution function:

f

(
rEarth,−E

c
u; t

)
= c2

E2
F (u, E; t), (3)

where we have taken the relativistic limit with E = cp.
Therefore, it is interesting to explore how the appearance of
anisotropies may be explained with the Boltzmann equation,
especially in an environment with regular magnetic fields at
different scales (see below).

In this article we will attempt a description of several
large- and medium-scale anisotropies observed in the CR flux
by several experiments. The combined results from TIBET
(Amenomori et al. 2006), MILAGRO (Abdo et al. 2008),
ARGO-YBF (Di Sciascio et al. 2012), SuperKamiokande
(Guillian et al. 2007), ANTARES (Mangano 2009), IceCube
(Aartsen et al. 2013; Santander 2013), and HAWC (Abeysekara
et al. 2013) provide a picture of the whole sky at different ener-
gies. The data reveal that the almost perfect isotropy is broken
by a O(10−3) dipole-like feature that appears at 1 TeV and
evolves with the energy, together with other irregularities at
lower angular scales (Zotov & Kulikov 2012; Iuppa 2012).

It seems clear that the direction of the local IS magnetic
field BIS should be a key ingredient in the explanation of these
anisotropies (Schwadron et al. 2014). Voyager data (Ratkiewicz
et al. 2008) on the heliospheric boundary provide an estimate
for the direction of BIS:

�B = 217◦ ± 14◦; bB = −49◦ ± 8◦ (4)

(in galactic coordinates), whereas IS atom measurements with
the Interstellar Boundary Explorer (IBEX) (Frisch et al. 2012)
imply

�B = 210.◦5 ± 2.◦6; bB = −57.◦1 ± 1.◦0. (5)

Although the region of coherence of such a field is unknown
(it could vary from 0.01 to 10 pc), it is much larger than the
gyroradius of a TeV CR (in Equation (1)). At even larger dis-
tances (above 10 pc) the average magnetic field BR can be mea-
sured using a variety of methods (Beck 2005; Wielebinski 2005;
Han 2009; Battaner 2009; Ruiz-Granados et al. 2010): polarized
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thermal dust emission from clouds, Zeeman splitting of lines, or
Faraday rotation of polarized galactic and extragalactic sources,
among others. The data seem to reveal a BR ≈ 3 μG field point-
ing clockwise (�B ≈ 90◦) in the galactic plane (bB ≈ 0◦) (Han
2009). We will also study the role that this global magnetic field
plays in the explanation of the CR anisotropy.

In Section 2 we start by discussing the anisotropy that
would be expected for a single CR source and an isotropic
propagation. We then use the Boltzmann equation to analyze
how the anisotropy is deformed by the presence of a magnetic
field BIS. We will assume that the dominant CR sources are
beyond the region of coherence of BIS and that their effect is
captured by boundary conditions. In Section 3 we review the
trajectory of CRs in the absence of turbulences. In particular,
we study the image of a point-like source and show that there are
many trajectories connecting the source with a given observer.
Such a study will be necessary to understand the appearance
of small- and medium-scale anisotropies. In Sections 4 and 5,
respectively, we analyze the data and summarize our results.

2. LARGE-SCALE ANISOTROPIES

Let us first consider the simplest flux: a CR gas from a point-
like source S propagating through a turbulent but homogeneous
and isotropic medium. Such a medium would correspond to the
absence of a regular magnetic field BIS (or to the presence of a
field weaker than the fluctuations δB of wavenumber k ≈ 1/rL),
and it implies the same diffusion coefficient κ in all directions.
The trajectories will define in this case a three-dimensional ran-
dom walk of step λ = 3κ/c. The mean displacement D from
the source that a particle reaches after a (large) time t is then
(Shalchi 2009)

D =
√

2κt. (6)

The expression above implies that the radial velocity of the gas
(we call it the CR flow, since an observer moving at that velocity
would observe an isotropic flux) will decrease like 1/

√
t with

the distance D from S:

vgas ≈
√

2κ

t + 2κ/c2
= c

(
c2D2

4κ2
+ 1

)−1/2

. (7)

The relative difference between the CR flux going away and
toward the source (the forward-backward asymmetry AFB) can
then be estimated as the ratio

AFB ≈ vgas

c
≈ 2κ

cD
. (8)

This means that the point-like source will introduce an
anisotropy in the CR flux proportional to 1/D and to λ.
Basically, it is a dipole anisotropy with the excess pointing
toward S:

F (u) = F0 (1 + u · d), (9)

where

d = AFB

2π
uS. (10)

When there are several sources Si, it is straightforward to
show that the addition of the corresponding dipole anisotropies
di gives another dipole d (Giacinti et al. 2012)

d =
∑

i F
(i)
0 di∑

j F
(j )
0

. (11)

In summary, for an isotropic CR propagation we may expect a
dipole anisotropy pointing toward the average CR source (Pohl
& Eichler 2013), with its intensity inversely proportional to
the distance to these sources and proportional to the mean free
path between collisions. Notice, however, that the presence of a
regular magnetic field BIS will introduce an asymmetry between
the parallel and the perpendicular diffusion coefficients (κ‖ and
κ⊥) that will change this result.

To find out how, let us assume a local BIS coherent over
distances RIS � rL, λ‖, with λ‖ = 3κ‖/c. We will treat the
CRs (protons of energy between 1 and 1000 TeV) as a fluid that
only interacts with the magnetic fields. To obtain the average
CR anisotropy in our vicinity, we will separate the magnetic
field and the distribution function into a regular plus a turbulent
component,

f → f̄ + δf,

B → BIS + δB, (12)

with
〈 δB 〉 = 〈 δf 〉 = 0, (13)

and we will average the Boltzmann equation over nearby points.
Given the relatively small distance and timescales, we will take
stationary and homogeneous magnetic field BIS and distribution
function f̄ . We are then assuming that the CR sources are far
enough so that the spatial gradient ∇r f̄ is negligible (i.e., smaller
than δf/RIS), and that the changes in f occur on timescales
much larger than the period of data taking (the movement
of the Earth around the Sun introduces irregularities of order
10−4, i.e., a 10% correction to the large-scale anisotropy under
consideration), and we ignore energy loss or collisions with IS
matter. For a fixed CR energy, f̄ must satisfy the Boltzmann
equation:

F · ∇u f̄ (u) = e (u × B) · ∇u f̄ (u) = 0, (14)

where u = p/p and p is the momentum of the CR. The equation
above can also be written as

u · (B × ∇u f̄ ) = 0, (15)

which admits the generic solution

f̄ (u) = f̄ (u · uB). (16)

Any stationary and homogeneous solution must then be a
function with symmetry around the axis of the magnetic field:
BIS will isotropize the flux in the directions orthogonal to its
axis. In particular, these solutions may accommodate a dipole
along uB ,

f̄ (u) = f0 (1 − u · d), (17)

with

d = AFB

2π
uB. (18)

This distribution function will define (see Equation (3)) the
dipolar flux in (9) with uS → uB and F0 = f0(E/c)2, i.e., it is
BIS (and not the position of the sources) that fixes the direction
of the CR flow in our frame, defined1 as

v0/c = 1

N

∫
dΩ f (u) u, (19)

with N = ∫
dΩ f (u).

1 Notice that an observer moving at v0 will see no net flux and complete
isotropy. This velocity may coincide or not (for example, owing to an
asymmetry in the location of CR sources) with the velocity of the local plasma
wind.
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BIS

CR

CML

flow

Figure 1. BIS (within coherence cells of 0.1–10 pc) and CR flow. CML indicates
a cosmic magnetic lens (Battaner et al. 2011).

The (forward or backward) direction along BIS and the
intensity of this dipole anisotropy will depend on boundary
conditions that, in turn, will reflect the average direction of the
CR flow (Biermann et al. 2013; Qu et al. 2012) at larger scales.

In Figure 1 we plot a scheme of the CR flow within dif-
ferent cells that contain a regular BIS. This field may change
randomly from cell to cell, although it has an average value
BR at kiloparsec scales (Han 2009). Our result above has been
obtained for an observer at rest within our local IS medium.
The CR anisotropy in each cell (which may have a veloc-
ity relative to us) will then follow the BIS magnetic lines,
with a forward or backward direction depending on the pro-
jection of the global (average) flow dR along BIS. In partic-
ular, notice that d ≈ 0 for a BIS orthogonal to dR . Notice
also that we are neglecting the velocity v ≈ 23 km s−1 (Mc-
Comas et al. 2012) of the Sun relative to our cell of local IS
medium and the velocity v′ ≈ 30 km s−1 of the Earth around the
Sun. These movements imply Compton–Getting (Compton &
Getting 1935) irregularities—in the sense that they are caused
by the velocity of the observer—of order v/c = O(10−4),
introducing 10% corrections to the dominant anisotropy
along BIS.

An important question would then be what to expect for
the average CR flow. Is it dR = 〈 d 〉, a dipole along the
direction of the average magnetic field BR = 〈 BIS 〉? To
answer this question, we again separate the magnetic field
and the distribution function into a regular plus a fluctuating
component, but now we average the Boltzmann equation over
larger distances, which will include different (nearby) cells:

f → fR + δf,

B → BR + δB. (20)

Although δB and δf vary randomly from one cell to another,
there may be correlations between both turbulent components
(i.e., their relative value in each cell is not random). We will
assume

〈 e (u × δB) · ∇u δf 〉 = e u · 〈 δB × ∇u δf 〉
= e u · T . (21)

p

μ
X

Y

Z

b

B

T

Figure 2. Coordinate system.

The Boltzmann equation for the regular components is then

u · (BR × ∇u fR) + u · T = 0. (22)

We can find consistent solutions when the correlation T is
constant and orthogonal to BR . We place the axes (see Figure 2)
so that BR and T go along the x- and the y-axis, respectively, and
we use the latitude b and the longitude μ to label the direction
u of a CR. Taking fR(u) = fR(b, μ) and

∇u fR = ∂fR

∂b
ub +

1

cos b

∂fR

∂μ
uμ, (23)

with

ub = − sin b cos μ uφ − sin b sin μ ur + cos b uz;
uμ = − sin μ uφ + cos μ ur , (24)

the Boltzmann equation becomes

− sin μ
∂fR

∂b
+ tan b cos μ

∂fR

∂μ
+

T

BR

cos b sin μ = 0. (25)

This equation can be solved analytically:

fR(b, μ) = f0

(
1 +

T

f0BR

sin b

)
+ f̃ (cos b cos μ), (26)

with f0 a constant and f̃ an arbitrary function of cos b cos μ.
We see that the first term is just a dipole orthogonal to the plane
defined by BR and T , whereas the second term may include a
dipole along BR:

fR(b, μ) = f0(1 + t sin b + s cos b cos μ), (27)

with t = T/(f0BR) and s a constant depending on boundary
conditions. The CR flux that corresponds to this distribution
function (see Equation (3)) would be

FR(u) = F0 (1 + (d t + ds) · u), (28)

where F0 = f0(E/c)2, d t = −t uB × uT and ds = −s uB .
Equation (28) expresses a key result: the global CR flow dR

does not necessarily flow along the average magnetic field BR .
There may appear a second dipole anisotropy orthogonal to
BR that, added to the first dipole, could favor any direction:
dR = d t + ds . Moreover, the turbulent correlation T defining
this second dipole may evolve with the energy and vary its
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direction, which would translate into a change in the global CR
flow and then in the boundary conditions that determine the
dipole anisotropy along BIS described above.

We would like to make some final observations concerning
the evolution of the anisotropy with the energy. For a standard
Kolmogorov spectrum of magnetic turbulences λ‖ grows with
the energy like ≈E0.6 (Swordy 2001), whereas λ⊥ ≈ rL

increases linearly with the CR energy. When the parallel and
the transverse mean free paths become similar, the propagation
becomes isotropic and we should see the global CR flow (see
Figure 2). This flow, in turn, should reflect the velocity of our
local IS plasma and the position and the intensity of the average
CR source. Moreover, the isotropic propagation would also be a
sign that rL has reached a size similar to the region of coherence
of BIS, since the fluctuations δB of wavenumber k ≈ 1/rL

should be δB ≈ BIS.

3. SMALL- AND MEDIUM-SCALE ANISOTROPIES

A small-scale anisotropy in the CR flux must be generated
closer to the Earth (Salvati 2010; Giacinti & Sigl 2012),
at distances where the diffusive regime has not been fully
established yet. It is then necessary to study the image of a
point-like CR source after crossing a constant magnetic field,
without the magnetic turbulences that cause the diffusion.

A particle of charge Q and energy E � mc2 in a constant
field BIS = BIS k will describe a helix of angular frequency
ω = BIScQ/E and radius r(μ) = c

√
1 − μ2/ω. Choosing the

coordinates such that at t = 0 the particle is at S = (0, 0, 0), the
trajectory reads

x = −r(μ) sin φ0 + r(μ) sin (φ0 + ω t)

y = r(μ) cos φ0 − r(μ) cos (φ0 + ω t)

z = c μ t, (29)

where μ = v‖/c and φ0 is the initial angle of v⊥ with the x-axis:

ẋ = c
√

1 − μ2 cos (φ0 + ω t)

ẏ = c
√

1 − μ2 sin (φ0 + ω t)

ż = c μ. (30)

Let us consider all the trajectories connecting the source S
with an observer R located at a transverse distance d⊥ � c/ω =
rL and a paralel distance d‖ � 0. We can always rotate the
axes so that R is at (0, d⊥, d‖) and use the variables (μ, φ0, t)
to solve (x, y, z) = (0, d⊥, d‖). It turns out that there are an
infinite number of such trajectories, each one characterized by
an integer winding number n � nmin, with

nmin = Integer

⎡
⎣ d‖

π

√
4r2

L − d2
⊥

⎤
⎦ , (31)

and a (positive or negative) φ0 with |φ0| � π/2. To see this, it is
instructive to first consider the case with d‖ = 0 (in Figure 3),
i.e., with S and R in a plane orthogonal to BIS. The trajectories
in this case have μ = 0, φ−

0 = −φ+
0 and will reach R after an

arbitrary number n of turns around the left or the right circles
in Figure 3. Notice that higher values of n correspond to longer
trajectories, which will provide fainter images of S (the flux
scales like 1/L2). Adding a distance d‖ along the BIS direction,
the trajectories will require a nonzero value of μ to reach R,

d

φ
0

−φ
0

Y

X

R

S

Figure 3. Trajectories between S = (0, 0, 0) and R = (0, d⊥, 0) for BIS =
(0, 0, BIS).

with L = d‖/μ their total length. Trajectories with larger values
of μ will be brighter, although this parameter is bounded by the
condition rL

√
1 − μ2 � d⊥/2.

In Figure 4 we plot several trajectories connecting S with R
for a large (d‖ = 35rL) longitudinal distance. In the limit of
very large d‖ the trajectories arrive at R defining a semi-conus
of directions of angle θ = arccos d⊥/(2rL), with −π/2 < ϕ <
π/2, and the limiting directions (ϕ = ±π/2) defining the plane
orthogonal to BIS. It is easy to see that the trajectories with
direction ϕ = 0 and maximum μ are shorter but less dense
than the ones in the extremes. As a consequence, the brightness
(number of trajectories per unit length times their flux) along
the semicircle scales like

B = B0 cos (ϕ + π/2) . (32)

Notice also that each trajectory reaching R corresponds to a CR
that left the source S at a different time, so the image at R would
be the whole semicircle only for a constant and isotropic source.

Although from the previous analysis it is apparent that
a nearby source could introduce small- and medium-scale
anisotropies in the CR flux, we do not expect any sources at
distances below 1 pc, which would probably introduce too large
anisotropies. We find, however, another plausible mechanism
for the generation of this type of anisotropy.

In Battaner et al. (2011) we have described the possible
effects of a cosmic magnetic lens: a predominantly toroidal
field configuration that may appear with a variety of sizes and
magnetic strength. As deduced from Liouvilles theorem,2 an
isotropic and homogeneous flux will never become anisotropic
due to the action of a magnetic field. However, the large-scale
dipole anisotropy discussed in the previous section could cross
a nearby field configuration acting as a magnetic lens and imply
point-like anisotropies of the same order. The lens would then
become equivalent to a faint source of CRs but be otherwise
invisible, since it does not produce or deflect the light.

4. COMPARISON WITH THE DATA

SuperKamiokande, TIBET, ARGO-YBF, ANTARES,
MILAGRO, and, more recently, HAWC have been able to distin-
guish from the northern sky an O(0.1%) large-scale anisotropy
in the flux of 1–10 TeV CRs. IceTop and IceCube have observed

2 This theorem, first applied to CRs moving inside a magnetic field in
(Lemaı̂tre & Vallarta 1933), implies that an observer following a trajectory will
always observe the same differential flux (or intensity, particles per unit area
and solid angle) along the direction defined by that trajectory.
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Figure 4. Twenty shortest trajectories between S = (0, 0, 0) and R = (0, 1, 35) for BIS = (0, 0, BIS) and rL = 1: projection on the x–y plane (left) and trajectories
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Table 1
Summary of Data on the Large-scale Anisotropy Obtained by
Several Observatories: ARGO (Di Sciascio 2012), MILAGRO

(Abdo 2009), TIBET (Amenomori et al. 2006), ICECUBE
(Abbasi et al. 2012), ICETOP (Aartsen et al. 2013)

Hemisphere Experiment 〈E〉 Deficit Position Amplitude

[TeV] R.A. Decl.
[deg] [deg]

ARGO 3.6 170 to 210 −10 to 30 3 × 10−3

MILAGRO 6 180 to 220 −10 to 0 3 × 10−3

North TIBET 6.2 170 to 210 −10 to 20 3 × 10−3

ARGO 24 150 to 190 −10 to 30 1 × 10−3

TIBET 300 · · · · · · < 1 × 10−3

ICECUBE 20 190 to 240 −30 to −60 8 × 10−4

ICECUBE 400 40 to 100 −15 to −45 7 × 10−4

South ICETOP 400 70 to 110 −15 to −45 1.6 × 10−3

ICETOP 2000 50 to 125 −25 to −55 3 × 10−3

with also very high statistics up to the PeV scale from the South
Pole. In Table 1, we give an estimate of the results obtained
in these experiments. It is remarkable that all the observations
seem consistent with each other, although the higher energies
seen at IceTop have not been accessible to the previous experi-
ments or to HAWC yet. One should notice that each experiment
can access all the right ascensions (α) but only a limited region
of declinations (e.g., −90◦ < δ < −25◦ in IceCube). It becomes
then difficult to estimate whether the excess and the defect in
the flux are opposite to each other (α → α ± 180◦, δ → −δ)
and define a dipole. Actually, in most experiments the region of
maximum excess or maximum defect is found at the limiting
declinations that are accessible, suggesting that the real maxi-
mum is out of reach. If that is the case, the nonaccessible pole
will introduce a relatively less intense and broader anisotropy
than the pole that can be seen by the experiment.

The data can be summarized as follows. At 1–20 TeV it
reveals a dipole anisotropy that goes along BIS. Taking all
the data from the northern observatories and the low-energy
IceCube results (based on the observation of atmospheric
muons), we estimate

�B = 180◦; bB = −60◦, (33)

which is consistent with the values in Equations (4–5). In
Figure 5 we plot in equatorial coordinates two cones of angle
30◦ with the axis along and opposite to the direction of this BIS.
At higher energies the observations from the South Pole indicate
that the anisotropy weakens, becoming of order 10−4. This
result is supported by TIBET (see Table 1) and, especially, by
EAS-TOP (Aglietta et al. 2009), which at E ≈ 100 TeV is able to
see the movement of the Earth around the Sun (an anisotropy of
amplitude 2 × 10−4). At even higher energies (around 400 TeV)
both EAS-TOP and IceCube detect an increase in the amplitude
of the anisotropy and also a large change of phase, suggesting
a dipole almost opposite to the initial one. Finally, at 2 PeV
(Aartsen et al. 2013) the direction of the excess may have
changed slightly toward the galactic center.

Our results in Section 2 provide a framework with which
to interpret these observations. Above 1 TeV the effect of
the heliosphere on the CR trajectories is subleading, and the
dominant magnetic field is the BIS in Equation (33). The
modulation above 10 TeV can then be explained if the global
CR flow varies its direction with the energy, in particular, if
its component along BIS changes sign at ≈100 TeV. At these
energies other effects, like the Compton–Getting irregularities
of order 10−4 due to the velocity of the Earth, become relatively
important. As the CR energy grows, the possible misalignment
of the anisotropy with BIS would indicate that rL ≈ RIS, where
RIS is the radius of coherence of the local IS magnetic field
(see Figure 2). For BIS ≈ 3 μG (Schwadron et al. 2014) and
E ≈ 1 PeV we obtain RIS ≈ 0.3 pc. The propagation then
becomes isotropic (Casse et al. 2002), and the dipole anisotropy
should follow the direction of the global CR flow, which is driven
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Figure 5. Dipole anisotropy along BIS for �B = 180◦ and bB = −60◦ in
equatorial coordinates (right ascension and declination). The thin line indicates
the magnetic equator, whereas thick lines define cones of angle π/4 along the
magnetic axis.

by a correlation of turbulent quantities (at this scale, δB = BIS
and the fluctuation δf generated by the movement of our local
IS cell relative to our neighbors) and by the average magnetic
field BR. The radius RIS ≈ 0.3 pc of our local IS plasma could
also be related to the appearance of the knee in the CR spectrum,
as CRs of energy above 1 PeV could not be trapped by BIS in
our vicinity.

As for the low-scale anisotropies, we have described in
Section 3 how the image of the dipole through a cosmic
magnetic lens may introduce irregularities. These could consist
of pointlike and/or longitudinal structures similar to the ones
discovered by some experiments: the two regions observed by
TIBET (Amenomori et al. 2006) and MILAGRO (Abdo et al.
2008) or the four regions (which include the two former regions)
found by ARGO (Bartoli 2013). The lens could focus the CR
wind (see Figure 1) and define anisotropies of order 5 × 10−4,
the amplitude that has been observed. Notice also that, since
the effect of the magnetic lens on a more energetic CR will
be smaller (Battaner et al. 2011), the irregularities will slightly
change their position and finally disappear when the energy
grows. We think that region 2 in Bartoli (2013)—region B
in (Abdo et al. 2008)—could be related to the effect that we
described (region 1, the most intense, seems linked to an effect
of the heliotail; Lazarian & Desiati 2010).

5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The appearance of anisotropies in the flux of charged CRs pro-
vides information about the distribution of sources and about the
magnetic plasma where they have propagated on their way to the
Earth. The O(10−3) deficit from north galactic regions discov-
ered by TIBET and MILAGRO seems to follow the direction of
BIS. Using the Boltzmann equation, we have justified this ob-
servation and have shown that the CR flow at more global scales
may modulate this anisotropy, reducing its intensity and even in-
verting its direction at higher energies. These features seem con-
sistent with IceCube observations in the Southern Hemisphere.
We have argued that a misalignment of the dipole anisotropy
with BIS could be used to estimate the region of coherence of
the local IS plasma. Although the appearance of anisotropies
can also be understood using a diffusion equation, we think that
our approach provides an alternative (and simpler) framework.

In particular, the Boltzmann equation averaged over different
scales provides a useful picture able to describe the changes in
the anisotropy with the energy.

We have also suggested a mechanism that would relate the
large- and the small-scale anisotropies: these would appear
as the image of the global dipole provided by nearby cosmic
magnetic lenses (Battaner et al. 2011), which would focus the
CR flow. Notice that the lens acts as a CR source, but that the
real source would be the large-scale anisotropy. In particular,
if this is O(0.1%), then the low-scale anisotropy will be of the
same order. If the lens is seen from the Earth under a sizable
solid angle, the magnetic field BIS can define linear structures
like the ones described in (Bartoli 2013).

The simplified scheme proposed here uses a number of
approximations: all CRs are protons (heavier nuclei of the same
energy would have smaller rL), all CRs in the same data set
have equal energy, or the effect of the heliosphere (Lazarian &
Desiati 2010) is negligible. We think, however, that it provides
an acceptable qualitative description of the data. In the near
future HAWC observations from the Northern Hemisphere
could confirm that the TIBET/MILAGRO dipole is modulated
and changes sign at energies above 100 TeV.
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